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"Each and every tongue is a dst
window onto the world. Looking throw

the native speaker enters an emotionfal ac

spiritual space, a framework of memory,

pranontory on tomorrow, which no other window

in the great house at Babel quite matches.

Thus every language mirrors and generates

a possible world, an alternative reality.

means of language humah beings

can do .something utterly fantasticthey

say "No." "No" to what would otherwise be

the seeming inevitability of organic life,

the monotony of birth and doh. Every

single language contains d world, a rich

world, of human freedom, as against the inevitably:

organic Wo4:1d_of our animal lives."
(

George.Steinerin 'The Coming

Universal:Language,' The Listen

CL on: BBC Weekly)

re Tinted in Atlas World Press

Reviae4- 24 rotober 1977) pp. 2426.
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I. i L ION

er keine fremde Sprache kennt, weiss
nichts von seiner elgenen."

RatI2iatu_

Goethe

_Reasons why Americans (or anyone else, for that rr tter) should

learn a foreign language abound. Foreign language study is believed

to sharpen analytical. and intellectual skills, lessen ethnocentricity-,

enhance tolerance of values and behavioral patterns 'of o&er cultural

grdups, increase awareness of the complexity of the communication process,

of language in general, and. of one's native tongue in particular. Knowing

a foreign language can cont;ibute_to international understanding and, of

course, enables an vi.Lndi,dual to communicate and exchange information with
.

pelvic( of another culture either face=to-face or through written

documenttof that culture. Maria Alter provides 36 "traditional reasons"

.e "modern" ones for requiring foreign language study, all valid

ected groUps of the population.- Additional reasons are given

.by Grittner, Honig- and Brod, Jarvis, L helm, and others

Few would doubt that knowledge of a foreign langua an be a valuable

asse

doubt

and cu

virtually any individual or any profession.

the notion that American business, indust

ural_institutions need, more than ever, pro

prcficiencY in at' least one foreign language.

ually withou

government, social

ionals with

despite a sound rationale supporting forei lan6ge study,
A

2



-the Helsinki Agreement which our.government co-signed in-1975,

. 4
pledging its-active'support and eilcouragMent to furthering thb study

of foreign languages and-civilizations on all levels,- "and despite

peesidenfial ard gubernatorial proclamations on the value and importance,

of language study, foreign language enrollments on all level of formal-
s-.

education have plummeted since the late sixties. The most recent

foreign language enrollment statistics compiled frdm institutions of

higher learning by the Modern Language Association of AMerica reflect

an overall decrease in enrollment of, 19.9% between 1968 and 1974. In

196,17.% of students enrolled in post secondary education studied

a foreign language.' By 1974 this percentage had dWindled to9.9%.3

The decline in national enrollments is certainly not due to a lack

of well trained teachers (an estimated 54% of recent Ph.D.s in for=

languages and literatureshave not found positidns in the field for

gn

which they were trained)4 or to professional apathy. Conf ences' and

publications dealing with professional concerns abound.

a rich selection of programdescriptions, curricular innovations,

They pr -nt.

proposals and critiques. (Of particular interest are the ADFL Bulletin,

the Modern The ACTFL Foreign

LlligEge Education Series?and the recently pUblished German Studies

the Unitd States compiled and edited by Walter Lohnes and Valters

Nollendorfs, as well as the journals published by the American Associations

of Teachers of French, German, Italian, Slavic and East European Languages,

Spanish and Portuguese, and the American Classical ague). Generally

'peaking, reasons for the decline in interest in foreign language study



have to be sought mostly outside the medicate eont 01 of foreign

language departments. For instance,. manyeducatOrs.agree that today's

.student is more pragmatic and career-oriented than previous generations.

,In the words of one chairman, "students feel that if you can't do much

with it after one semester, ain't worth studying. IF piAnd reaping the

tangible benefits of foreign language study in terms of proficiency

a foreign language-takes a long-term commitment of ,time and energy

only a small percentage of :students is willing, to invest. Demands

immThat ance,"yrotest againstlregimentation and uniformity,

mphasis Ern individual choice and "s -fulfillment," voiced
,

frequently in the sixties, have done away with many of the traditional

requirements considered indispensable lo the 'mark of an educated man"

former generations. The relative geographic isolation bf the U.S.

further affects immediate motivanon for foreign language study; moreover,

the spread of Englis as lingua franca-throughout the industrialized
0

world lessens the pragmatic impetus toward foreign language study.

Added to that home the financial cutbac in higher education which have

severely affected the relatively high-cost-(in terms of student-teacher

ratio and library budgets) foreign language departments. As a result,

rany.departments with a relatively small number of majors are relegated

to performing a strictly "service" function.

What is being done and what methods are successfulin reversing the

trend of falling enrollmeng L'n institutions of higher learning and in'.

bringin the proLlaimed.benefAs of.foreign language study to a larger

proportion of the student population? These basic' questions motivated

survey reported-here, a study_ conducted with the support of the

s ion of Education Programs of the National Endowment' for the Romani ies



to

tie e

puzp

progr''ems in find

those fact.ors

A succez-, sful pror

d taa.int aimed ti..yrient, interest

1

ccess ful foreign

instiitu 'cic rrs of higher learning anc
/-
felt to have contributed to their

basically defined as one which attracted

its specifically stated objectives.
5hort,rthe studya:eteiripted to find patt-:

age instructicn which night be generali

ther s tit-nticns to generate student in

initial CritTiCix for

d approaches to foreign

reproduced or arlapte4

st and improve te'aching

as stated in towns enrollme

This criterion Was chosen-between' the Tall of 19

because it i as the oni' objective measure availabl -from a large number_

nstituticns II am are pat a predominantly quantitative criterion
open to criticism. Success ii terms of numbers alone is suspect in

education ,because s talent motives for choosing a course. (particurarly

if, the Course satin

than to "the lesser t

requireinent ) probably more often than not guide

-is" in terns of required work and effort.

Ideally, pxograrrx success should be treasured in both qualitatiVe -and quantita
terms in t erns olstNeiit learni.rrg, as well as through the ability_ of a
program to geiler.ste student interest on all levels of .instruction. Unfortunately,
few departmnents have d _vel cped a unified set of objectives or collect 6sternatic
comparative data On student achievement. Even anecdotal accounts of student

or motbldorogies are not

a raj or ity of colleagup

a' hievei t related to lar lar

corroborated by the impr



within a de

I rej ee o the cuter. "innovation a,a sole indicator

ucces5, since innovative or non-t malt ional approaches in theraseiVes

give -no a5sUrance of either giolitati-ve or quantitative change in.

achieve it dor enxollment In trying to follow up olne- of the non-

-traditional courses or t hing mronches rted professional
.

literature and particularly- by "Report o the, l9 74-75 Survey of

Nori- TTadit Tonal f conducted by the lk)ciern language Association, 6

found mare often -a riot that the "inilovat ion" had run out with:they

energy and eriaio a1

part of the curri i1

ducted in forc

the-irinovatOr and had not bectime' an integral,

much of the innovation and experimentatio

if it is maintained past the initial

er-iftent al effort makes no attempt

st long

II: ythorre effect'' of Oino

evaluat appears

enough tro set a professional: prubli

sys tarot fallow -up of the

A further justification

teh from a pragmatic pers

--any educators "e4e.riment"

n out of their effortswithout

It5 experirnentatiun an4 innovation.

vent itative crit. r on for success

tive, frICSVArnerl an institutions

hi r education enroliffieirt administrative,

support-. Regard'

the naj or rit er

of Ilow innovative

if enrol ]in nt doeS nothow successful in toms of student learti_ng

course or

onerate the minimally expected Fi t athninistraticy- s consider

onorrue, 11y unfeaSible,

ProkzedUrOS ()f the .tudv

In or to survey as large of Anoricul j.ns that ions- as



poss'ible a questionnaire was sent in February 1977 to

departments (or departments teaching foreign languages)

lanalacre,

in undergraduate

four-year and two-year institutions of higher learning. ,The computerized

files of the Modern Language Association provided the address base. The

initial mailing went to 3,288 departments; of those, 964 were in community

colleges. For the.follaw-up mailing, sent iiu early April, those departments

Oich did not engwe in forml-forv,ign language instruction (such as

departments of con-iparathre literature .Or linguistics pi large institutions)

were elimated frornthe MLA mailing list and questionnaires were sent

econd time, and ilith -a new ,cover,letter, to 3,140 departments . 'The

cover letter for second mailing had two different forms, differentiating

between institutions lAhich shoWed a foreign language,enroliment increase

1

according to the 1974 enrollment survey conducted by the MLA- and those

did not. According to this. survey 577 of the total number of

responding 4-year institutions and 300. of responding 2 -year institutions

indicated enrollment creases.)

The-questionna e requested data on undergraduate enrollment figures

or the autumn terms of 1972,the various languages taught at each institution

and 1976 respectively:- FigureS for grachlating majors andtotaiinstitutienal

For
enrollments were requested for the same year5 as-well as,,,the number

of teaching staff available to each department. Further,the questionnaire

so t
. information on the current status of the foreign language

requirement at each-institution and how it could be fulfilled on new

courses or programs ins;ituted in the department since Fall 1972; on

the most popular, courses' (in terms of enrollment) past the elementary

level; on undergraduate curricular options, special methodological-
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c3

aches, and, evaluation practices. _oroover, the questionnaire Uested

rrative statement on causes forincrease or decrease of .enroliments

in particular departments . (See A,Elpendix A for a copy of the quest -ionna

and cover letters from the original and follow up mailings.) fortunately,

because of time constraints, pretesting the questionnaire 8y sending

to a andom sample of chairpersons was impossible. However, the

questionnaire was Sent to 2 foreign language,educators, researchers, .

anddepartment chairpersons, as well as td several sociologists for

reaction. Their suggestions were incorporated into the fai form Of

the questionnaire which was mailed for data collection.

The data obtained' by responding departments was compiled and quantitative

summaries and averages were calculated when appropriate The'findings of

questionnaire study are presented separatelyJorfou -year and two-
.

nstitutions in the following sections of=this report.

From the responding departments;15 four-year, institutions and,

four two -year institutions were,'selectea for a follow-up study with

on-site visitation.. The following factors considered in choosing

departments for a more detailed study:

increase in enrollments and /or majors since 1972, taking

into account verall institutional growth (in multi-language,

departments, those departments were favored for selection

which showed increases in 'more than-one language)1

no increase in foreign language requirement, since 1972, (those

institutions without formal requirement_ vore given precedence);

number and kind of new courses or program developed since 1972

( program was defined as two or more courses ading to a



specified objFctive, g. , a translator's certificate, a degree

in international,husines eePrelated course Sequence etc.

number of options orftethodological approaches listed;

additional information supplied in narrative form by respondents;

I also- attempted ,to have some distribution by region and size of

institution, lincludingToblic and privafe schools.

The following institutions were visited:

Public pour -Year Institutions

0 o State University
0 on State University
State University of New York

College at Buffalo
University of California-Berkeley
University of Maryland-College Park
University of Michigan
University of Northern Iowa
University of. Oregon
University of Texas-El Paso
Washington State University

Private Four-Year Institutions

Brown University
Dartmouth College
Middlebury College

- Pomona College

University of South California.

Two-Year Institutions

Portland Community College (Oregon
San Antonio College
San `Franci=sco City College'

Tarrant CoUnty.Community_College (Texas

(ClaSsics
(Germ)

(ForeigniLanguages)
'(French,' Italian)
(Spanish)

(Romance Languages
(Foreign Languages
(Spanish]

(Foreign LanguageS
(Foreign. Languages

(Classics, Slavic Spanish)
(Frendh, German, sian)
(Foreign Languages 1Surruner Program)
(Foreign. Languages
(Spanish)'

The visits to the variou* campuses.. selected lasted fr©i

Ys. While.on campus r visited, classes and talked to

ne ea three

airpersons,

program coordinators, a sampling of faculty meMbers teaching assistants

(Where jnvolved in undergraduate instruction), studdnts, and administrato
a_

fkscrigtive swmaries of selected programs visited, are presented in

s.



Chapter V. of this report. I should state that,,due to financial

reasons, time, and other ,factors, not all promising departments could

be visited. This report cannot, therefoe, be pken as a conclusive summa y of

curricular trends. However,9r sincerely hope that the findings and

cu] icular practices summarized here will stimulate discussion and serve

as a source of ideas and inspiration to the profess n.

,

1



FINDINGS OF QUESTIO STUDY: F UR-YEAR INST IONS

Of Of the 2,176 four-year departments on the MLA computerized mailing

list which were sent a questionnaire 693 departments (31.8%) returned

the form; an additional 18 (.8%) responded by letter and/or other descr'P-

tive materials such as catalogues, brochures p_ evaluatic;ns
,/

reports, etc.; 29 departments (1.3% ) sent letters notes explainin

their particular situation was so dismal that they saw no utility

Viding figures; 36 departments (1.6w reported they were not or n

teaching foreign languages;Sand eight departments (.4% protest

tailed information reqUes ed by the questionnaire and the .in

time for. answering and returned it uncompleted. Subtracting

which did not offer any foreign language instruction, the

response rate'amounted to 33.2%. However, it must be.poin

departments did not submit -thee- complete data requested

administrators appear to have an aversion to.questio

o,statistical surveys in particular. It came as a

number of chairpersons claimed they did not have

tal or-institutional enrollment figures.)

Due to the relatively low response rate on the ciu

artments

stionnaire

ny

gage

,general and

o me that a

to departmen-

since no efforts were made to-randomize or

the numerical data p esented in this

stionnaires and

atify s rpiing procedures,

eport should not be considered

accurate in the statistical sense or repre

'picture in the U.S. Judging from many wr fen co

listic to assume that the sample des ribed is

entativ of the total curricular

ents, it is probabr,

a biased one and that a
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large number of institutions did not respond,' because they considered their

curriculum'unsuccessful" in terms of generating student interest and felt

they could contribute little to the stated purpose of the study, On.e would,

therefire, expect (though let us pray that this is not the case...) that

the riUmerical results of this sUme re generally more positive than the

total national picture would be.

In spite of-the rion-generalizability of the data, the fi- rdrare

included here to give readers a perspective on the responding sample and to

enable them to compare their own depaitmental situation with that of the

ample described. Some readers Ilighefind the nest pages somewhat tedioUs

and those not interested in numerical analyses are adV

Chapter Three.

Re ponding Sample

to skip to

Tables 1 and 2. present a breakdown of respondents by state, type of

department, size of institution, financial support' (public or private),

and types of degree granted Analysis of the sand le indicates that 439

(63%) of the responding apartments were in small institutions (under

5,0'00 students);. 106 departments (15%)- were in medium-sized ones (5,000-

10,000 students); and 148 (21%) came from.large universities (over 10,000

students). The majority of responses (400 departments or 58%) came from

departments in private institutions. 443 (64%) offered as highest degree

the B.A. or B.S. 95 (14%) Offered a est dedree the M.A. and 126

(18 %) offered the doctorate. 355 (51%) of the responses came, from depart-

s of foreign or modern languages; 58 (8%) -came from Latiri/Clasgicz

departments; 51 (7%) from German departments; 19 (3 %) from German/Slavic

c(Alinitions; and 33 (5%) from Russian/Slavic departments. The Rotanc

la ua es were represented by 29 responses (4c'°) from Romance language
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Al abnnr

Alaska

Arizot.

Arkansas
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waii

TAB i : Re spolui in } -Year Departments by Sta.

n5titutions Number of Ilepa f Total Samp10
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Indiana
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x.73
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1.87
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issouri
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Neb ra sk,

Nevada

td Ha shire
New J
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North Dakota
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Oklahoma

won
Pennsylva
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§9511Pi2)0ta
Tennessee
Texas

Utah

Verraont

h on_
acct Virrinia

n

.43
6.64

2.02

.66
5.05

1.15

.72

7.79

1.01
_ . .

87

OS
72

6 £6 .

Z.74

1.15
.72

19 2.74

. 1

. , 14

-3 .43
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depaens In.addition, 41 6%) came from ench, 27 (4%) from Spanish,

d 10 (1%) from Italian departments. A very small number of responses (4)
c "

came from departments of Scandinavian languages and oriental and near eastern

laaguages (5) and 39 (615) came from Humanities Linguistics, departments

of biblical languages Or uncommon combinations of languages such as

'Classics apd Oriental Languages, etc.

enrollment Surrnaries

kyle many departrrient low an increase in enrollments between the'

fall of 1972 and 1976, this increase is often not proportionate with

total institutional growth. Obviously, if a department has increased its

enrollments by 20% over few years, while an institution as d whole.has

grown '40$, the department has not kept up with attracting a 'fair share"
. ,

of students to ats offerings and has, in essence, loSt enrollments.

a
However, one mu,st take into consideration that departmental resources do

not always permit-expansqon-to attract.a proportionate share of institutional

enrollment; French ht the University of California Berkeley, fel- instance,

repo, ts'that'it cannot accommodate ill interested students in ewer division

language courses because of insufficient teaching personnel. The problem is

especially acute in departments which suffered cuts in faculty.. because of

recent requirement changes. These departments are now forced to curtail

their offerings regardless of 'student demand.

Of the 3 departments which responded, only 157 reported en-

rollment growth which kept up with--or surpassed--L,the proportionate under--,
graduate growth reported bythe institution.-The remaining 328 departments

(47) which-provided comparable 'figures Were not able to attract a pro-

ionate.share of new undo grad to enrollments.



If we co a e only departmental figures between 1972 and 1976, w

out reference to total institutional enrollments, 247 (37%) departments

reported more students in 197,6 than in 1972; 3 (less than 1%) reported

no-change in enrollments; and 374 (54%) decreased in enrollments.

69 departments (10%) did not give comparable figures. Table 3 presents

summary of enrollments for the six most commonly taught languages for

he autumn terms of 1972 and 1976. For the total four-year period in-
,.

vestigated 1,577 language departments, or different language sections

within departments, provided comparable figures, reporting a loss

26,312 students (9.1%). 61culated in averages, each of the 1,57.7

language departments/sections responding lost an average 16.7 students.

ewrical terms, French lost the largest number of<udents with 14,942

(16.2%) losses, followed by German with 11,414 (1a.5%the largest less

in percentage terms). In third place came Russ reporting a loss of

.

4593,(10.8%) students. Latin lost 6 8 students and dropped

by 216 student

2.5%).

2.3%). Only Spanish reported a gain .(2,511 students or

,_A,summary-of enrollment Changes in the less commonly taught languages

is presented in Table 4. Japanese, Hawaiian, Greek, Arabic; and the

Scandinavian languages shaved the largest growth in numerical terms. Hebrew,

Swahili, Portuguese, the less-commonly taught Slavic languages; Celtic and

Basque showed losses. Altogether, the 418 departments/sections which gave

figures for less commonly taught languages gained 2,526 students (14.6%)

between 19.72 and 1976. Most departments which offered English as a Second

Language
r--

(ESL), Linguistics literature in translation, interdisciplinary,

comparptive literature, or general humanities courses also grew in enroll-

ments.



TABLE -3
Total Enrollments 1977,'1976; ommonly Tit Languages!'

No, of dop

reporting

1972 ° 1976 gain/loss

enrollments Toll tints

French

German

Italian

Latin

372

3sa

ti
131

Iss 183

92,000 77,058

61,608-,

8,999

10,931 10,273

14,760 13,167

panish 370 100 OP 102,600

-14,942 ,-16 2

- 11,414

-216

ti

-18.5

-1,593

TOMS 1577 288 603
-26,312
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1972/.1976 - Less Cc my Taughttaniiiiies and Other Foreign LanglagAerated Offetin

a. of p s; 197 1976 19.171976 717 .,

Lan'_e_.__rg_prollments--eprol nts gain/loss --,',140/loss
. .

American Indian 3 480 +100,

Arabic/Mid-Eastern Studies -____27 166.- +407 712L

asque 4 ID 4 - 40

Celtic 1 60- 41, 19 - 31..7

44 1,163 1.201 + 38 4 3.3
2 66 .87 4,21 + 31.8

.:\

19 820 871 + 51'f. # + 6.2

2 15 t 28 + 13 + 86.7

1
A

.
5. + '5 +ipo

122 3,748 4 245 +497 15.3

563 : 1,100. +537 4 95 4

40 870 791. 79' 9.1

1
. 6 '10 +4 + 66,7

',42, k 40503. 5416 +613 + 13.6'

84.. 146 t 62 4 73.8

1.,3.84 1,342, - 42 3

5 r + 5 + 190

2,886 2,951 +365 . 4 14,`1

Chinese

autch

East Asian Lang s.

Esperanto

is

Greek

Hebrewfliddish

Hungarian

Japanese

Persian/Turkish

Portuguese

Rulanian

Scandinavian Lans./dies
Slavic Langs. not incl.

Russia)
Swahili ,

, Unspecified

SUBTOTAL: LESS COMMONli

TAUGHT LANGUAGES

tudies

17,774 19,800 +2.526 + 14.6

reygnlangUage=Rela:

Offerings:*'

Classics (reported separately

fro Latikand,Greek)

fSL

General (Lit. in transcomp,

interdisc.- humani

ties cotrses) 24 'I%

Linguistics lb
Sign Language 1.

SUBTOTAL:

2 1

+298 2.5

468 +286 + 157.1

2,247 2,498 +251 1/4-4' 11.2

384 826 +442 4 115.1

175 +175 +.100

FL OFFERINGS;
+,- _L9

510 31940 35.918 +3,978 + 12.5



rei estion

968 departments,

.figures for majors1 in the six most commonly-taught languages The mo at

loss of majors between 1972 and 1976 numbered 802 (10.1% Inspecting

Table S, which s9mmarizes the-number of graduating majors for the period

or language sections within departments, provided

18

investigated, French appeats to have suffered the highest losses with 581

majors (19.4%). Next tame German with 162 (12.1%) lossjS and

Latin /C

incre

assics with23 (9.5%) Surprisingly, Spanish which showed

in e p lments between 1972-1976,,dlso showed a decrease in

majors. -92 or 3.2%. Only Russian and Italian indicated a gain.

Of the less commonly taught languages, 198 departments/sections eported

1gures for majors. Of those 74 reported an increase in the number of

majors, 33 reported no change; and 91 reported a decrease. Altogether, the

less commonly taught languages reported a gain of 149 majors for'the four°

year period covered. However these figures cannot be-taken as dependable

indicators of a trend. Many,departments do not appear to .keep records of

the number of .majors graduatini'and some of the'' figures included are

estimates. In the less commonly taught languages a number of area studies

and linguistics,figures are included.

Table 6 sumnarizes total enroll nt changes between 1972/76 for all

mguages and offe

students.

ortion of Total Und

ngs. Figures indicate a total loss of 22,334 (7%)

raduate Enrollment Stud in a Forei

Comparing the number of undergraduate students studying foreign languages

th the total number. of students enrolled in undergraduate instruction,.we

find a slight decline in proportions over the four-year period investigated.



TA B Sections Reporting Gains/Lossesdn Majors Bet en 1972- 1976 .in-6-1+bst

Commonly Taught Languages

uage

No. of depts./sections

reporting

cb 289

230

1 22

n/Classics 67

75

ish 2-

968

1972

graduating majors

1976

graduating. majors

3,002: 2;421

,344

67 96

242 219

371 398

2,913 2;821

7.939 7,137

1972/1976

Gain/Loss

+

Gain/Loss

1 - 19.4

- 162 12.1

+ 29

-'23

+ 27 7.3

.9 ..3.2

-802. 10.1



TABLE 6 Summary Total Enrollment angel 1972/1976

No of Depts./Sections

Reporting

= 1972

Enrollmen

1976

EnrollmentS

Loss

Loss/Gain
1

Commonly

La guages 1,577 288 603. -,262,291 -26,312 9.1

Commonly'

it Languages. 418 17;274. 19,800 + 2,526 +14.6

Foreign

age7Related

ings 92 14,666 16,118 + 1,452 9.9

2,087 320,543 :298,209 '-22,334



- _

-,In 1972, for examPle, 14.3% of all-undergraduates-in this sample studied a r.

_ -

21-

..-.

foreign language; in 1974 this flgure had fallen to 13% and declined further

to 12.5% in antunnpf 1976, indicating a slight decrease in interest in

foreign languages in general. (1974 MLA statistics report a national average

f 9.9% of undergraduate enrollments studying a foreign language.3 The dis-

crepancy between this figure.-and that of 13% for 1974 obtained by this-study

would confirm that we are ling with a biased sample, as a-proportionately

larger number of stpdents was studying a foreign language in 44 responding

institutions than was the case nationwide.)-

Staffingz (Questions S and §)

The staffing patterns reflected in figures provided'bf questionnaires

confirm what we know already: many foreign language teaching positions have

been eliminated. The 624departments reporting cornparaLle figures, employed

5;941 full-time fadulty in fall 1972 versus 5,504in fall 1976. The total

loss of teaching positions amounted to 437 (7.4%).

227 departments (32.8%) of the 693 total respondents indicated the use

of teaching assistants in undergraduate'instruction. However, only 198 de-

partments provided comparable figures for the 1972/76 period. For the.autumn

term of 1 72 2,091 T.A. positions were given. By fall 1976 the number had

decreased to 2,041, indicating a loss of 50 T.A. positions (2.4%).

0 Average Course Load (Question 7)

The average course load carried by fUll-time faculty per semester or

quarter could not be accurately calculated;-as somechaiipersons reported

teaching load in units or courses rather than by credit hours. Assignments

ranged from six hours (two courses) per term to 20 fours; the mode being

12 hours and the approximate average arouik -leven contact hours per Week.



The Forec gn 1.ae-uirement (Que' _94 10, 11)

The responses to those questions dealing with foreign language

guiroments present,,a complex picture and were difficult to quantify.

Requirement patterns are so complicated and diverse,.that occasionally even

chairpersons do not appear to know or uhderstand them fully. This becwme

evident in several cases where different department heads from the same

institution gave conflicting information pertaining to requirements

Of the 541 institutions, which responded by questionnaire, total of

300 (55%) reported a losS Of--or reduction in- -foreign language require-

nens since 1968. 136 institutions (25%) had abolished a general degree,

requirement since 1968 (98 or 18% had done so between 1968 and 1972; 38

or,7% followed suit after 1972 and 164 colleges430%) had reduced re-
.

quirements since 1968 (67 or 121 between 1968 and 1972; 87 or 16% since 1972).

Reductions of requirements took many forms. For instance, some in-
,

stitutio4 decreased the number of required courses or credits; others

instituted either/or options (e.g., Mathematics, or foreign language); some

changed to a distribution requirement in which students choose among

courses from several disciplines, includin foreign' languages; some in-

:stitutions began to liberalize placement procedures or automatically

'exempt students with a specified number. of years of high school foreign

language study; still others have added new programs or degrees not re-

quiring a foreign language; and some disciplines or degrees which required

a foreign langiv'ge in the past no longer'do so. One institution no longer

requires reign language study fer its men students, but still has a

requirement for its women students!

tin the positive side, 19 institution 5% have started, reinstated,



or increased a foreign language ret irement ;since 1968 (4 in fall 1977)

and 16 (3%) mentioned active discUssion of reinstatement or increase of%

requirements in the near future.

For those instit which require )ome form offforeign lang4age

study, the ways in which equiram nts can be fulfified.vary considerably.

84 institutions (15%) list entrance requirements, usuAlly two-years of

high -chool study, but oc- sionally one or three. ever I know of

titution which' str fly enforces the entrance requirement. Rather,

a student can make up or complete the requirement after being enrolled.)

colleges (lO) lit offo_eign language requirement :ter all

students enrolled, regardless of degree. 109 schools (20%) required foreign

t

language studygoniy for _the B.A. degree. 147 instiputions (2794) list only
FAr

de artmental.or divisional requirements rather than general degree r

quirdments. And in 42 institutions (8%) foreign languages are an option

of general education, distribution, or humanities requirements.

The number of credit hours required by various institutions, departments,

degrees also varies widely, ranging from two to 24 ere` ft hours. (One

institution requires intermediate proficiency in two languages.) The mode

is 12 semester hours or intermediate proficiency.

The following list notes those disciplines w1ich still consider foreign

language study as.helpful or essential to their majors. They are listed in

th' order o frequency in which they appeared on the questionnaires.

English
t41,16jC

History
chemistry
Biology

Religious Studi
Art
nitheriuties

:Political Scich
Physics



Aft klistgry
Edudatien'

Psychology
Drama

.Social Sciences
Philosophy
Anthropology
Radio/TV Broadc
Geology
Economics
Journalism
Sociology.

Those institutions form of foreign language requirement lista.

. -a range of options in addition to-conventional
elementary 4nd intermediate

guage skills courses to fulfill the requiremeht. Of the 693 respondents,

364 departments (525%) permif credit. by placement or proficiency exam.

78 (11 2) accept courses in-more than one foreign language toward dom letion

of the requirement (e.g., two semesters of elementary French and two semesters

of elementary German). 70. (10.1%) offer special:tracks in reacting, conver-

sational language, translation, etc. 60 (8 6%) permit fulfillment of re-

'quirement by culture/civilization or linguistics courses tau in English.

And 54 departments (7.8%) permit literature in translation courses to fulfill
12'

a language requirement.
0

,

Many institutions automatical y waive the requirement for students

with a set number of years of high school foreign language study; and some

give automatic college credit for elementary language courseSto those

freshmen able to complete an intermediate course with a specified grade.

.'Cols:evamsOffered since 1972 (Question 12)

A list of selected
new courses-developed since 1972 is presented in

Appendix B.



Courses in which use of media is a major
itirtbl'atee. component:

Audio-tape (including, language lab)
Film

Slide-filmstrip
Multi-media.
Telet'rision

Computer-assisted ,ins ction
Radio

253 (36%)

165 \(24%)
164_.- --(-2414

86- (12%)
46 ( 7%)
26 ( 4%)
7 ( 1%)

Individualized initruction _

One-to-one tutorial orrsmall group instruction 1.54 .(221
Self-paced instruction 74 (1 %
Audio-tutorial, independent study 72___(1 %
Minicourses geared to special student interest. 45' ( 6%)
Programmed instruction 40 ( 6%)

Depardnents ©fferinmg, less commonly taught languages under Critical
Language 'Programs:

Chinese 32 (5%)
Japanese -27 (4%)
Hebrew 24 (3%)
Portuguese 23 (3%);
Creek 2 (3%
Arabic 20 (3%)

Serbo-Croatian 12 (2%)
Italian 12 (2%)
Russian. 11 (2%)
Swahili _10 aly
.Czech 8 (11);

Swedish 8 (1 %)

Korean 7 (1%)
FoliSh 7 (1%)
Dutch 7 4 (19
Norwegian
Persian

Thai
Sanskrit
Bulgarian
Indonesian
Rumanian .5

TUrkish 4
Tagalog 4
Yiddish 4
Danish 4



Undergraduae Curricular Qptions estion 14)

Following is a summary bf responses indicating the number of depar

offering innovative or non-traditional courses and /or methodological

approaches.

Type, of course/approach

Literature in tran4lation

Intensive or accelerated course
'Contemporary culture (taught FL
Introduction to language/linguistics
Programs Abroad:

summer programs; 123 (18%)
academic year, 193 (28%)

Interdisciplinary courses:
staffed within one dept. 113=(16 %)
staffed by members of two
or more departments, 195 (28%)

Special. topics courses where major focus
is on aspects of language and litera-
ture

Career -rued courses
Contemporary culture (taught in English)
Community-oriented courses aimed at

special non-matriculating student
Comparative literature
Team teaching

Area studies (taught in English)
Internships

Special themes courses whk:.re major focus
is not on language or literature

Translation of specialized materials
Area studies (taught in FL)
Language courses for native speakers
Off-campus courses
Comparative cultures taught in English
Ethnic Studies (taught in FL)
Comparative Cultures (taught in FL)
Ethnic Studies (taught in English)
ulti-language or exploratory cours

-* Percentages rounded 'to nearest whole n-

Number of departments
indicating availability *

'443 (64%)
346
331 (48%).

:327 (47%)
.316 (46%).

263 38%)

218 (31%)
166 (24%)

159 (23%)

150- (22%)
145 (Z1%)
124 (18%)
118 (17%)

111 (16%a)

98 (14%)
97 (14%)
76- (11%)
55 ( 8%)
50 ( 7%)
47 ( 7%)
45 (- 6%)

42 ( 6%)

40. ( 6%)



60 other languages OmIstly.AltiCan, Asian...and_American-I

_

were offered under the critical language program by one or two

departments.

Testin= and Evaluation ac ices. (Question 1S)

Of the 693 responding departments 437 or 63% used some type-of

test for placement purposes.

27

218 departments (3 l)ad developed their

own instr ument; the remaining 219 (32%) used score on a standar4ized'

test far placement purposes. The most frequently listed instruments

used for placement testing were: MLA Cooperative Tests (126 departments

I,-

or 18%), Colle e Entrance ination Board-CEEB (44 departments or 6%).

cal___..groams-CLEPColleeLevelE)*(13_departmen pr 2%) , and the

Pimsleni Achievement Test (11,departments or 2%).

Only seven depart Bents (1%) reported regular systematic administration

of an aptitude test to beginning foreign language students. The Carroll-

Aptitude Battery (LAB) were the tests most frequently mentioned.

Six departments (less than 1%) report use of some form of attitude

measure. All such tests appear to be constructed locally and deal

with attitudes toward foreign cultures and foreign language learning.

A number of departments indicated that some attitudinal questions were

part of a final course evaluation instrument.

Regular, systematic, depart ntal achievement/proficiency testing ,

was indicated by only 190 departments (27%). 100 departments (14 %)

devised their own tests and 90 (13%) listed standardized testssuch as

MLA CooperativeTests, CEEB, the Graduate Record 'Exam (GRE) College

Board Achievement 1

organizations for the various langua

and instruments developed by the professional



III. R PROBLEk FOURY, IONS

1

The reasons for the decline in enrollMents which respondents listed

most commonly fall into six categories: 1) changing reqUirements; 2) change

in student attitudes and abilities; 3) budget constraints; 4) quality

of advising and negative attitudes among non-foreign language faculty;

5) reduced quality and quantity df...high school programs; 6) diversification

and proliferation of new majdrs and non-commonly taught languages.

Chances in Degree Requirements

Most respondIng departments agree, that one df the major reasons

for enrollment -lesses is the elimination or reduction of degree requirements.

The only exceptions to this consensus were several departments f less

commonly taught languages and some Latin and Slavic departments which

ted that a reduction or abolishment of the requirement positively

affected enrollments in their respective languages.

Of the 541 responding institutions 300 (SS%) have had a, cl-Lnge

in Ogree requirements during the past eight years, either in the form of a

total abolishment, a reduction in the number of courses required, or-

a change from a pure foreign language equirement to an optiong requirement,.

A few departments claim, that while they-have initially lost so

enrollments, they have actually benefitted by the elimination of requirements

in terms of higher quality students, heightened achievement among students,

more positive attitudeS among students and instructors, more enjoyable working

28



conditions, and improved _instructional quality, because teacher4_roalizc,

that special efforts need to be made to hold 'volunteers. In the words

of ene chairperson, "without the prop of an .externally-impused curricular

subsidy, our teaching must be imaginrtive and sophisticated and all our

students are in OUP language courses because they 'wish, to be."

min Student_ Attitudes and Ability

The 'second most frequently stated reason for a decline in for-ign

_language enrollments was a perteived change in student attitudes and

abilities. Many respendents listed an increased pragmatism and career

orientation on the part of students. The greatly reduced job market

for foreign language teachers and 1 imited employment possibilities

for B.A. degrees in foreign languages discouraged mantalented

students from pursuing a degree specialization in foreign languages.

Respondents also noted a perceived decrease of interest in a liberal

arts curriculum and humanistic studies. However, and most contradictory,

C ersons also.point:oUt the-increasing popularity of non specialist

thisdegrees such as general studies-majors. .But_. option usually also
-

.

a ,

detractS\from foreign language study, as many of these programs are

individually-designed and most "generalist" students seem to avoid the rigors

of foreign language study. (Again an exception to the the University

of Michigan reports an increase of enrollments because of general studies

majors.)

Some respondents we that because of lower admiss andards

at many institute students come with lesS formal training in languages

-d especially -less-preparat on in English)- and are generally less able
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andiesswell prepared than in previous years for systematic foreign language

study,. Further, fewer students appear willing to make the necessary time

and-energy commitment and to submit themselves to the necessary mental

discipline language study requires. One respondent summarized the situation

by-stating that students gravitate toward those courses or programs which

1) appear easy and 2) enhance their employment opportunities .

Budget Cuts

The third most frequently listed reason for the decline in enrollments

was the vicious circle syndrome of budget cuts .4 faculty reduction (often.

stripping a department of all non-tenured faculty and much flexibility)

reduction in courses -4 loss of students leading to more budget

reductions, etc. Again it should be stated that several departments were

able to rally to the catn;_'! by redistributing assignments or accepting

overloads, thereby actually increasing enrollments despite loss of faculty.

Advising

[one other reaon .mentioned frequently for declining enrollments

was a slack of communication between departments often reflected in the in-

different quality of a wising, or gegative attitudes and lack of

support by advisors, colleagues in other fieltls- administrators.

Certainly, the =of an advisor gliding students to and away

from cert \-courses and dikiplin should not be underestimated.

Reductions in high School Programs

any respondents decried the quality-and quantity of high school foreign

sage instruction. ions cOnfLict on high school foreign

study benefits or hurt: enrollments on the college level. Some
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,chnirpersons'elaim more students place beyond a requirement or get credit

by-examination because of improved high scho instruction, thereby re.,1C

ollments -in'elementary college courses. Some maintain that highschool foreign

gunge instruction negatively affe s student attitudes and often discourages

continuation on the college level. Ilrrssian and :lassies departments seem

relatively unified in believing that the almost total loss ochigh school

base in those languages has _negatively affected enrollments in upper level

college courses. 'On the tither hard, -the erosion of foreign language study

oar the-high school level generally: ha's contributed to an increase in

enrollments in lower level college courses,- especially in those institutions

which still have a requirement. The major problem appears to be one of

articulation, communicat ion, and cooperation between the various nstruct Tonal

levels.

1225j4JSLIJSEtions

A number of respondents stated that the introdu

taught languages or languages appealing to particula

ion of less commonly

ethnic groups has

detracted from enrollments in the more popular languages. But agai

there no unanimous agreement as to the effect of adding additional

languages to the curricular offerings. A few 'schools stated that diversification

of linguistic offerings has contributed to overall departmental growth, and,'

generally, that students opting for a less commonly taught language have

rather special motivations and interest.

Some respondents believe that the proliferation of new majors (e.g.,

Ethnic Studies, Urban Studies, Area Studies,- Commlications, etc.) and the

open mpetition for majors by those and other departments have affected

the language requirerequirement and- 60 number of majors in foreign languages.
1'



veral complaints were made that many professional programs are overstructured

and leave little room for electives, particularly for a sequence of

courses necessary to .gain some proficiency in a foreign language.

In examining* the causes given for declining enrollments, it became

obvious that most of us look for the responsible culprit(s) outside

our own departmental domain. While many chairpersonsysted improved

instructional quality end .increased enthusiasm and commitment on the part

of the faculty as major reasons' for enrollment increases, only one blamed

enrollment decline on low quality of instructionandapathy of teaching-sta

Yet it would appear obvious that if quality of instruction can have

a positive effect on enrollment it can also negatively affect student

terest.

Roger Peel of Middlebury College is one of the foreign language

educators who believes that causes for enrollment losses are to be found

largely within the ranks of the profession. lie blames traditionalism

and a collective lack of imagination for the state of affairs. Generally

speaking, one might tend to agreowith:Iiis point when looking at college

catalogue descriptions which have been offering for decades basically the

same courses, the same uninspiring descriptions, and the same traditional

divisions into elementary and intermediate language followed by third and

fourth-)-_ a.r literature courses.



rv. TA- pRs INFLUENCING ENROLLMENT GROWTH:

FOUR-YEAR. INSTITUTIONS

The factors,which are perceived to contribute to enrollment

growth differ to some extent from institution to institution, even

from language to language. I wish to state.at t outset that I have

found no ultimate answer to increasing interest in foreign language

study. No single a oach (or even combination of a °aches existswhich

a dep#_rtmentEaldatin order to guarantee success in increasing

either achievement or enrollment. Often, program growth is due largely

to external factors which are not under the dirt control of an

institution or department. Obviously, total institutional increase con-

tributes (or at least should contribute) to rising departmental en-

llments. Also, demographic factors and a renewed ethnic awareness

contribute to the increased popularity of Spanish in parts of the South-

west, West and'East, where there are large settlements of people of

Hispanic origin. The same applies to population centers with large

Italian, Japanese, Chinese, and also French background populations.

Conversely, this ethnic awareness is not as pronounced among people°

of northern European extraction, and one contributing reason for the

decrease in the popularity of German, for instance, might be the easy

assimilation of peoples of Germanic origins into thedominant

culture of the U.S
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An important external factor
.
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that a knowledge of Spanish can

bring immediate Financial rewards or employment opportunities in

some areas. Professor Bah Miller of the. Department of Spanish and

Portuguese at the University of Southern California, for instance,

mentioned the easy employability of recent recipients of the B.A. in

Spanish as a fact contributing to declining interest in graduate

programs.

But external factors alone are no guarantee of program success

in terms of enrollment increases. To a large'extent it is still up

to departmental., initiative and imagination to take

advantage of the "ready-made markets" of students by developing'

a ;tractive and relevant options to accommodate various interests. This

point is brought home by a number,of institutions located in heavily

'Spanish-populated areas which have actually suffered decreases in

enrollments and by the many institutions with departm ntal losses

despite institutional enrollment,increases.

I have grouped the- most commonly mentioned "internal" reasons for

enrollment gains (or increasein student interest) into several major

categories:

quality of instruction:

departmental diversification in terms nun-traditional options

courses;

intensive courses;

- study abroad



-- curricular modifications/instructional approaches;

out-of-classrbom activities;

recruiting, publicizing, advising;

1. Instructional lity

A large number of chairpersons acknowledged increased teaching

effectiveness by an energetic, enthusiastic, imaginative, and accessible

faculty as a major factor in attracting students. The influence of

ire __motional quality On a program is obvious, but I believe it needs

restating that in the final analysis it is the individual teacher,

his or her commitment and creativity, who determines program success.

This fact is brought home by the number of departments described or

visited where single individuals s--teachers and administrators--were

credited as being the cause for attracting increasing numbers of studen

Coordination of Lower- Divisioi ion

Basedon the findings of this study, enrollment increases, where

there have been any, were predominantly in lower divisipn courses Apart

from those few institutions which serve uniquely or predominantly as

graduate training centers, lower division language instruction is the

financial lifeblood of all departments, and what goes on in those courses

determines to a largg extent student interest and motivation-for continued

language study. In other words, the lower division courses are the recruiting

centers for rmediate and advanced language study. Not all departments



appear to recognize the importance_of coordination,-
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icuIaticT. or-

elementary language programs. Lower divisioncOurses are occasilally

used as "load fillers " -- i.e., they are assigned tp teaching staff

to provide a full teaching load, regardless of intent or suitability

to teach these courses. Instruction often appears,haphazard, with few

efforts at coordinating and articulating objectives and instructional

outcomes at each level. Objectives are most often expressed only in

the number of chapters to be covered. Otherwise, there seems to be nee° -n

planning, no common focus, no common evaluation, despite multiple

sections and a nurdoer of different individuals teaching the course.

Some institutions list as a major factor for their success the

utilization of senior faculty on all levels of instruction, not just

iri advanced level language and literature courses. However, I have also

seen excellent instruction and observed very positive. Student reaction

and imprelsive language proficiency in programs utilizing teaching

assistants in elemental language courses. Invariably at those

institutions considerable time and effort are devoted to the coordinatien

of ion courses and the training, guidance, and supervision of

the teaching assistants. The 'University of dchigan the University of

California at Berkeley, and the University of Southern California are

examples of institutions where much attbntion is given to the daily

coordination of elementary law: age progr

Course valuations

Obligatory evaluations (by students, colleagueS, and department

administrators which are being used in decisions regarding salary
. .
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increases, promotions, reappointment, or tenure have also been mentioned

as having had some influence on improving quality of instruction by

several departments.

2. Non-Trac

Pxogram diverSification was a key element in the growth

of most department visited. Institutions report a proliferation of

literature in translation courses, culture courses taught in English,

or other options to the traditional literature-oriented offerings. Some

departments indicate tfiat these newly developed options have not only enabled

them to survive in recent crisis years but have occasionally stimul

interest in traditional language skills courses as well.

Clearly, literature in translation course's have been the most

popular curricular addition. Of the 693 responding four-year departments,

443 (64) report offering such courses. ext in popularity, as far as

options courses are concerned, are introduttion to language/linguistics

courses which are listed by 327 (47%) departments; 166 (24%) departments

offer contemporary culture courses taught in English; 150 (22%)

offer comparative literature courses; and 40 (6%) offer multi-lan

or exploratory language courses.

It appears that especially Slavics, Classics, German, and Italian

departments have benefited from diversification. Possibly, the relatively

greater difficulty of these languageSfor English speakers makes their

literatures less accesssible in their original forms than the literature.in

French and Spanish. Also, not as many students formally study languages



othe French and Spanish on the secondary college ,lev41s--

but many still have an interest in the'cultures and civilizations

of the respective countries.

With the obvious exception of offerings inClaSsics (where

ology and terminology courses are popular options), among especially

successful courses are thAe that-focus on current cultural aspects and
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modern authors or works (particularly those courses which-relate

literature to social, historical, or philosophical themes in present-day

life). Some examples of such courses-are: "Literature and Politics

(Tufts University-German), "Freedom in Russian Literature (Loyola

University) Insiders & Outsiders: Literature and Culture of the Weimar

Years " (Middlebury College), and "Women in French Literature " (several

institutions), "Insanity terature " (College of St. Scholastica),

Literature and the _Drug Experience " (Washington State Pniversity),-

"The Search for Honor and Glory" (Franklin and Marshall College),

"Decadent Germany"(Jacksonville State University) and "Impact of

German Immigration on America " (Elmhurst College). (For additional

course titles see Appendi. B.)

Another. populAr option are film courses taught predominantly in

English. They draw numbers of students not usually interested in

traditional language courses and they can be offered on rli levels of

instruction. Film courses are used for a range of purposes and acconinodate

various student interests The focus can, of course, be on language,

cinematographic techniques, Analysis of artistic composition, cultural

analysis, or comparative culture study focusing on specific themes as

11 as language study.
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Several institutions have mpvcd t& accept non-traditional

or have. developed special

be expected, feelings are

faculty in departments which have- chosen to adept

courses to fulfill a- language requi-me;

options courses for that purpose.

valent

so-called options and translation courses to fulfill a general language

requirement. Many colleagues admit that the move was motivated by

departmental survival needs when having to compete with requirement

options in Mathematics, Computer Language, .or general Humanities

offerings. However, a growing number of foreign language educators

convinced that the traditional language skills course and the expectation

of mastery of a foreign language are not valid as a general requirement.

nterdisci Tina_ Courses

While job opportunities for academically oriented foreign language

specialists appear to be descreasing,at least in the commonlytaught

languages and based on the most recent MLA Job Information List, the

need for professionals with some insights in and knowledge of foreign

languages and cultures in practically all fields seems to be growing. Some

institutions actively encourage _"interdisciplinary concentrations,'"

"double majors," or "extended major_ in pa,* hi.ets and, through departmenta

career conferences and counseling. A number of departments claimsthat

interdisciplinary majors and /or courses have increased departmental.

enrollments.

Of 308 departments, AA% list interdisciplinary offerings

3 flediwith intradepartmental and 195 [28g with interdepartmental

ffing). Upon closer inspection, many of these interdisciplinary

I



programs turn. out 4o.conSist'of a mixture. of courses in different

departments.with theiassumption that students will'be able to.,

interrelate and synthesize ontheir own whatever interdisciplinary

insights the sequence presents (e.g., this practice appears to

dominate in area studies programs). None of the schools visited

indicated full satisfaction with their involvement in interdiscipl

ventures. Often, a major, obstacle to developing team-(taught,

interdisciplinary courses boils down to an appropriate and fair division

of FTE's among cooperating departments, rewarding individual facul

members for their efforts. Well coordinated interdisdiplinary

courses demand a large time commitment for joint planning, preparation,

and coordination. Ideally all members of the teaching team should attend

each lecture tooffer true interdisciplinary reaction, interaction, and

synthesis.

Some departments attempt to utilize guest lectures and thus

incorporate an interdisciplinary dimension into their courses. While

this practice can be effective for an occasional course, on a regular

basis the guest speakers might feel the commitment too time consuming.

There is a need for truly interrelated and cooperative interdisciplinary

efftArt to develop curricula relating knowledge of a foreign language and

culture and to introduce a comparative. culture dimension into the social

sciences, arts, humanities, and Nrofessional schools. Such programs by

necessity, would have'to be interdepartmental, team-taught efforts, since

few of us are Universalgenics equally competent in several fief



Maurice Connor describes several such interdiseiplinary-efforts

in Volume 9 of the ACTFL Foreign Language Education Series.?

Career-Related Courses

While two-year instituticns have generally been more active in

providing specialized career-supportive foreign language courses,

several four-year departments are also making efforts to develop-

such programs. These offerings usually attract a relatively

small number of students. However, they appear to have a favorable

effeCt on departmental visibility in the community, engendering positive

reaction among students, faculty of cooperating depaeljoents, and

community agencies which provide internships, field

the students involved.

Spanish leads in develoPing career-supportive foreign

experkences, and jobs for

/language instruction because of practical necessity in areas with large.

Spanish-speaking populations. Conversational Spanish with a pastoral

orientation or aimed at secretaries, law enforcement personnel, the

medical professions, and workers in social service agencies and the

tourist industry are proliferating. (Weber State College, for instanc

reports much interest in its career - oriented conversational Spanish

courses for law enforcement officers-, nurses,.and medical and para-=

medical officers.) .Occasionally, institutions take instruction off campus

at-the request of various community agencies such as police and fire

departments or hospitals. San Antonio College and Rose Rulman.Institute

of Technology offer two-year programs in technical translation, which in

the case of-the latter institution has been mentioned as an important

factor in generating studont interest.,-



developed an undergraduate -International- Business

Related to the need for emphasizing career-related

objectives in foreign language instruction, sere l instistutions are

offering ,Certificates of Proficienywh,ich attest that a student

has reached a specified ltrel of fluency. At Illinois Wesleyan

University this certificate becomes a pait of the, student's Career

Placement file attesting to prospective employers and/or graduate

schools that a student possesses superior linguistic and cultural

skills in addition to training in his major field.. Rutgers -University

(Slavics) also offers a Certificate of Proficiency., Rather than

using an internally developed proficiency .examination, the University

of Arkansas Fayetteville is experimenting with theertifiCat DeutschZ

als Fremdsprache jointly developed by the Goethe Institute and the

Deutscher Hochschulverband and recognized as indicator of a basic

proficiency in German by all Common Market countries.

In addition to the above mentioned career-supportive courses and

certificates, some institutions

music and communications majeTs

terminology courses for medical

offer special courses in diction for

and special etymology and technical

and legal professions, art historians

and for-majors an political sciences. (For other titles of ca eer-

upportive courses see Appendix B.)

With few exceptions (e.g., the University of Cincinnati and the

University of South Carolina), the career suppOrtivecourses are taught



elementary. level. These

services to the student body madJithe community. However,

proficiency gained in one-or two semesters of specially de-veloped

career-oriented courses is of necessity very limited and coisists often

only of an emergency vocabulary for a small number of s tions. There

is need for extending career related foreign language instruction to the

advanced and graduate levels. After acquiring a general basic language

proficiency, students would h e options other than the traditional

literature courses to further their language proficiency simultaheo

with knowledge and skills in their major field of-interest.

naive Courses

In many institutions where intensive courses are-a rear option

in the curriculum, they rate also among the factors which leave students

with highly positive attitudes toward language study and which Contribute

to initial enrollm nt and to retention of students in upper level courses.

Of the 693 respond g four-year institutions 346 (50% list some form of

intensive offering; among the 182 responding two-year institutiOns 23 (13%)

list the availability of intensive instruction;'

1'e have no 'common definition of intensive programs. They -ge from

the total immersion concept, complete with a language pledge (i.e.,

signed premise to use only the target language as means of communication

for the duration of the course) of the Middlebury Summer School to an

intensive Saturday course ig every Saturday for six hours of

instruction) offered by the liepartment ,reneh and talian Languages
r.



and Literatures at, the University of Mary/and in College Pa

between fall intensive summer-programs offering between two to four

semesters credits such as those at

University, intensive semesters found at North, exas.State University,

and intensive year-round programs such, as at Da tmouthtn-Pamona College.

Any course meeting .more than the'

per day can carry thelabel intensive, ancrin some institutions the

aditional -fifty-minute period

only difference betmeen course and an intensive course is that

the latter meets two instructional periods rather than one per day.

Otherwise staff, objectives, materials and teaching strategies remain

constanto (Some departments,' Whilenot actually listing intensiVe

instruction

sev

catalogue, make an intensive exposure of up to

hours a week available by scheduling courses which may be taken .

simultaneously by students. For instance, in addition. to the conventional

e or four-hour,course, students can enroll in a one to three-hour

'_conversation course, reading course, pronunciation clinic, group drill

session and/or laboratory period.

Another fonn of intensive exposure is that provided by special

residential language houses such as they exist at Pomona College, MUddlebury

C61 p

Universitycof Michigan. While in residence, for credit

or non-credit, students have,systematic opportunities to engage in formal

or informal conversation with fluent speakers of the target language

and can (or are expected to) use the target language constantly. They

participate in additional lectures, films, or other programs dealings

th the target language r culture and can get tutorial help by resid nts

fluent in the language.



I-aPPeats 2 hoi.TPWr,
-

ams which utilize difer-

entiated staffing (i.e. , more than one instructor, each with special

competend.esandfunctions) differentiated activities fie., separately

eduled activities, such as grammar explication sessions dill

sessitms culture presentations,.use of games, songs, interaction -or-

conversation sessions, and alternating 'small-group work with large -,-.
. -

group instruction,__ tc.) a direct methodology, and a variety of matefhls_

and media-are considered particularly attractive and effective by students.

Moreoyer, such programs appear to retain MOTQ students for future foreiTn-

janguage study than those courses which simply condense the time element

and do not otherwise differentiate instruction.

e advantages of intensive programs over conventional ones

easily be summarized: they expose students ta-a-concentrated body

of language and facilitate more intensive and extensive skill practice,

therefore resembling, more than their traditionalrono-hour-per-day counter-

parts, a natural language learning situation; 2) they enable students

to gain extensive knoWledge of and proficiency in the language without the

usual lengthy time commitments;-3) they permitnlate bloomets,"

procrastinating seniors, and petrified Ph.D. candidates to fulfill a

language requir or a long-standing interest or ambition, again in

a relatively short amount of time and without penalty in terms of post

poned graduation; 4) they permit Students majoring in various discipline

to pick up a suppertive concentration in a foreign fan go; ) they

permit high school seniors, professional tourists," and businessmen
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a quick concentrated introduction or refresher course in a language;

and 6) from highly po

viSited7they can cause a easy camaraderie among students and facultY,

cause lasting friendships, an occasional marriage (no inlormatidn

served at some programs

on their-duration is a ilable.. and, as mentioned already often

motivate further language study.

It appears that the large' ma)ority of intensive courses, apart

from special summer programs is. tau t oh the elementary/intermediate

/
.\

level. Exceptions, there intensive instruction has been-implemented on

mare advanced level are at Middlebury College and at University

of Texas =:Aring

third-year level.

ere an intensive German course is taught. on the

More experimentation should be conducted with

intensive instruction on advanced levels. Certainly, fore gn language

/
majors and other students with a basic background in a language could

.

iesPcially benefit from an intensive exfOsnre to, or extended immersion
I

the language to "activate" their knowledge and improve their

ncy,

However,

lintensive

instrtion also poses problems. One is

what to do wi i the student 'Who, for some reason or other, canhbt

complete a pr gram and loses up to an entireterm of course credit,

because it too late to enroll in or transfer to other courses.

ome institutions are attempting to deal with this problem by

nabling students to transfer freely to the next lower or concurrent

conventionally taught course or byi.granting credit for coursework

satisfacto ily completed, even if a. student iS not finishing the full intensive



sequence.. Another preventive measu student failuee is individual

counsuling before, permitting inrollment in intensive courses. It

goes without saying thatintensivq, foreign language study is not.

for-everyone,.and that students need to-1)e made aware of the

motivation commitment, energy lf-disciplineland plain hard work

necessary in ordei to succeed.

Intensive courses further require, special efforts on the. part

e teaching staff. To keep stti,dents awake, alert, participating,

and learning for several hours in,a row is,no small feat, even for

a team of teachers. the need for extensive pjanning, close cooperation

and 'teamwork, and special deco

enthusiasm need to be consic

instruction venture.

in td ms creativity and

embalking on an intensive

As a potential drawback to intensive instruction eiOral

structors mentioned a possible retention problem for students

engaging in short-term intensive language instruction. They felt

that."intensive' students, even though they covered the identical

syllabds as those,in conventional instrdction, were at a disadvantage
t

if they continued language study in traditional programs as they

lacked absorption or "digestion" time fot the large quantity of

materials presented. It would be interesting to conduct a follow-up

study comparing_rate of achievement and retention-of students from

intensive and traditional programs.

(For more inflrmation on intensive courses consult the forthComing

ERIC Focus Report on IntensiveForeign Language Instruction by ,David

P. Benseler.)



As es ablished by John B. Carroll in his study of "Foreign-
,

,Language Proficiency Levels Attained by guage Majors Near

G duation from College,"11 no other factor contributes as much

to success in foreign language learning .zts time spent in the

target language country. Among those schools which provide or

actively encoura e an integral-study abroad experience ranging

an interterm to a junior year abroa student motivation and

interest in lower as well as in upper level courses apppar to be

heightened. An impressive enple. is Dartmouth College where a

large percentage of the.student body participates program) abroad.

Many students enrolled in elementary language courses mentioned an

anticpated stay abroad as major motivation for studying the

target language. And I met a number of students majoring

in various disciplines other than zvforeign language who served as

apprentice teachers (drill masters) in first,,year language courses

after returning from an experience abroad. InvariSbly, one of the

reasons given for their continued interest in language study, despite

demanding schedules in their major field of study, was that they had

developed d deep interest in the target language and culture and wanted

to maintain, practice, and improve their language skills. Also; for

similar reasons, advanced courses in those institutions with active

programs abroad attract a sizeable number of non-majors.



Understandably, some institutions whkAhave to send their

students to other schools for off-campus study are reluctant to

encourage a stay abroad, because they lose enrollments, thus FTE's

*

and income while their students are affiliated with other instituti ions.

But in the long run, the temporary -loss of students might have positive

effects by generating extended interest and enthusiasm for advanced

offerings.

5. dificationsf Special 1ctional Approaches

In compiling questionnaire results uring the follow -up

visits to selected institutions, I encountered an array of factor

which were considered beneficial to increasing interest in foreign

lan Iplage'stud. For lack of ajpetter term, Z .aqt grouping these

considerations under the general heading of curricular modifications

or instructional approaches. The following categories will be

%11

discussed under this rubric:

reduction f crediticontac hours;

le course credit;

emphaSis On oral, communicative use of the language;

special methodological approaches or techniques;

Utilization of undergraduate instructional aides

group drill practice'or tutorials;

-- use of media;'

use of selected elements of individualized instruction.

Reduction of Credit/Conta

SeVeral departments have,moved to adapt the credit and contact

hours alloted to language courses to the general pattern prevailing



tionally language courses have

required a larger number of contact hours than courses in Other

disciplines for the same, of credits e., a four credit._

course often requires five contact hours plus additional lab or

ldrill'periods) some departments have gone to three-credit courses,

requiring only three contact hours without obligatory lab instruction.

This pattern has the_advantage of fitting the PredorhnantiMonday-

Wednesday-Tridarscheduling pattern at some institutions and of

enabling :re students to fit a language course into their .schedule.

Such-reduction of contact hours often requires an adjustment

in course ctintent.as well spreading. the traditional first or second

contentcontent over three s

ibutionfof course cent

on student rollireltS and

several institutions.

Variable Cour

This reduction--or rather redis-

has been mentiancd

leS8cned4ttrition be

Several depart]

tive influence

en levels at

-, offer courses with variable course credit,

ranging from one to three hours. Ohio state University grant's

variable course credit from one ten crediChours for individuallz

basic language instruction infive:Ppguagcs. (See program,descriPt en

f The Ohio State University's Classics Department in'thapter'V.)

Often, students lrith_Some previous language it struc4ion ,ri_sh to

ain their skills, but arc not able to carry a full thre to five-
,

edit hourhour course. )tirses focusing on one particular skill. or
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topic appeaf to be= it popular- Especiall

low - credit conversation or pronunciation courses draw an increasin

er of students-

Meth°d°1cle&
Some departments feel their succes in attracting students is

linked to mthodological approaches or specific teaching techniques.

The University of Northern Iowa, for instance, attributes its growth

o the psycho-generative method developed and used there for instruction

in elementary foreign language courses. This method .utilizes a-predominan

oral approach and teaches grammatic structures inductively based on

five frames of reference:,

things and places) 2)

.1) the physical world(dealingyath tangible

frame of persons; -2) the' frame of activities

and actions; 4) the frame of events (time concepts, weddings, funerals,

etc.); and 5) the frame of perspective (dealing with personal judgments,

opinions, and interpretations );';. The instructional materials developed

for the approach use high-frequency vocabulary and grammat cal structures.

StudentS,are taught to use a situational questioning method (the who, what,

whin, where, how,or why of each particular event) with each other.

addition conventionally scheduled classroom instruction, students meet

from two to four additional periods in small-group practice sessions,

y

usually conducted by advanced undergraduate students. The psYcho-generative

method requires intensive and active student participation and appears

to be successful with students who have shown low aptitude for foreign language

learning with other methodologies °.



Beverly Galyean.reports_si 'ficzlt-thanges-inachlavement -an

attitudes through utilizing confluent education techniques in an

_ 1
elementary French college. course: -While there is no single

"Confluent Program" in existence; Fiebrew Union College is experimenting
t

with a conflught approach in elementary liebrew 'instruction 13 and

several instructors in CalifOrnia adult education programs French.

and Spanish)report increased interest, motivation, and achievement

cause ofconfluent approaches utiliied in instruction. (One French

tructor reports tripling of night enrollments since starting a

confluent approach of instruction'four years ago.)14

Borrowing from the values clarification and sensitivity training.

movements, confluent education siVesseS the affectivedevelopment

of the student. It recognizeS the natural relationship between

feelings and knowledge and emphasizes the development :of -nterpersonal

communication skills through.'speCial exercise techniques including

Gestalt art works, guided-fantasies imagination gambs, ztorverbal

interaction strategies, improvisational theater, values-clarification

exercises, all of whuch depend heavily on group proceSSeS.

Galyean lists seven guidelines for designing a confluent model

of instruction in foreign language teaching:

1) -Students use their personal affective and cognitive

content as the basis or meaningful language practice

(as opposed to participating in rote-memory and im-

personal practice).



dents talk directly
.,t

an

, information about real issues in their lives.

Students use the language for discovering info

aboutthemselVes (introspection

Students use the language for discovering information

about the others (interpersonal relating).

Students direct their own learning activities by

leading drills, exercises, and conVer oups7.

Teachers relate to the students in a co_fluentfaci itative

manner.

7) Teachers employ affect' eachipg methods.

Confluent' education techniques can be utlized in

dike = vidualiz ed. iris t`tion: eoriflbent education i

philosOtthy, than a method.

The confluent education .move (at least called by that n

still predominantly based in California. However

of foreign-. language educators mentioned .ncreased program attractive-,

liessbecauseofgrfater.stressonoral.commuhicative language use
3

the classroom and more' personalized iastrucional,technigques utilizing

iv leUrning activities
17

and values clarification exercises.
18

depending on mechanical pattern drills and personally

gross. dialogs by hypothetical persons from the target language

o practice use of grammatical strictures and vocabulary,



students engage in structure(

feelingsland -4periencos.

o talk about thpi

Direct methodologies,Oi t s the bxCluslv

medium of instruction andinteractiOn,are al0-Credited-withcoW

trihutingto positive student attitudes. Apart fromMiddlebuti[Col

. . ,
where :predominantly direct teachijigllas aecoMplished outst- gto

in student fluency,

Berkeley, utilizes a

-are firstresnted

the French Department at the University' of California,

rationalist direct method," where all/now materials

arlly in 'the target language and where a question-
,

swer format'is utilized to lead the students to inductive'gra mmar

generalizations. Students progress through a,scquence of daily

activities:perfonming ---) understanding creating language,

totally in French. At Portland Community College I 'observed a ,direct,

method program i Gorman with highly impressive re-ults in'teni

student proficient
-

JACJIVidUali7Zed instruction

.',. as widely available

=d programs 'a e no longer

ture would make onethe professiOnal

belici're. While many department'atone time olhather,experimented

rith some forM of self- Paced instructional options, for a variety of

many-,have returned to a-traditional "lock-step" pattern.

-e the Classics epariinent at the Ohio State

Univeysity and Qermi

Berkeley,

and Italian, the Untvorsity of Callfo nia,

self-paced programs are still thriving.



.But'eVen B keipy,. wh which had .anapproidmate 'ditribu ion
students in the traditional and pat e0 option s,repo. s

slight rterc t in the individUal zed courses..

r v ividualized 'instri ctiot of course,

thsr,t it
__,

perm is students to move at the nun; ,. pcecl

Advor out t in can bone f it. espedally:

the brighter anc higiaV.,, -d students wh -re .-trp9

tilt ro_ materials, a they not held back by the-

hypotie car"average learn ' to Whom instruct en is: ea ed in a
. P . .

conventicbal clas srQom .- Ho ever, it is interesting note that

larger neimber of students option. progrcs-s-

More slowly though the course, or ei h. lowero'nui b (Sf

credit hours earned for a semes i'stude in convcntiotl

options. Unfo una to rriv krtewlecI r cl cotrrp{n data have

ectll ted Which would -ermit ct m ident learning

iri traditiuira.l and self - ]raced courses a lapse .0 a .crtin Frinio

iod, to s who the retention ilia' ,niatr
are eliiyilly affected by hot} of in i

totally selt-pa pro n,ti app e,r etc ba-VodecreaSecl;

nti y dcptrtrn ? nts have 'retained or incorporated congionentl:; of

clr llizeik!instruct on which are 1e'parciod highly p by tciclent

Fen instance, vh»,l instruction rte "last ant County Juni.

(Northeast Campus) n d

self-paced bas stiideiat to i c 1,:;1 forms
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of examinations as often as desired within- the confines of the semester.

These examinations are administered by the person in charge tritiw
0

language laboratory and therefore do not make inordrnate demands

on instructor time.

Other institutions also_pennit fie 11 --le-stAll-and studel

appear to he generally positive in their reaction. However,

administrators at several four year -'t: Lions visited

were concerned with "grade inflatio " Undoubtedly, like other

disciplines the survival of which depends on student enrollments,

We have In the recent past collectively eased our expectations somewhat

and tend to show "mercy' in grading, hoping to retain students for

further study. What,"if anything, can or should be done about this

practice, Ls long as administrations are ilkpressed by numbers', rather

than by achievement, is not at issue injhis discussion. Ha6-wever, t-

efOrestall any charges of "easy grading," departments considering

flexible testing policies should try to as mudh as possible

that students earn their grades by actual mastery of contemt'(regard

t takes to achieve'this mastery) rather than byof how many trie

o ation of test itcns from one test admtinistratiot to the next

worse yet, by col ying or other mctlrods of cheating).

linieours

:ourses are
.

some inst "individualize"

lroviding options geared to pti =ticultr student

ests. The German Summer School at Mi ddlebury College

ram description in Chapter V. of this ort) offers a choice of



miniccurses (or modules; on the intennediii6iiiid ti

These modules are not considered indopende
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levels.

1f-instructional units,

but are offered as a component of the traditional skills courses.

Students have a numb of choices and work on topics and projects

of personal interest with smap. groups of similarly interested

f
students.

While Winthrop p College can o claim an increase in stude

enrollment during the four-year period investigated, thedepar

attributes its survival afterithe elimination of the language

requirement to the offering of flexible ininicourses. One-hour

courses on the into tinediate level such as "A Short Trip to French

(or Spanish) Speaking Countries," "Readings in the French (4r

Spanish) Pre "Cross-Cultunal Impressions," "French (Spanish or

Mexican) Cooking," or modules dealing with seletted.French or Spanish

literary readings have attracted much Student. interest. A' flexible

schedule permits students to enroll it sev Al of these courses per

semester either as electives or in addition tothe regular intermediate

1'
program

9
Robert C. Lafayette describ,,

Volume 8 of the ACTFL For

Use of Under radvite'Students as -rillAnstructors

ge Of kinicourses in

Several responding institutions,Utilize undergraduate students

as4ntructiOnal aides, drill masters, or apprentice teachers Both

Dartmouth and the University of Northern Iowa, for instance, have

developed systems undergraduates ewith some fluncy_ a foreign



language can participate instruction of their Peers.

Dalltmouth pays selected qualified undergraduates to serve

"apprentice teachers" in small-group drill instruction. The

oral drill sessions are strictly coordinated with the large-gro

t-
periods taught bypaster teachers. Students react positive to this

Pe instruction. They feel less threatened by their peers and,

redly, seeing in the apprentice teacher a living example tha_

s actually possible to master the language, has highly positive

feCts onth'86 4ttitYdes and..willingness to invest large time blocks

in language

Norther -n es dndergraduato teaching

tar instructional periods

outside the claSs udents ar not paid for thei

ic can earn extra credit for assisting. instructors in

conducting mall7group drill sessians.

On a smaller scale, advanced undergraduate'students give regular

ial help in several institutions-, either for pay or for "practicum"
f.

credit.

e Use of dia

A numb =er of departments qoaritioned the us of media in language

ion as a fact of success in attracting students. The

University of Oregon has been very successful with the Spanish film

series Zarab etenentaryins ion
21

Ad-Qr,egon State

Univ peed both, levels of. h Ge nan Et2IPILIgljeries

and makes the-filikr -progran available to the community for off-campus



and continuing educa
-;,

n credit in regular televised programs.
22

Luther College Clown uses the computer for programmed exercises and testing.

Generally speaking, many departments report using a large

variety ofMedia in instruction, but completely mediated courses

courses totally based on CAT, videotape, film; tape, or media

combinations without systematic group instruction) appear n to be

as .attractive as one could expect,, as, once the newness wears off,

many students become bored because of lack of group interactio

have observed particularly well developed and integrated use

n langU ge instruction at Jlebury College and Tarrant County,

Community College. Many of the materials used are locallYdeVeloped--

and are, unfortunately, not available. 6110wrisally.,

language Sarre what. contrary to expectationseve

institutions mentioned effective utilization of the langftgae labora o

as a factor which has contributed to increased student interest. Of

the schools I _ted,'/Aiddlebury-Collego, Pomona College, theUniver-

sity Of Texas-E 50, San Antonio College, and Tarrant County.

Community College made what l considered especially effective -=and

occasionally innovafive-'use of language laboratory facilities.

Having myself taught in several ins tic m where-the language

laboratory was on its way to joining the-dinosaur a_ especially

j,Iterested in how theschools mentioned were only ablelo retain the

lab facilities as impressive (but empt ) monuments to technology (to be

shownto visitors on parents' day.. ) but were ctually using the facili

regularly to offer adjunct learning experiences to conventional



.ruction. Here the some

,

c sou essential to ffe ive

age fahornt

t l fne44-i

-a_ considered gn1)- All schools where the language lob

ctive teens of learning) and suceessful:iin terms of student

component had a:full-time. person in-th_rge.WhO_; With

the rid of work-study as ants, operated. the facilities,,,

q.ianally, this staff a Immix of adjunct servie

nt.. For instance, they served. {s distrfl hilt on mate] 6f

1 media hard -0 owned by the department they dupli-

sated tapes for indiVidual students and faculty; they served' as tutors

fortuclents seeking individual help- they managed the del ental

administered tosts,''ef.c.

The assignment of one pc 1 in char ah- c.ensrde

many in those faCilities as his or her primary- function a-

bp essential for effective utilization. Too often, attempts

have the- facilitie_operated by teaching assistants won

students, or faculty members who have err rjor classroom teaching

responsibilities are doomed to failure_

thi.le the person in charge of t nocessariy

xtensive technical background `or` flu _foreign

Language (though it is obviously of groat advantage if the director

p-:---sesA(nowledge and skills in both areas), he or must have

easy, access to repair services tiler on.or off cam

Some departments have peen suck:

position ugh 1ibr or learning

,tting ,c r lab director

ource center budg



Others offer the laboratory facilities to the English, music, aid

other departments on a cost sharing

2) Most -schools.where the laboratory is actively used have

, moved (or are.planning to move) from a central.coniold to individual

61

cassette units which permit greater variety'of programming and greater

flexibility in use. Special cassetfes permit recording of student

responses while leaving the master program track unalZered.

3) For optimum e eetiveness and use; the language lab should

be open.during regular times of instruction and also for periodic

evening and week7end-hours,te accomodate-working students.

4) While. -e of the departments which. have art obligatory

attendance policy keep track of "Atudents with a tulle clock

or with individual student s in card, this sytem of record keeping

6

is cumbersome, time-consuming, and causes occasional resentment.

In the opinion of the lab directors I met, the most effective and least

resented system of enforcing language lab practice is the developm6nt

of exercise sheets. These exercises -are coordinated with each

instructional unit and-students axe: required to 'Omit completed-

Sheets to their instructors at periodic time intervals

in the language lab counts as part of:th nal,grader

devised for the language lab can consist f dictations,

listening comprehension exercises

u4-Work done:

The exerciAes
"

multiple-choice

and differentiation exercises,

ones and answers on recorded passages, written summari

of recorded dialogs er narra ves, written translation, of

4/
words or sent nces, or'any other type of exercise that lend

-aeon by taperpcorded materials_



Using exercise. Oleets instead of a t
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dock tor..,ene ur ge labora-

ntedtory use dhanges attendanc6 f om a time-orient

-requirewn one which is much less resented ley 0,udents- than-

arbitrary number of hours or minutes d on all studen_

regardlesS of their individualized heeds. ab sheets do not require

record keeping Of udent attendanc completes sheet handed

lab 'attendant:or instructor proof of attendance.- The major-

. problem ef suchra ystem _ hoWeVer, that few ready -made mat rialss
are commercially -available and that instructors must develop their

own exercises and recordings. Obviously, the usual fare of taped

pattern drills available with textbooks does not facildtate this

kind of use.

Laboratory assignnies,.nuast be coordinated with classroom

instruction. If students se7e t wol:k a unrelated or unrewarded

(in-terms-of grades) in the course, motivation to use the lab becomes-

a problem. Exercises'practiced in the language laboratory (e.g.;

dietations'ot listening comprehension exercises) can be systematically

incorporated on classroom quizzes and examdna ions.

6 iguage -laboratory directors must keep themselves infornied

,

language relit s df,their (e.g the NAI')

Journal is a good source) and suggest and encourage various uses".-to

faculty. ,members because, unfOrtunatcly, regardlosS of how up-to-date

and well administ ed the facilities, the individual instructor

stil determ ncs use of thelaborator .by. convincing the students

of its value and by utilizing it whore it can serve most effectiv ly.
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- of -Cla s Activities

This section does not refer. to the. occasional extra-curricular

activities whose importance for enrichment, community involvement,

and publicity value will be touched upon later in

this report. Rather, I am referring here to regularly available

curl Lu Mr 7_ Japonents (for credit or non-credit) which offer students

an opportunity to use their:language skills outside the classroom in

real-life settings, such as internships, residential language houses,

or cmmunity outreachprog ars. At several institutions visited, such

components were Mentioned as being very beneficial to program visibility

and to creating student interest in foreign language study.

Those schools fortunate enough to have. "1 guage housts".:

ve, of course, an optimal setting for i.nvolvingstudents in real

communicative language use and in language nd.cultUre-related

activities. A rather unique facility is the Oldenborg Center for

Modern Languages and International Relations at Pomona College. _1

Center serves as-.'residential facility for students in five languages

(Chinese, French, German, Rtisian, and Spanish), housed in different

parts of the building, and supervised by native language residents.

All rooms have access to the "Voice of Oldenborg," taped programs in the

five langiages which are prepared weekly by the residepts. In addition

to its residential function,'Oldenborg Center offers a large range

of4activitieS to the total campus and to the Claremont community. Per

instance, daily at lunch time conversation groups peet:in twenty
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different languages. Many center residents and other interested

tudents and faculty from the five-college consortium at Claremont

take adantage of this opportunity to practice their conversation

skins, 'In addition to the "conversation tables," the center offers
fr

a wide variety of formal and informal activities relating to inter-

national and intercultural issues, including films, lectures, dis-

cussions conferences, ethnic dinner4 an international carnival and

other student-planned and directed activities. Students, whether

ding at Oldenborg Center or not, can earn academic credit for

Participating in the oAversation grooms a d other activities sponsore

by-the center.

special interest here is that a large percentage of Oldenborg

s are,not foreign language majors, but want to'de clop or

maintain fluency in a foreign language while majoring in other
_ . 23

Although l didnoCPersonally visit the "Residential College".

at the University of Michigan, the French ,House, which is a part of

that experimdntal'prograNappears to fulfill functions similar to those of

the Oldenhorg Center at Pomona. But, the Michigan program is not

lal-tinational in scope; it offert courses and activities

Trench language and culture only. One underlying concept f the

Residential College is that students live and are taught in tYire same
r

facilities. While the College offers no foreign language for as

ng with

such, studenti must show proficiency by passing either an 'upppr

level seminar Or an interdisciplinary course actually taught
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in g lahgUate,other than English. The French House at the Universi

of Michigan offers a range of courses and opportunities for interaction

'with professors and speakers ofTren

contributing factor to program popularity,'

has been mentioned as a

The University of SouthemCalifornia_CUSE)-has.developed a

community service and outreach prograth called JEP (Joint Educational

Project) where students can earn partial course credit for participating

in weekly field assignments which are an integral part of some regular

college courses. Although JEP involves students, in marry fields due

to the large number of Spanish speakers in the Los Angeles community,

the program is particularly popular with students of Spanish who take

advantage of the Opportunity to practice their language skill's With

bilingual schools. JEP Spanish student have:native Spanish speakers

red as bilingual aides to school nurses;

-- taught courses in consumer education for Spanish- speaking

parents;

taught mini- courses in dental hygiene to elementary school children;

served as aides to teachers in ESL adult education courses and

to teachers in bilingual elementary and junior high school programs;

become "pals" to young students with special nee

tutored individual youngsters with leafing difEculties.

Spanish ist the only language department participating zin JEP.

Classics students have taughtrini-courses on "Word Power" (Greek and Latin

roots of words), and raini-coursesion Japanese -itage and the cultural

background of other peoples ccasionally given on the high school level-.



Students

or Other publiqkagenci They are lipervi

planning their projects by 'their own college

one to eight hours`.

.school teacher, pr other resource person.

week in the is schoolA

d. and given he. 1p with

instructors, a community

According to JEP administrators, major benefits of the AP

experience to university students are-that theycan "draw on

materials and methodologies from their own courses and learn a.

subject through 'teaching it. .In trying to make it interesting to

ganger students 7theygain a greater, understanding -Of its relevance

to theMselves. The process,ofplanning and working together helps

reinfoilce:learning fpr mini-colirSe,teawmembers it alp-provideS

an 'easy wayAo create small groupings of learner's out of even the

24
largest lecture class."

JEP has become an integral and popular cornporrent of many -undergraduate

Spanish copr

JEP and non-

PairticiPation is optional. Multi- section courses have

ns, where student_ opt for or against a field

no JEP sections are availatle, students can paaicipa

.in AP in lieu of some other class requirement.

USC, located in a vast urban community with a large population

of Spanish speakers and large groups of ethnic minorities offers, of

,)

course an ideal settinePacommunity involvementLe program such as

JEP. However, with some adaptation and imag iation the concept can

also he utilized,. though maybe.on a smaller scale, by other foreign.

language departments.
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*Pa

for sel,lini'coAuMable

to the market bf academic

whom I spoke

have ta

:niciyes are not )us

algb be used to attract-students

gs. Practically all, cha rpersons

ntioned the' importantance of departmental visibIlitY,

of active recruiting of students, of better communications with gtudents,

advisors, colleagues in other fields administrators, and, of course,

the public in general. Some exemplary programs in.the conscious and

systematic use of "publicity techniques" include Slippery ck State
o

4 ,
College

25
and Washington State University.

Same departments have developed ctive program 43rochures for

undergraduates which-explain-the reasons and advantageg of foreign

-ge study and describe curricular offerings and,thow.they might

to a fudent's program. Suh a brlachur is,

en at4ashington State University, for e

institution- conducts career colloquia, inviting students

to explain the values of, mowing a foreigrilanguages fe various.

fessions and how language study can be Combed- with. other: major

of study. some departments provide students with detailed coUrse'descript

dons, listAg content, objectives, instructional,patOrials, assignMents

andevaluation methods. These descriptions can also serve as information

source for undergraduate advisors d.area'high school teachers, making

them aware of the range of offirings and expectations..
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Ver departments Seem to make an;, systematic effort to inform

school teachers of plaument criteria and procedures. A

notable exception which has come t my attention is .an effort by the

Texas AATb chapter (North Central-Council: Dana§

This organization has established a commdttee of hi

Worth area).

khool aid

university'foreign language teachers fOr the purpose of coordinating

a placement test whiCh is currently being used by several area

universtes,Z6

Departmental visibility essentially advertising and

licizing our offerings, efforts, a!nd accomplishments. Often,.

a major reason for low enrollment in a special course or newly

°developed option is that the course has not been sufficiently bieught

to the attention of those people who could optimally benefit -from'

the option, Departmentalvisibility involves also conducting inform--

ational meetings fbr advisors, where an attempt is made to relate-

foreign language study to the rest of the curriculum Such idtherings

-provide advisOrs a chance to find out program objectives, course

requirements, and to,note a profile description of the type of student

who can benefit most from a foreign language experience.

Public relations means news releases on the activities of the

faculty and department in general; it means sponsoring. ectures,

films, festivals, fairs, summer or week-end'immersion camps, theater

performances, soirees , for folkdancing, singing, ethnic cooking, informal

evening discussions--and inviting the public to these events; it means.

obtaining' and utilizing a share- of program time on university radio and

television stat s; it Teans offering area high schools, 'social or



professional organizations a slate of departmental members who are

willing to speak aboufr7 reign language or culture-related topics
6

of zeneral interest, or who will show film or slide presentations

On some aspect(s) of a country it means making translation services

availabl4to the ciommunity. In'Ishort, as one chairperson summarized

it "We all have to become hustlers." Or, in the wOrds'of another:

'Tie have to proselytize foreign languages with a missionary zeal."



Dartmouth College, Departments of Fren

Middlebury College, Language Schools

.-- The Ohio State University, Department of Clissics

State, University of New York - College at Buffalo,

Foreign age Department

ashington State University, Department of Foreign Languages .

and_ Literatures



Arrving a uth College, Twas greeted, rather unceremoniously

by a gentleman completihg a change of clothes from 18th cerktury-costume
Al ,

back to 20th century attire after,having: tau ht a drama class./ I met

Professor John Rassias, the origiAhtd6 M he Dartmouth IntenSive14,7--

'Language-Mbddl, while he was simultaneously trying to tie his shoes

button his t hi t, answer the telephone, and give

waiting student:. A man of rare personal warffith,

and a seemingly unlimited supply of energy, Professor

that 90; of instruct

ctions to a

ng convictions,

ias believe;

opal success is determined by instructor enthusiasm

and .he "appears to live and teach accordingly. in part, to Professor

Rassias' effort. , the modem foreig language ivigrams-at Dartmouth College

have recently,. gained national atte
23

-on- for
r- .

the nnpvat-ve teaching

methodology and success- in deve ping second l e_proficiency after

a relatively short amount of time The Ronunce Language-Department.

has had the most phenomenal(Oifering,French, Italian, and Spanksh majors

0
success. The department cbmpares,with the English Department-in both

N
:size

.

of.faculty (30) and nber of studentenrolled. French is 1argest

seet4,on.with appro*ima ly ie half of the 4000 students Arolled
'7.-- - '- 4

Dar uth taking French courses' during theit.col ege ca

Dartmouth College-is a sm3l c.4000) students, priva .4co-educa

I IP
ge in. rural New Ha pmshire. 'Mlle, it offers

b
Kw



per of gradtiate p in -several d geS

t only. on the Under-graduate' lever . Dartmouth: provides a unit:per

supoytave setting_arad Motivatimfor fore language s It has a

strcsig commitnezit to a liberal education;_ selective adifisiSion; a residential

us conduciver,to f xibl e scheduling patOrns acid experimental innovation;

udent body which _ctmes from predominantly upper middle class backgrounds

articipates in programs abroa

equirement for all.students,

one.year (three teims

ell as a ,four-course:

ibutive requirement which can be satisifed in a foreign

Butl these externalfactors alone cannot explain the impressive

rig the period investigated. ',For ins:Cake, French increased

) between fall 1972 and fall 1976; Italian increased bye

sh increased: , SO (50%) Getman increased by

140 st

So student-s

sttidents tutional enrol'
t

ept growth of

about 25%. Afinual enrollment figures compare e faverab y yet, Only.

Russian showed a decline f the..pe invest

(The decline in Russian enits timber bf tmajors.

However, it doubled

tits might in part be

due to the two years of preparatoryisiudy required before a student can

go abroad. The other languages' realm only one

Study,

-T fie individuals I talked

of preliminary,

almost-,ustanir..ously that three fac

a.Ccotartpd for the success 'and popularity of the dep &tents visited: 1)

aff with .high scholarly
rh-t

del (the only instructions

study) and 3) the many oppor uni

ors

aching ability; 2) the Dartmouth

n available' fewr elementary

for language study abroad.

Intensive-Model

The two-term intensive sequence

dhilyi fivedays

approOnut tours of

ten week terms.. Students



otiejalty-minute class permed. mi-a conventionally-sized group oil

,up to 25 stud is with A Master Teacher, a regular faculty member. In

additionthe et for one riod in small groups of between five and-ten

students 'wit 'Apprentice Teacher (A.T.) a specially trained undergraduate

a
student e f envy in the-language, who serves as drill instructor.

additional_halfihrA work is

guage.laboratory.

-uim6d for drildependmitstudyin the

SchaUling;probreTs which such an extended time blotkmig t cause

ire.to.4 large ext bnle, the drill seotilinS during

tiaes*hen few

eight o'clock

is-predominantly a'

in session, .for.instance at

th'fternoon. As Dartmouth

tive y f6w students employed

to fit one of these periods,outside fha instiitution,)mos s

into theirschedulev The Master/ Bache s' classes are effered.thrP

.*
,.

day in the regular course p9

t the student's cOnvenience.

d laboratci practice 'is, of course

Master Teachers'.clases provile the nu f eus for the intensive

0
-model, e-, Here, new vocabu ry is presented, dialogues are introduced,

grammatical and, ph ological features are explained and insights into. the

target culture provided.' The Master TeachersiI observed differed in

h'metodologiCal approaches according to language and litpersona, nch-Fre
_ .. ....

tends toward tlim exclusive use of the° language in instruction, while, GerMani

and Russian make'more frequent use of Englip..in ihe,tlassroom. Some

instructors tend.toward an audio-l!hgual orientation, othersluse a more
-/-,

direct methodology, and .some

0.
on gr.-Inbar xplamdtion and trans ion.

quite traditional, lying more heayily



The Drill Sessions

The unifying feature of the intens

most iftnovative aspect' of -the Dartmout
.- _., ...

..-- .

drill swions conducted by Apprentice Teachers:
I

students, selected a the ,beginia ng' OP each term after a three-day

A
training. workshop en the basis of their vitality, pronunciation and general

language competence enthusiasm
p

drill- Masters, Ccinveti:t

instance,- up to-four 'students coMpete- available p4ition.)
t4

Ocdasiblly,, studerits "try -out" several ,times before they pre finally

'accep Students do not nedd to be 1 age majorst In fact, mere than

half the ka.'s I talke to were majoring-in other disciplines, among them

history,.government, gedgrap,

The, sole function of

-

nth and EcOnomiCs

is conducting highl; structured,

strj(ctlY;audiolinguaF Pat ce promindation with

dialog it ation. and grammdtcal pattarnS- th SubstitUtion','.transforma

and completion drills. Al's are disbour .ged
r

givi extensive- translations,

sessions.

snapping

kilig.grairunatical expl

f om usin English during' they, drill

are. trained' to u a lively rapid -faire -drill- method keeping

attention .by constantly ong then' by .rhythmic finger

pointing. to one student try nd:While keeping, eye .'contact
t*- ' --

other student, etc. Corr et student responses are- rewaTded 'by,
, 4 p

. - Z
W 4

prolific praise; ranging from happy sm4es :and pieces c candy t- :bal

and phy- al .,15t'S on the back,' (One "slow lean- after sev6egt wrong
( '

---'
... ...,.. - ..

n
.

attopts , received' a kiss tom an -apparenlly el drill master - he
..

finally completed hs task -6ctly Incor'rct responses e gowns,
4



reprimands,,threatening gesturesy and the tenacious attend
. I

or is correcte ( mmediate error correction is an impoAI until

feature .method.).

After being quite intimidated and frustrated by an enthusiastic Russian

AZ:who included,me in drill piactice while I attended the drill session

as an observer (I must admit, nOther cajoling_nor threats got the corre

respense. .) I-expected,to hea some negative, reaction-from students:to
4

the histrionics of the AT.' ,the intense pressure to Perform, t feeling 4

of:constantly'being Am -the spot,"and-tO the often exclusively mechanical

e patterrisO But note oa e. student nong the many I talIced

Uding entire classes without esence Of an instructor)

reacted'hegatively to the procedures. While some students admitted-.

the drills were often purely mechanical in nature and the actual meaning

of what'was being Bald and practiced was not always clear, they saw it

eless4 as a necessary.c

especially positivl
_

nt--.of language instruction,. Stud

'error Correction And the small group

.4-
e of,the drill_sOssions wh 'ores every, student to participate

activlyand giveseach student ve o ortunities fOr individual.

sponse. Inoidentally,=a number of students ment d that they.were studying-

a second foreign 14hgudge-because of the positfve

intensive study -'of another language (The ftawthernesef
)

accounts to home extent fob iiieunquestioningly,positive.a

the `student body. .Most students a quite aware of the national

-the foreign language programs at I) rtmouth Wave

rience with prior

probably

titudes

-
(1 ent visitors-and ebservers-,to

use of undergrAdwaLe A

attention

-4 are used to

their cla

the depa ntS' best Adver.

and doubtless has positiv7psycholegical e

students. Wily one year ahead

.

sement

-tary language

'tudents they



11-and can relate in-a relaxed andunthreateniq manner to eir peers.

But more importan A.T. s excellent language .fluency and pronutic iatio

serves asencourageAent to the-.studentswho. see how little time separates

them from the painful beginnings aid -the Impressive proficiency of the

drill instructors. As already mentioned, .-ships-a (highly coveted

positions, partly because they prOvide some financial remuneration (Acr.

getPaid $2.65 an hour.for-t ee hours a teaching day--one hour the
r.

.actual classroom contet .

the d4sigAment-p °vides the obort

gites valuable e e4ence inlea ingteChniques. in relating to st

o hours for prgparation time), partly becadse

to use their language k nd

Some openly adrated, hat IcirviAl as A, 's gave them ige and ego

hey'ere teaching.
4

v.isi

e are Ito set course prerequisites fc). ibtidents competing

a tice, however, all A.T.'s interviewed had spent `a minimum of one t

( 4
in the to language,country. Because of the popularity of the A.T.

aepartmentsbave established a- rule that A.T."s cannot serve a

T.,S for more than twb vddition to this limitation

each prospective drillamastor must repeat the t ing.workshop- arul.

for the position at

regardless- =of

the beginningoreath qua

ether hdishe has had prior experience.

WhiA the initial training..of4T.'s is handled iointly for 411 _

the .beginn_

Master Teachers

arm, A.T,.supervision duringtthe term alls to

om the A.T.sare assigned. In each language A.

_ m
eekl-y ion. Also Master and Apprentice Teachers

in- weekly meetings and A.I.'s are periodically observed

.44



evaluated-throughout the term .by. a raaam diffe rent ea

close, supervision

-Attendance legs en orce

el less-popular among udentS han attendanc

Sresistance.is due to the already familiar corn Taints e o

-nsufficlentvmaterials, inaddiTailee pacing, lack ofiteinforcement, poor sound

lity, &boredom in dealing wItff a machine. Essentially, the language;
t

latorato and e A.T. -conducted drill periods have 'the sane function and

theoretical tleal*thelab could fulfill the .4sk o drilling,studentsA

gt

n practice, however, the ipteraetion withalivedy, enthusiastic, and

erne& humaif prompter-which greatly enhances fhe appeal and success the

scion. (It l uld be mentioned that; in 'order to overcome some of

timings of boratpry-setting, s Rassias is c

1ideo,lab, tapes Bch pftsent Alwilmed4rsion of a ill

in.acti n.
r t

e videotapes attempt to enlist the:, active. involyeAent

v of
resPonse each time the drill master on television.

e students he i workirfg with in the film.)tsrto.an

'vials

Sbftially developed instruttiona

d came_

seris for use in the I

'far from linpimous among inst

needs :te.io'into Pieparing sup

materials

k; Harper: ,expected fall 1978),

a ailabl _- textb

ive;Medel. Satisfaction wa

:tors

and accompanying
A

terials is

A canbe expected, much eff2rt

case and drill materials.



1120LT14q:Y!!Frgraduatc lristruction

pper ;level for gn 1a]i it age programs at Dartmouth'Rrov

dal ,offei'ings consist ink; predominantly of l iterature and some

civilization courses as re l as ite Lure 'and culture

Interest- in 'finer-le cork ite strong and has

in .recent years as nOny students who return from an_ _,acperieri abroad

1,giage skills and deepen their understanding of

lanced fir :'-hand. The A.T. systems, of -tour
-

also' serves as a moms of maintainingintcr of students r ruing from

ddpartments

sh2to maintain the"

the culture they have

a.
study abroad. HOW__ -r',' similar to

have flourishing,study abroad programs

the difficulty of offering;.:
414

'Chairpersons at Dartmouth eir¢essed

-kA on a level and breadth which al iz- es'

the knowledge students lin i 9tiquired abro ad;

As mentioned already, he number of maj in French hz

-lass). Russdoubled between -1972'end 1976 (from 1( to

increase (from 7 to 15) over the.same time' period..

practical ly

also shows an

spanish

Only German shows a declinein,

7b) As abprors to be the trend elsewh

n the past_ complete doubl -major

).

ified (an kridivi(

of Courses in a f igrr tan tu ge

to 'an interdisciplin

d signed combina n of a set num

and a, supportive discipline iencring,iit

Study Abroad77
AStrdilig factor contri 'ng-to tlae, success ofPhe uag clef r ment

are the l i oar of Teri ig stied abroad y students opt o comp

,t he i r requirement hy sOending af ol 0 gn_c

after initial l ge study at Dartmouth Before stud

a R



minimum o

terms of p

e to French, Spanish, OritaliUm.- °quires two

or language study ancLRussian requires six terms _before a student

can study abroad. In the case of RuSsian, this extensive pre - requisite pre-

paration is believed to discourage same students from studying the language.

However, experience& Dartmouth and elsewhere has indicated a-minimum of two

s of preliminaryprelimina.ry.language study before a student can function effectively

in the Soviet Union. Despite this heavy prerequisite, at leastuhalf of the two

dozen-Dartmouth-students who study at the University of Leningrad each summer

are non-majors.

Dartmouth offers, several types of overseaS experiences:

lAnalue Study Abroad in- Canada, -France, Germany, Ifaly, Mexico
.1

and Spain;

- Forel Study in Austria, Central America (Costa Rica and P

England, France, Germany, Greece, Mexico, Italy Russia, Scetland,

and Sweden. These Foreign Study programs are jointly sponsoredbk the

-various 1 guage.departments and by Music Earth Sciences, Biology,

-Religion, English, Philosophy, d Geography

k - Independent Study Pr

Btcchaamswitli German UnIversities and

in apan

ObviouslY, the availability of t1e programs provideS a motivational

in Rimania

ith. eio University

reigp language study not prtsent in many other stitutions.

survey. I found that more than ,50% of student's in an

elementary German course either had bee

,C Speak nA country, The know,ledge of needing the fanguago as a me

ere-planning to in a

of Survival within the nek ertainly a'factor Which. hi

angUage study.rib es toward the`motiva



e study abroad component Also

proficient undergraduate-A-1T.!s. .F es w

experience abroad would be able. to display e fluency and ma

the language demonstrated bb Dartmouth A.T.

Department chai

total depa a commitment toward level instruction. No division

assignment is made between junior 0 r facufty. Everyone sharesin

lower.level langua gt;sinstruction and the assignments to -supervise and direct

nS t. Dartmou hasized. the importance Of

programs abroad Are on a rotating basis. All staff interviewed agreed

that the success of the pro4gram is based-on concentrated efforts on the

part of each individual faculty member including, frequent willingnesS

carry an overload..

Because of the spe ial' setting and educational pupset of Dar
L

College, the temptation arises 'to disco the Dartmouth- experience as. non-

generalizable to other institutions. True, student mptivation tgward language

study is probably'higher,than'at many other institutions because of family

background, educational

language In ,"study abr.°

and the like4hood of being. able o.use

the

.. .

success at Dartmlouth
.

terms of student hievem

nts is based on certdIn principjes whiff apply to-41

in- terms ,o1- program a-

ion and which should not be gnored-:.

tiven

eign lan

-- Extended daily exposure to the language. Common ense tells us_:

the tiicker one

{While comparative s are n ,Sygtematically'

student p only one term of study appears

_ire time one spends in learning a

c011_et



"p be quite h
-

fly smallzgr

practive vocarp and

n introduced during

p s where s udehts intensively_

tical patt to which they have

c i these small group

essions pe --t high freque

44 estimated that

our

each student spon

High emphasis on oral work to meet the largely oral communicative

oral inter--objectives of the course and,-prepare students-

action in the target language country.

The Fuse of undergraduate peers as 4 11 masters te,practice the

language in anon-threatening setting andAd demonstrate -to

students through the example. of the,dtill'instructerthat

rewards of language study are not as:

Lively,-energetic, enthusiastic, fas

intense interpersonal contact and di

mote as might appe

I+ 4 Dara-professionals providfng

human

and inter' pr lath'studen ''n

concern, humor,

language 1t pra ice 1. 40bservers'e

act natively- to the theatrics of Jk.T.

in the

aiionallyi

While voting; rhythmic-.

_
a ping, expanSive_ges e ,climbing on furniture etc:.

-\,

area probably r. t essential to the success ,o

ace -a ch_ eogx-phy" necessa

in order to main in

,boiedom nheren 1 n

;F.' (=heed by .given'

-
guidelines.to set Ifit poce,-convey. c

frequphcy in2erac on-c dial o the

ntri

Jriods ofmatip lative

speci-

11. sessions,.-.

iriga fffSt-

artIcipation,.and to avoid the

gua4e practice.

echhiques and methodological

nthusiasm, and maintain

the drill se

high



Schools providing: fewer opportunities to ':s

with a student .belly financially-less privily

lar pool of capable students .. top serve as However

small group intensive drill sessions are predominantly mdnipul

and do equire flawless fluent on the part of the A.T.

additional training and intensive language preparation before each

&ill session could prepare advanced undergraduate language students

at other institutions for this assignment. Also, graduate students
rt

and non-profesiional hative speakers from-the d'orruramity could be
1;tdD

recruited Dor the drill,assignment.

The Dartmouth Medel is rather expensive because of large-scale,

use of paid A.T is (Incidentally ,the Exxon foundAtion has -absorbed

most of the A.f cost through a granand is cOnsideringapplications

by 'Other institutions for funds to develop similaT programs.) The

cost fator in utilizing A.T.'s does 'nct n§ea to be prohibitive.

Instead of monetary rewards , stunts could be given academic credit
.,,

for their service. In the case of:
J!'

prep iii foyeign

language teapfibrs. the A.T.-,ships could serve as d,ve valuable

internship which Aould become a program requirement for
,

,_
, '

already mentioned, scheduling an extensive time b

be facilitated by offering the drill sessions qat less pepular teaching

periods:or during .periods "where no formal,claspes are offered, Even
--_,

at predominantly nonresidential campuses and at stitutions-with., a

large percentage of `working students sucitschedumlking wou d be pes

Fbr'more inforMation on the Dartmouth IntAsive Language Mode

incl ding a film developed with'a grant fr m the Exxon Fouhdatonontaet
fessor John A. Aas las
_merit. of, Romance Liaigua

rt mut)] College.
New I l,-un sh re 03.755



or general g information c n

Model to th i is c t ac

Professor David c hairman
Departmontof Romance Languages d Litera
Dartmbuth College a

'lawyer, New-11amiishire 03755

Professor e Chainnan
Department `f Ge
Dartmouth College
lianover, New Haffipshrie: 03755

-PrOfessor Richard R.. Sheldon, Chairmen
Department of. Russian Langilage and Literature
Dartmouth College
Hanover, .New Hampshire 03755



DD 'BURY COLLEGE

Any visitors who get lost on the Middlebury camp. s during the

sunnner should leak; for middle-aged individuals to-ask for directions

While this is. no guarante that they will find a sympathetic soul who

will aim them in the right direction aqiddlebury summer students, come in

all age categories) the chanees of 'finding someone willing to use'his

or her mother tongue are greater. To illustrate the frustration or

delight, if one happens to understand...) this situation-ean cause:

I was looking for a particular Russian class for which my schedule

indicated the building. but not the room number. After asking a young

help En-English I Was returned d-a stream of "gibberish" of which

only the initial da was comprehensible. I indicated that, unfortunately,

I did not speak Russian and could he please direct me in a common medium

where I wanted to go. Again I receil.red a lengthy incomprehensible

,

expose very slowlY and with much gesticUlation), whereupon I

took the young .man "s arm and threatened to hang on until he got me to the de-

sired location. then silently walked me up four flights of stairs and

delivered me to my dest ation, again with much "gibberish" to the

instructor and to the general amusement of the class.

I mm sure not every Middlebury student takes the laa guage plugs as

seri,ousl as the young man in question but the incident gives some

Indication vation and conunitlnetit nay bring to theirs Limner study.



The UthMer language .program
0.
at- iddlebury7College-

,

special category among the .programs vi,sitedo--One of the reasons
4.

brought me to the campus was My C ity caused by the discrepancy

betweeita growing summer progrup and a regular academic-year pyogram

which, appeared to suffer from some of the same pains as foreign language

departnents elsewhere, at least as far as enrollments are concerned.

He ever, I found that the tegularlicademic'year and the summer school

are quasi independent (though apparently well articulated) "and that success

in one program (iri terms of attracting student interest) does not

nece sarily asstre success inthe other, as the two programsfunction under

quite different constraints.

Before 1973, Middlebury had established.its.reputa ion trtanlyf for its

graduate programs (M,A. and D.M.L.)in modern foreign languages and teacher

training. The' under graduate summer program in the' western language's

c-

only five years old. (Chinese has.been taught since 1966 and Japanese nee-

`1970.) Trom an enrollment of 290 students in undergraduate sumner'programs-,

in 1973, numbers have climbed to 400 in 177, At present Chinese French,

German 'Italian, Japanese, Spanish, and Russian can. be studied on the lower-

levels and plans are underway to add Arabic.

The undergraduate summer progr n is an tensi eiMmers' n program of ;

seven eks duration (nine weeks for Russian and East Asian languages)

requiring daily a miniAum.of four hours of class contact, plus practice in

.

t laboratory,for six hours course credit (ten hours for Chinese, Japanese,

and Russian). In addition to the regularly scheduled class time Nliddlebury,

students byre practically unli ted opportunity to hear grid speak their

selected language out of class in 1 guage-specific dormitories and

dining rooms, and at formal and informal g herings offeririg films concerts,

recitals, lectures, s1.ide pre.- ntations poetry adings, theat:i performances,



discussions, ing-along picnics, sports coffTetitions and more.

the graduate and underg duate counsel run simultaneously,

fluent speakers of the various languages available.

A unique feature of the program is the Middlebury language plE

requiring students to sib,_ a prearse to use the. language studied

exclusively on campus.

the Pledge is taken rather seriously.

Instruction isjalmost tally in the

Russian and in the East Asi

xplanation or translation n elementary cl e

already indicated, according to my observation

I
°reign ran, age. Only in

anguages did I -fear an occasional English

am S ructdre

The undergraduate progr n structure and enrollment patterns .differ

to some extent from language o langUage; While Chimese,.German, Italiant

Japane'se, and Russian have velylarge elementary enrollmmts, French'

and Spanish have larger enrol tints on the intermediate and third-year

levels. (Fourth-year undergraduate language instruction will be added

only in 1978.) For the sake of efficiency I will limit my curricular

description to a general one.

The methodology used-by the various languages i quite eclectic.

Apart from the &elusive use of
,
the target language cs medium of instruction,,

instructors are free to follow their ql methodological inclinations

ranging from a modified audio-lingual (dependtrig heavily on pattern drills

to a direct (inductive question-answer technique) or analytical, cognitive,

rammar-oriented approach. In.Italian,and German lower-level classes 1



87

ed he vy use of visual materials. Yit ian uses the Dither Audio-

VisOal Method and 1 :11.01a e Pensiero. ly OtCWOrthy

German TV commercials, accompanied by texts and exercises

developed by Middlebury faculty. ese authentic videotapes appear quite

effective in holding student in erest. Unfortunatelk,.becauSe of

0
copyright laws, the material cannot yet be made available commercially.

. student's daily sc edulegenerally consists offour hours of

classroom instructio

work includes large-

a one.hotir of language dab practice. Classroom

up grammar exPlicatiOns, presentation of audio-
,

viSual materials, disctision of reading assignments, and small group

drill:and co ton practice. rns.tructors and classrooms change

f
every hour Enfold monotony and boredom and to expose students to

di ifere idiol c.s.

Bi weekly quizz

ai stration (some

are corrected :and returned on the day. of

team up in correcting them while others

co teachingg)r, addition to frequent short quizzes students, are

iven a final comprehensive examination. Some of the languages also

dnister an appfopriate form of the MLA Cooperative Foreign Language

d/or CLEP Tests as pre- and'po -tests to compare student performance

with nationdl,norms. Middlebury students place very highly On all parts,

of the four- ill test ,s.

The intermediate level includes'a compreh nsive grammar review and

stresses composition and conVershtion. In German, students can choose two

minicourses r modules) according to their linguistic abilities and individual
,

itorests during each half oL the S- nme r term. Options include reading selections



from various authorS readings

readings from the human'

om the press (journkistic writings),

es or social sciences or' readings deal hg

with cultural aspects of Go

work translation skills.

-speaking count -ri Students' can als9

The third year program follows p,4atte similar, to tl intermediaie

program, but students have a wider selection of individual interest.

= options. tlptions during the 1977 summer included a workshop on "The

Art of Cabaret," a translation workshop, .and module on "Perspectives on

Moderm Germany" and "Advanced Roedings:- Selections from G. Grass and.

Th. 'Students working on the same module eke given opportunities

to in e act in small groups (For a more detailed description of the.,;,

Getman program see Gerd K. Schneider, "Final Report on the Undergraduate

Language- Programat Middlebury .College... Sumer 1%75," ERIC/CLL. lD

. 11 464; "Final Report Summer 1916," ERIC /CLL. ED 134 030; "A

Model for.a Successful Sim WI' ForeignhLanguage ProgaM in German

ArPL. Bulletin, 8, eqay 1977j pp. 27-294

What factors- then are the "key" to Middlebury success in terms of

attracting students to its summer language schools and in terms of student

achievement? Administrators, .staff, *ad students I talked to mentioned

a numher of contributing factors and all pointed to the somewhat unique

purpos_,.settin and constraints of the summer language schools.,

An outstanding team of in

and .teaching styles works closely

th a wide range df pe sonakiti s

her in daily planning and i lementa-

tion. A major factor of success in the eyes of program administrators

the flexibility in staffing. The summer language .schools, use largely non-

,tenured facultyfrom a number of institutions nationwide as ell as from

abroad. This practice permits year to-ye4curricular changes and the



offering of new, and unique courses by hiring specialists in .fiel'ds

where need is most acUte. In other words, program offerings are not

limited to the specialties and interests of.reSident faculty, but cane

draw on national and international expertise.

The student body is highly motivated., Some have concrete plans

to spend time in .the country whose language they-are learning; others

hope tq relate language skills to specific career goals ranging from

,%.

archeology and art hi tory to comOarative literature, international law

and business, medicine, music, political science, or psychology; still

others hope to fulfill a language requirement at their home institutions

without making the usual time con vent of between two and four semesters,

Many students come from prestigious private or state institutions and

are accustoined.to rigorous work and high eXpectations. Sonic of the

students have` already, graduated and are established in various careers.

per

-- The intensive exposure (up to five hours of formal instruction

as well as the many opportunities for extra - curricular activities

conducted in the language) and the language pledge provide' a setting

for total linguistic immersion. 'this ,factor surely contributes to the

high percentile ranking achieved by Middlebury summer students on the

MLA Cooperative. and CLErtests. While students receive only six hours

of academic credit (ten hours for Chinese, Japanese,-and Russian) for

their summer work, the number of contact hours with the language is

enormous when compared with contact hours in a traditional foreign

language program.

-- A high student faculty ratio facilitates,small group instruction .

interacti and;parniits much individual attention. (For instance,



..

i'total:-unde duate 'enrollmentt in

''.32 in-first year; 25 in *econdyear; and -22 in.,thirayear. ,Thefull-'

in the summeripf 1977 was

90

time undergradu ate faculty numbered seven, plus two art- time and

several guest lecturers.)

-- The faculty.lives.on c the sate dormitories the

studenls. This ximity provides literally around-the clo,ck opportunities

_,-

afoT fdrnal and informal'contct. FaLulty memhersregularly take' all

eals with the students in lankuage-qecific dining:rooms'and participate

in the same out-of-clasg'attivities as the students,do, from p aying

soccer, volleyball -, and tennis toparticii)a- ng in meditation exercises.

Weeklyprogram-evaluatiod.sessionsbystudents make stat ware

of problems as they arise and permit changes and adaptations throughout

the tenn.

The long history starting-in 1915 with tl erman Scho

,outstanding reputation of the Middlebury graduate summer programs ttrac s

-4

many students from all parts of the country. Several students.mentioned

dj
that they selected Mliddleburrbec4e of the xpeiences and recoMmend-

ations ofcfriends who had participated in the language schools previously.

The niimber of gradua t dents enrolled -he graduate summer/;

pregrams provides willing helpe and " conversers."

The Kddlebury setting a lovely, small-town campus which is

only ut lized by the language schools during the summer contributes to

the success by permitting t isolation necessary fcr linguistic immersion.



212LLIAegc-Year PrggPT. -,-,--#----- ..-, _
. -

The aCademic-year program at Middleb6r) College is a relatively
_ _ ...

traditional language-Iiteratur -civiliation oriented one. however,

the undergraduate loWer division language courses are still tau

semi- intensively; requiring' generally six contact hours per week (three

large-gyoup lectures and three small-group practice sessions plus lab

work) for three hours of academic course. credit.

Middlebury is moving in,the direction of offering "extended

maj9T," where foreign languages are studied as supportive skills to

various disciplines. Such an "extended major" can be acquired by

participating in the junior year abroad in any o five affiliated
.

Schools Abroad located in Florence, Madrid, Mainz, Mos o and Paris.

Study abroad is an integral component Of the Middlebury-curriculum and a

large percentage of students from all fields of study participates. The

challenge faced by Foreign language departments at Middlebury and other

institutions with well developed and heavily subscribed study programs abroad`

is to develop courses and options which attract students returning to campus

from an extended stay in another country. 4.

re inforration contact: Professor Roger M. Peel
Director of the Language Schools
Middlebury College
Middlebury, Vermont 05753



THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSI DEMI RT {ENr OF -CLASSICS

The Departmenof-Classics at the Ohio'State University (OSU) has

had an appreciable-enrollment increase in its Latin and Clas,ics

program in the recent past. Only Greek has shown a de fine. Annual

enrollments in Latin courses increased 663 (385 students) between 1974

and 1976; in Classics courses enrollments increased 28 (905 students) for

the same period. The overall undergraduate institutional growth for these

years has been 6A (2147student5).

The department offers five areas of concentration for majors : 1)

Classical Humanities: (Greek and Latin ClassiCal ,works in translation)

2) Greek; -3) Latin; 4) Greek and Latin; and. 5) Classical Lang6ages and

Ancient Historyroffered in coopegatiOn with the Department of History.

The teaching staff consists of 14 full-timd faculty (two more positions

than in 1972) and 25 graduate teaching assistants.

OSU has a 20 quarter-hour (fob- quarters) language requirement for

students in the combined colleges of the Arts and,Sciences, affecting,

approximately 400 of the total undergraduate ollment. The requireme

has not been modified in the recent past. As it can be satisfied by language

courses in any of the languages offered at OSU,

reason for the large enrollment increases in the Classics Department'.

f

in itself no major

Sever reasons were cited for having contributed to the department

impressive growth Repeated e tier' was made of a renewed interest in

Latin and classical antiquity--appar

several other Classics departments

Chairman, Professor .Charles Babcock,

ntly a national phenomenon noted by

rticipating in the study. The acting

-edited an outstanding and committed



teaching staff which is active in course development And willing to try

innovative approaches. Three programs in particularyere mentioned for

having had a positive effect on enrollment trends:

1) the development of an individualized (self-paced) study option

for the first three courses in the elementary Latin sequence (Latin 101,

102, and 103);

2) the addition to the curriculum of a multi-media

partially audio-tutorial logy course;'

3) a'computer-assisted course in medical termihology.

-The Individualized Latin Option

In 1975 OSU implemented a self-pacedjatin option for a three-course

Latin sequence. Student response, as reflected in enrollment figures

and decreased attrition rates between courses, has been very favorable.

The individualized option uses essentially the same materials as

the traditional classroom option: Cambridge Latin. Course, Cambridge

University Press, 1975 together.with Elemen ayy Latin: A Self-Paced

purse delieloped by Dennis M. Kratz, Douglas N. Lacey, and Juditj

D. Lawson on the staff of OSU. Students are able to switch from the

individualized option tc,the traditional option and vice versa at

Various points during the quarter. (Quite a few students make the

change each quarter, predominantly from traditional Classroom( to ihe

individualized option.) The individualized option differs from th

traditional option in three respects: 1) self pacing, 2) the expectation of

an 80`:, malery level for passing, and 3) the'avai lability of variable credit. These



three components ua I be discussed in some more detail below.

1. Self ;pacing

The individUal z elm option is essentially a

independent study pi-6gram in that it enabl

self-paced

-s to mirk where, when,

and as much (or as little) as they please. Ddring the first two weeks

of the quarter students registered'for the individualized option meet

as-a glass.. Here.theyl tive explained the procedures and constraints of r

the course are ,familiarized with the materials and litieS, and are

guided through the first learning module as'a groUp. After this initiation,

tud ma }-;e use of the Latin Individualized Learning Center a large,

resource room with attached testing facilities) at their convenience.

This study center is open dutingiregular university hours and (depending

on the time of the-daYI operatedcontinuously by up to three staff,

members. Duties are shared.br'graduate teaching assistants.and regular

faculty,who provide individual help, answer student queries, and administer,

supervise, and correct unit tests Essentially the students work independently

or with a part-er through the instructional materials-provided. These
;

materials give step-by-stop guidance for activities and exercises to be

completed for each unit Students come to the study /testing center whenever

they want a worksheet corrected, when they have questions; Or when they.

feel .they have mastered the materials and are ready to take a unit test.

All testing is done in the Latin Individualized Lelning Center. Tests

V

are immediately corrected by a staff member and. students receive instant

feedback on their performance; discuss their errors,and are given suggestions



for _dealing rith remaining difficulties.

2. Mastery TestTesting

Students onti the ividualizcd Latin coursf have, to pass

each unit exam at an 80 or; higher mastery level before they can receive

credit for a un -d continue to the next, Those students-not able to

earn a minimum score of B0 on the. first try may re-take a-form of. the

unit test as often as necessary
, until they reach the required mastery.

In essence, therefore, the conventional A grading scale becomes ari

A 7 B scale, as achievement below the' B level disregarded and-.

does not appear on the stud n record.- Where is of course a failing

grade but it is reserved only for those students who make no provision

to fulfill or .re- adjust their contractual obligation fer a set number of

credit hourg.

3. Variable Credit

As the individualized option-is.full elf7paced, students

adjust the number of credit'hours they commit themselves to during-

any one quarter Each unit of the in ructional materials carries one

quarter hour of academic credit which-the student receives Only after

-4
passsing.a final unit exam with a score equivalent-to 80% or above.

Initially, all'students'registor for five quarter hours, but &Ting

`Seventh week of the term students review their progress with an adviser

and an adjust their credits if ;they have either over-or brideresfimated

the amount of time it takes to reach mastery level. Students then sign

a Credit Contract, committing themselves to a set number of ,units to be

compieted during the quarter.



4 credits is not 'cooplotc(1,.

Unfirishc:d units ancl\'' given

This variable c
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arram h t peinits a student to earn up

15 hOurs' of credit during a qurter. If_the contracted

i;tudent receives an in,comPl

1,5 t , the student will r eceive a

number.

for the

this dead

ailing grade for those units he

contracted but did not complete at 6M 80 % tastery level.

While the nindivfdualized instruc non -wave

the nation's college campuses during the early 70s appears to have slowed

doki, and many departments which expe imented with individualized ins

report a return to a traditional clo.SSIporn approach, the Classics Department

at 050 seems to have overcome niartY of -the limiting constraints which

caused failure of individualized programs at other institutions. Based.

the apparently successful experi jth Latin courses, five modern foreign

languages at OSU (Arabic, French ,German, Russian, and Spanish) are at

present in the process of developing and implementing individualized

elementary options with the support of a g t by the National Endoument

for the Humanities. It will be inte-re ting to note whetl r these additional

options will detract from the popularity of the individualized La

courses and I successful they will be in incorTorating an effective

oral component with opportunities fo student interaction.

my conversations with faculty numbers, teaching assistants, art

students at oa.J, several conce111S were expressed which might :-be helpful

restating here for tl departrnerAts considering development of similar

op_ions. The majo son: faculty is whether the inolivi ivaiiz
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option can F u ld s sol icr a founndtit [01 ill the ilingt can traditional'

classfoon option. They fear that the division of course content into disc

'cret _it and the lack of a comprehensive final examination encourage;

"cramning" and memat-jzaitOn for a unit test, the contents to be forgotten

after an acceptable score is reached. Concern was expressed that the lack of

opportunity for spontaneous interaction which_ is offered in a traditional

classroom setting can limit a student's clevelopm -t and his full Comprehension

and synthesis of theoaterials presented: Some instructors mentioned the

"feeling" that students from the individualized, option who continued

with traditiOn.1 Latin study in the fourth (non-individualized) course of

the alementary sequence were not as well preparedas studpnts who, had

studied Latin in the traditional classroom option. Also,' there appeared

to be a retention problem. Unfortunately,, although both options used the

same syllabus, no data-have yet been collected in. the form 9f these scores,

to compare achievement of students coming from the traditional and individualized

options. The problem is, of course, that comparative end-of-term scores

are
.-4 -d

difficult to obtain; due to theariable'tine and ortdit elements and

-st possibility offered ,b7'the individualizedcourSe. However,

tudents:_from .either option could be given a 'one-shot!. comprehensive final

exam at the tale they cOnpi te work or the five credit, hour course; or they

could be given a comprel*1 V0 "review test" when entering the next. course

in the sequence, especially the Latin 104 conventional-course. : Apart from

.servin2.as a measure of quality control, so' to speak,. such a test-could also
.

be used as a diagnostic instmment to isolate deficiencies --h have. to be remedied



in order to assure 'student woe

"rile problem of comparable achi

more advanced levels.

went of students fen individualized

ang-traditional!course'optionS is not unique to OSU. Fot instance at -the

University of California Berkeley, uhereindividualized'options have

been offeredlin German and Italian for several years, some members of

the teaching staff express similar apprehensions, particu_larly where

concerns the-oral fluency df students coming from individualized courses.

(As oral fluency is not a major objective of the OSU Latin program, it

not considered problematic.)

Another area of concern not unique to the Classics Department of OSU

is finding a dependable screening process which would predict probable

success or aptitude for either the individualized or the traditional
fl

learning options. Self-paced study requires high motivation, independence,

self discipline and refined study. skills not possessed by every student,

especially as an estimated 95% of the students take Latin to fulfill

a requiremert for graduation,

Materials, also a source of some dissatisfaction, can be a major.

problem of any individualized progrwn. Few instructional series are'availa 1

which do not need extensive adaption for use bleself-paced learning. Any

change in instructional materials will require an extensive commitment

of time, energy and money to develop a new set of independent leafning
- 4

units. Concerns expreSsed by teaching assistants who have majot responsibilities

for ffing the Latin,4ndividuali7ed Study Center echoed to some extent

those of regular facultY .Some considered their duties as tutors boring

_11



and lacking in challenge and'exprcssed a preference fe

clas5.whery they could interact with students on a da

teaching conventional

basis, have an

active hand in structuring and directing learning, and have a chance to

"grow with the materials." (In the Learning Center tutors need to be

totally familiar with the entire set of materials used in the individualized

,

option as they work with ,students who are at different points in the elementary

sequence )

The eighestudentS with whom I spoke were'generally quite poSitive

about their experience. Some of ahem. had Latin in High School and found

the individUalized option- art efficient means of reviewing and, completing

mentionedthe course at their convenience. All Students interviewed

that they like both the flexible time arrangement the ind- dualized,-

-option permitted and, especially, that no oral performance was req1tired

in the course (which,Ancidentally was mentioned as a major reason for

choosing Latin over a in&dern foreign language). Student concerns, apart

-from an occasional complaint that tutorial help was not always available

when needed, referred to their own inability to discipline themselves

into committing the necessary time and to work without stringent deadlines,

They admitted that "Latin usually comes- last," as-other course work took

priority because of day-to-day assignments and scheduled' exams.

While the self-paced .option in Latin is more popular. at OSU than the

traditional one, individualized instruction:is no panacea for all students at

all Stages, as the staff MembersIR charge of the individualized program in the
!

Classics Depart. ment :irare the firs rank, Tre,are many "in completes "- And most



studvnts cover less'rather than more material per quarte_

ewe,i credits .than students in the traditional.classroom. Contrary

100

toH.re early, rhetoric of the individualized instruction movement, failure

is indeed possible. Self-paced instrultion is not the route for every student

--maybe 'not even the way for the majority, once the newness of the program

has-worn off. But it is definitely a viable opticin which meets the needs

of many students, as the DSU Latin model appears to indicate.

The Classical'thology Course

Another popular offering in terms of attracting students is a molt

a, partially audio-tutorial ClassiCal Mythology course taught in

ish. While the course not totally self-paced (students attend

any scheduled large - group lectures and are forced

take examinations at specified -aims in order to complete the-

course within the constra nts of the academic quarter students have free

u§,e of .the Classicp1 Humanities Learning Center to study the well-developed

and coordinated slide-tape materials

materials. The Classical Humanities learning CVnter (different from the

h make up a major pal_ of the course

Latin Individualized Learning Cepter continously operated by a member

of the teaching staff who is able to give individual help when needed.

The facilities available to the Classics Department need special

ion. The devrtment is located in a newly constructed building with

facilities uniquely'designed to meet instructional needs (envious colleagues

from the modern language departments at 057U referred to the quarters

occupied by Classics as "the HiltonuoUthe language departments). There

are two separate learning centers for individual -study. One utilized
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redCminantlyb the individualized gram. The1O

P
other is equiped with 26 individual study carrels (each with slide projector

and tape recorder) which make it uniquely sifted to the partially self7,

paced audio-tutorial approach of the Classical NYthelogyitoursLs.

heTeriniTe
-lhe Terminology course is the third 'major attraction" fc r tints.

Entitled "Classical Background of Scientific Terminology," itcae
credit hours and is basically designed as a career supportive cou se for

students preparing for health related fields. Within the tune - constraints'

of the regular academic quarter, the course is essentially self-paced

and uses; computer-,assisted instruction (CA1). The students work with the

programed materials at any computer-terminal at their-own convenience.

Frequent .self- testing and review are part of the course. Students must

get a certain minim hi Score ensa ter administered quiz before they

can move on-to the next unit. If they do not acFiiieve this minimal score

I, I

they are given,instructions for.reViewng are,automatiCally signed off.

The course consists of eighteen units dealing with etymology,' base

forms, affixes., -ward segmentation, terminology for the various anatomical

systems, pharmaceutical abbreviations, colors,numbers, biological and

zoological terms, and general terns of Latin and Greek origin the students

might encounter in their readings. Student evaluation is based on two

conventitnal tests-(mid-term and-final.) scheduled several tines throughout

,

the quart This permits students to finish the coure. at various pointsponts
r

during the' -nn if they so desire, Optional discussion and pronunciation
--,--,..

sessions ire also uled during the quarter. The instructor in charge



of the course is available for individual help when necessary.

The ter
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logy course hias an enrollment of approximately 300 students

per quarter. The instructor who developed the course reports little

negative reaction to comput assiste nstruction, after the students

are initiated into its use.

The major advantages of using are need of minial instructor

e, once the course ideveloped, thus making additional time available

for individual assistance. Further, the step by step progression of the

programmed materials provid
a

pportunities for constant reinforcement and

review and permitsflexible instruction time (For a more detailed description

Joseph R. Tebben, "VERBA: A Computer-Assisted Course in Terminology,"

Classical World Feb. 1975) pp. 299-304.)

Further information can be obtained from the following individuals:

self-paced Latin option Dr. Dennis M. Kratz; Classical Mythology Course

Dr. John T. Davis; CAI - Terminology course - Dr. Joseph R. Tebben,

. 'all at the Department of Classics, The Ohio. State University , Columbus,

Ohio, 43210.
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,STA1E UNIVE1 -ITY CO LLEGL AT BUFF YORK

The Foreign Language Department at State University College at Buffalo

(SUCB) shows an impressive enrollment increase (40% or 446 students versus

y 16% or 115 studentincrease in total institutional undergraduate

enrollment) over the past four y-ears. All languages except Latin have

benefited from the influx of tstudents and growth' ranges from approximately

-13% in Gennmi aff Russian to 100% in Hebrew, with healthy increases in

Italian (67%) Spanish and polish cbcith 46% and French (14%).

The department .offers undergraduate degrees only with n- OTS in French,

Gelman, Italian, and Spanish. Lower division instrudtdon isalso avaiiIatle

in Hebrel Polish, Russian, ESL and. Portuguese on.-A self-s.4pdy basis.

Despite increased departmental loads (fall 1972 enrollments: 1110;

fall'1976 enrollments: 1556) faculty positions-were decreased from 19,

to 16-14 positions over the'past four years. To handle this additional'hurden)

departmental'teaching loads were increased voluntarily to four three-hour

course sections per semester rather than maintaining a three - course load

common in many other departments at SUCB.
c.74

The institution has a language requirement of twelve semester hours

(four courses) affecting B.A. degree students only The requirement, while

essentially unchanged in num

permit the application of language as well as literature/culture in translation,

linguistics, and ethnic studies co rses toward fulfillment pf the requirement.

of Credit hours, was modified in 1970-to

(Also, the department instituted a liberal transfer policy counting each

-r of high school foreign language study toward the language requirement

thout verifying exam.)
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While this change had an initially negative effect on enrollments in language

courses, enrollment in newly developed "options" courses compensated for

this loss, enabling traditional major programs in the departmenttobemaintained.

While other institutions responding to the survey also mentioned option

courses as saving the language department from extinction, the initial

survival efforts at SUCB have become a boon ton traditional language courses

by drawing attention to the diiartment, providing departmental visibility,

and thus.impraving community relations. Further, these courses Contriaited

to the professional development of many faculty by enabling them to develop

new int'erest and sub-p cializations. Although the number of graduating

majors has decreases 'French andGerman since 1972, enrollments in the

ev

ty of language courses, especially at the lower levels,

Reasons for the impressive growth

course, program language,. but are due

of b

a

higher than

attributed to one particular

st of interacting and

interrelated factyrs which might all come under the common heading of

vogram diversification and visibility. Mandatory evaluation of teaching

7 ;

by students! -d peers also may have contributed.

De1214ment -o ion" C our ses

The department has developed a Repular group.of literature in translation
I.

course dealing with French, German -Italian Renaissance, modern Italian
-

Polish ld Polish Literaturewin Exile), Russian, Spanish, and Yiddish

literatures. Some special themes courses u

Liter Civ lizatiA and Ihs, :ty) offered Jo ly with

ing a comparative approach
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the Engtish-departffient-and are ope to lower division students. Contemporary
4

deal with the cultures s.of France andculture-courses, taught in English

Latin American countries

GCB is essentially an urban campus whose con- ituency includes large

ethnic populations with Ital4an, Jewish, Polish, and. German bactgrounds.

,Courses such as "Italian-Americans Literature and Society," "Spanish

Composition for NatiVe-Speakers , respective languages skills and

literpture in translation courses attract a sizeable number of students

and engender good community relations. (For a moredbtailed description

of the ethnic studies course Offerings see: Neil Rudin, "An Ethnic Studies'

Component is -the Foreign Language Curriculum

1976), pp. 42-44.)

' ADFL Bulletin, 8 (November

Particularly popularoPtioncourses are a-cour on-Creek and Roman

Wthology and Sn-"Introduction to Language" course dealing with basic

principles of linguistics, language universals and language learning.

Reduction of ,Contact Hour

One curricula,change which, in the pinion of some faculty members,

contributed to enrollment growth was the change from a mandatory laboratory

pel4pd.in the departmental language lab (as a fourth contact hour for a

three - credit course) to optional lab attendance in the Learning Resource

I

.

Center: It appears that more students are willing to register for a

foreign .language class-time ommitments do net exceed those required

by

t

academic disciplines. Because of the reduction in contact hours)

-aditi,onalfirst-yeat content of language courses is nog spread ove

t sewkt s a facto which increased retention in the lower division
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courses. Also)SpaniSh in particurar has iinpleknted a communicative

orientation to which students react quite-favorab

Fm'einLane Teacher Education

Wntion should also be made of the-foreign language - teacher education

component which is especially well developed at Stip. The professional

preparation of foreign language teachers is handled within the department

and offers students apart from the traditional methods course, extensive

supervised experiences in the public,schools with two student teaching

assignments, one in an ban and one-in a suburban setting. The depart

is in the process of implementing a competency based teacher education

program.

For 'further info ion contact: Dr. Gisei. Peal, Chairperson
Foreign age Department
State Unive -ty College of New York
1306 Flimvocid Ave./

Buffalo, N.Y. 14222



WASHINGTON STATE UNrVER'ItY: I EPARTNE OF FOREIGN CUAGES AND
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Flying froiLSpokaneeto Pullman, Washington on Cascade, .Airlines

(where every seat is a window seat), 1 could think.of half a dozen reasons

why Washington State Unive'rs'ity (WSU) should not be among the schools with

a large enrollment increase in foreign languages. Located in a small town

which lives from academe 'and agriculture, WSU 13 relatively isolated from

major population centers and 1aCks many ef,the resources traditionally

believed beneficial and supportive to a foreign language program. Yet, the

Foreign Language Department has had an increase in student enrollments of

over 26% (359 students) between autumn 1972/76 (versus an overall insti -.

tutional growth of 14% or 1831 students)., Enrollment statistics are still

more impressive if one goes back to 1970 as base year. Since then, foreign

ge enrollments have increased 53%. All languages offered show increased

French to 100% in Chinese, withenrollments since 1972 ranging from

the largest numerical increase in SPan (203 students or 61%).

The department offers mayors in French, Germane Spanish, and Russian;

minors same languages as well as in Italian; and elementary and

interne 'ate. level courses in Chinese, Japanese, .Swedish, Swahili, Hindi,

Sanskrit, Latin and Greek: The MLA., is offered in French, Gelman and Spanish.

and a Ph.D. in literary studies is jointly Sponsored with the-English Department.

WSU has a one -year (8 semester hours) undergraduate entrance requirement

for all students in the Division oflArts and Sciences (about'60% of the

student population). This requirement is automatically fulfilled by 2 years

of foreign language study at the high school level. Those students with no or
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insufficient foreign language background can only fulfill the requirement

by traditional language courses. The foreign language requirement has

not changed recently and there is nuintention of modifying it in the near

future.

The teachi staff at WSU consists of 21 ull-time faculty

(only one half of a position more-than in 1972, inspite of the large

student increase) and 15 Teaching-Assistants (vs. 12 in 1974) .

_ During my two-day visit to the campus I talked to a cross-section of

professors representing all languages taught, to Teaching Assistants,

graduate students, undergraduate students, and administrators and visited

several courses in Session. It difficult to point to one particular
'4 7-

..cause, course, program, method, or curricular innovation as being responsible

had in attracting and maintaining studeitfor the success'the depart

enrollMents. :.Course offerings and methodologies are relatively traditional.

But WSU is pne of those institutions where a highly committed, cooperative

faculty and dynamic leadership by the chairman have effected, many "small"

ch ges which have positively affected enrollments. External fattors have-

also contributed to an increased interest in foreign language study: an overall'

e
institutional increase in,enrollments;la strong commit ment to and support

of the Liberal Arts inspite of an emphasis on technical/agricultural fields

in the major curriculum;: the decrease of foreign language offerings in area

high schools which affects the number of students in requirement courses;

an incrjasing Chicano population which'ha contributed to an awareness of the'

needs and benefits of foreign language study; a supportive administration

which values the contribution of the department -- all are factors, which

4
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might have d-rectly or indirectly contributed to the enrollment increa

HOWever, as ifiost of these factorsaro bAyond-the direct control of the foreign

Language Pepartvellt, I will focuS'enly-on those icu ar components and

procedures which were instituted through direct departfiental efforts and

which were mentioned repeatedly as having had some effect on program grotE

1. Acces ili it of the Faculty and Leadersii by the- U partnent Chairman

These,

pirog`raatt sUc

faculty, on a

factors were two of the most frequently mentioned reasons for

WSU has a vertical teachings
fi

i'ls of language instruction.

tilizing senior

thusibstic, highly

accessible, willing to give extel Are_ individual attention, and show a -strong

commitment to undergraduate teaching. The chairman,is an excellent anizer"

awl use every opportunity to ng his depa -tee

and the public.

2, Courses in Less cTTalXIK4ILL211W322

=

The. ddition of courses in leSs commonly taught languages (Chtnese,

attention' of stud6t&

Japanese, Swahili, Hindi,'Sanskrit, Greek, and Swedish) appears to have

contributed to the overall enrollment. While sonic educators argue that a

gorge choice of languages detracts from enrollments in the moge commonLy

taught languages, this does not seem t

attract.d to the study Of the 1

have been the case at WSU. Student

popular languages appear to be a Tather

.
specialized lot with particular goals and i ests,

3. Intensive§1TLL14221___
If dne curricular innovation merits special mention four Tacting

stUdents, affecting attitudes, toward foreign language study and

accomplishing its-goals in term of student= learning, it -is the intensive

sum program.. iginally begun in Germa, mainly intended as a qUicl

graduate students to fulfill their language requirement, intensive



summer coot: es are now o

are open to all students, including high school seniors, regardless of
- 1

language,baekground. The courses offer two Years oflanguage instruction

in eight 1.7t4s1: Taught by team of facility-'andA%A. students. are involved

in seven hours of structured and well coordinated activities daily,

from grammar explanations and drill groups to viewing slidesjplaying games

and singing. The intensive course satisfies the language requirement for under-
,.

graduates and forstudents from most graduate programs and' helps foreign

language majors to pick up a second language without investing inordinate

amounts oftime. It-also permits majors in-other disciplines tip acquire

gpage as an.adjunct skill to their chosen profession.

I talked to several students who had started foreign language study at

WSU in intensive surruner courses and who were continuing their. language study

with third-year courses during the regular school year.- Without exception,

the students spoke very positively of their summer experience in terms of

language learning as well as "having had fun" a d having established close

personal relationships wyth faculty mem rs and other students. They did

not feel disadvantaged vis-A-vis classmates who had studied the language

for two years in traditional courses (For a more detailed description I

refer tke interested reader to the following articles; David P. Benseler

and Gertrud S. Mazur, "A New Approach to Language Learning for Graduate

Students ' 114114Eaaailaa!292I221j 57 (Sept. Oct, 1973) PP. 259-64
- *1

-David P. Benseler "Integrating Foreign Language Study-.-with the Total

graduate Curriculum: Observations Regarding an Intensive Language Learning

pancept." Forel 19782.)

been collected, students who havehbile no dependable

nsive simmer courses ppear to be more interested

1:23

nc



centinuing language study at. advanced levels. Of course, those students

willing.to commit themselves to such summer immersion courses might be of

a different "motivational breed" to begin with than the majority'of students

who populate Rwer division courses to fulfill a requirement.

Literature in Translation Courses

offers an extensive choice of literature in translation courses

dealing with surveys of national literatures e.g., African Literature in

English period or_genre courses`;; as well as special topic-or.theme

4.11.. courses .g., The Guru in-Indian Literature).
. The literature in translation.

courses offered may by applied toward a six-hour general Arts and Humanities

equirement.vJlowever,. 93courses are listed in the WSU Catalogue by other

departments which fulfill the same. mrpose.

ra-Curricular Acti

Some of the available out-of-class activitios Idle traditionally,

considered "extra-curricular" have become part o the formal offeringS

make available academic credit for active participation. 'For instance,

German Choir (1 credit hoUr) is open toall interested students regardless

of language background. It meets, once a week and performs frequently on

and off campus. Participating studer is and faculty report consistent improvement

in pronunciation and enjoy the immediate rewards of being able to "perform

in German" and the fellowship the choir offers. The "F each cabaret"

of
performs a play in French once a semester and also offers one hour credit

for active participation. "Das deutsche Mittagessen, a weekly conversation

group, also offers credit fa regular attendance and participation.



n. addition to the abOve-..aetivi

"La maison frafi aise" offers residential facilit

in actively practicing.their language skills and living i

Ones redit Hour ConveTsation Courses.
4

Apart from the "extra-curricular" program which offer optional cred

all major languages Offer one-hour conversation courses on the third year

level. These courses are conducted by T.A. s who are native speakers. of

the respective languages and can _be repeated "up to -:four

.

In addition to attracting language majors who need to pick Up. "an extra hour!

or so, the courses attract non-maj-rs with some fotmal or informal background

in the languages who waft to- increase, keep up, and practice their language

skills.

7. Advising

WSU has developed a sophisticated advising procedure including a

departmental career counseling service. While no special career-related-
,

courses are offered apart from those traditional offerines for the B.A. or
., ,

tt:S. degrees, the department hasnall'ed, one-faculty member in chArge of career

counseling. Each semester a colloquium is offered to interested students

where they are informed of career possibilities with foreign' langUages as
6

a major or ancillary fie d. All students enrolled departmental courses

are given printed information on the-usefulness of 'foreign languages in

various 'careers and individual career, counseling
t

s available upon re uest.

Students are strongly 9ouraged to-double-major or to major/min _ in

related areas. The department_requires thae'.all foreign language majors demonstrate



competence in a second language up

ina language sequence.

Special efforts are made to collect systematic infolinationon

h-semester course

Students who drop a course or who do not complete the required sequence

are sent 'a self-addressed and stamped post6ard'requesting them to` check

the easons for thei discontinuance in a course,sequende.

De 'a ental Visibili Re4-citing and Putaic Relations

Special mention needstd be made of recruiting and Publicizing efforts

at-WSU. The department 114 developed an informative and

attractive program desctiption brochure which is sent to incoming -freshmen

through the mail.- Students can request more specific information by self-
.

addressed;postcard. Further students are actively recruited thr gh the

foreign language career colloquiums already mentioned.
.

The departnientalso publishes extensive course descriptions which are

available in a display rack in the departmental office in loose-leaf form

for each course These descriptions include course content, Materials and ,

evaluation procedures and are routinely sent to all academic advisors.

Special .certificates, awards and scholarships are given annually to

majors and students excelling in foreign 1 age study on all levels.

The department engages in active com imunc ition with alumni through

an annual newsletter.

Daily, threethree hours of radio. programming are available in a fOtei

(one hour each in French, German, and Spanish) over the.university'radio

stion.

Departmental curricular and extra ricular offerings and .attivi

ge



are well

visible L.

cei

-theatre

For
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vertised in all available media and keep the department coistantiy.

community. -Even the doors of ,the restrooms are used for

n _of coMIng-events such as foreign language films, speaker

performances or other programs.

ther information contact;

.Professor jean-Charles Seigneuret

Chairman, Department of Foreign1
Washington State University
Pullman, iilashington 9961

ages and Literatures



VI. BINDINGS OF QUESTIONNAIRE S11 Y:

YEAR I,N TI II ION

Analysis Responding Sample

Of the 964 two-year institutions on the MLA computerized mailing

list which were e-contacted only 181 (18.8%) responded by questionnaire.

Five institutions (.5%) were no longer in existence, and 22 (2.3%)

notific(d me that foreign languages were notor no longeroffered. This

leaves the total response rate at 208 or. 21.6%. Because of this low

response rate and the fact, that no efforts were made to randomize the

sample, no valid generalizations can be made which apply to the overall

situation of foreign languages in, two-year institutions. The following
s

numerical breakdown-is offered solely to put the findings in perspective

of the sample from which they ofg-inate.

Table 1 presents a breakdown of respondents by state. The-largest

number of responses came- from California (19), New York (16), Illinois (10

(9 per state), Florida, Massachussetts, NOrth Carolina,

Texas (8 per state), Kansas, Maryland, MiSsouri New Jersey, and Pennsylvania,

(6.per state), reflecting the number and development of two -year institutions-

in those states-.

Only 72 (39.8 %) of the responding departments were foreign, language

departments (or janguagespecific departments, such as French or Spanish).

The remainder of the questionnaires came from institutions where foreign

guages were taught under the auspices of umbrella departments or divisions

AS indicated in Table 2.
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Table .4. Responding Two-Year Departments by ta e-

Number of institt4tiona
esponding

Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georg'a
Hawsii
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Maine
Maryland 6
Massachusse s 8
Michigan 9
Minnesota 1
Mississippi 1
Missouri i 6
Nebraska 2
New Jersey- 6New York = 16
North Carolina 8
Ohio 3
Oklahoma 2
Oregon
Pennsylvania
South Carolina.
South Dakota'
Tennessee
Texas
Virginia
Washington
West. Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming
location unknown 1

2
3
9

2
1
8

10
2

3
5

1

4.

6
2

3
8

9
5
1
2
2



TABLE 2: Respondents from Two-Year. lnstituti ins by Type 0
DepartMent

pa e /Division

Modern Languages, Foreign
-language-specific

Humanities

Language Arts (English and 'Foreign Languages)
Communication, or Communication and Arts
Liberal Arts, Cultural Arts, or Arts and Sciences.
General $tudies
Academic
International College
Unknown

-_gesl- or

Number
Responding
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The preponderance of completed dues 0 wires came from small (helow

5,000 students) publicly financed commuter colleges. Of the 181 responses,

126 (69.7) fell into the category of small institutions 25 (13.8) Came

from medium-sized community colleges (5,000 to 10,000 students), and 17

(9.4%) were from large ones (enrollment over 10,000). 146 (80.7) of the

responding institutions were publicly financed, 22 (l2.2%) privately. 13

(72.4%) institutions, were commuter colleges and 37 (20.4%) had residential
w

facilities. Of the remaining 43 institutions (7.2%), size, financial

uppor ; and commuter /residential status could not be determined.

Table 3 indicates the number of colleges which offer the various

ages listed.



Languages

ages Offered by Responding TWo-Year Instit

- --
Number o4 Institutions
Offering Largnages__

Spanish' 158
French 154
derman 109

Italian 29

Russian 23
Japanese 8

Chinese - 7

English as a Second
Language (ESL)

Greek
Hebrew
Latin
Swahili
Arabic
Philipino 4.

Swedish
Czech-
Finnish
Hawaiian
Ilocano
Navajo
Polish
Portuguese

6

6

S

5

S

2

2

2

1

1

1
1

1
1

1

87.3
85.1
60.2
16

12.%.

4.4.

3,9

3.3
3.3
2.8
2.8
2.8,
1.1
1.1
141
.6

. 6

.6

.6

1.6

1.6

. 6

Spanish was offered most often; followed closely by French.. German

is, available in 60% of the institutions. Italian and Russian follow far

behind in popularity, offered by only 16% and 13% of the institutions

respectively. The order of popularity of the various languages in the

sample investigated is similar to, that reported by Kant in 1969.
2
8 Latin

has apparently little appeal in two-year institutions, folidwing Japanese,

Chinese, and Greek in.popularity.

Table 4 summarizes enrollment increases/decreases between the autumn

terms of 1972 and 1976. 433 language sections within deparments reported



comparable figures on the questionnaire.

Table 4: Enrollment Summary of Two=Year Institutions

1972 -1976.
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French
German
Italian
Russian
Spanish
Other
Excludin

TOTALS

No. of depts./ -Enrollments EnrollMe s Lass,
sections re
porting

1972 1976

. 127 -90023:- 8,132 --891. -9.9.

9Q '5,240 4,124, , 116 -2L3
26 695 1,059 364. -2A

20',.- 432- 353 .-79 418.3

134 . 16,608 ' '19,240 ,632 .-4.15.8

36 1,499 1,975 t476 . 4-31w8-

4 33,497

The responding two-year institutions had

4 6

overall increase in foreign

language enrollments of 1,386 student's (4 ) duriAg the four-year period

investigated. However,k- increasing enrollments were evident only in Spanish

(2,632 students or 15.8%) Italian (364 students or 52.8 %), and the less

commonly taught languages, excluding Latin eek-and Swahili (476 students

or 31. 8%). The figures in Table 4 do not in lade enrollments. in ESL. The

six departments reporting-ESL programs showed atgain of 768 students (160%

t-between 1972 and 1976: Frenth, German, an R sian showed considerable

losses representing 9.9%, 21.3% and 18.3% of he respective 1972 enrollments.

., ,

Germ reported the greatest decline with 1,1 6 students.

Despi e the overall foreign language;epro lment increase, if one puts

the finding`s into the context of total institu ional enrollments, only 22

departments (12.1%) were able to:attract prepo tionately the same ora larger

number of students from the total student body 1976 than in 1972; 73



institutions
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reported a decrease in s udents relative to total

ins y onal,enroliments; the remaining departments did not provide

overa 1 _nstitutional enrollment figures for the periods compared.

Staffing_ (Question

144 (79.6 %) institutions provided comparable figureE

While in 1972 these colleges repprted a total of 46l.06 full -time foreign
,

language instructors, in 1976 this number had yKrunk to 42.03, indicating

a loss of 38.03 (8.2%) positions. 58 instititions (40.3) entioned no

change in number of foreign-language faculty tetween i972 d 1976, 29

(20.1%) increased the positions available, and 58 (40.3%) ost faculty.

In 1972 the average number of foreign language teaching positions per

institution was 3.2, in. 1974 it was 2.9. Number of faculty ranged from

.2 to 22 positions in both years investigated..

Avery e Course Load (Question #7)

The average number of courses taught by full-time foreign language

personnel in the two-year sample amounted to 4.1 courses or 14.6 contact

hours per week. The mode was four courses or fifteen contact hours.

number Of courses ranged from two to seven for full-time faculty

the number of contact hours froN nine to 25.

The Foreign Lan age -Requirement __stions 8,9,10;11

Only few of the responding two-year institutions indicated a foreign

language requirement for their own programs. Of the 181 respondents, 35

(19.3%) listed a requirement for the A.A. or A.S. degrees in selected

disciplines (including law enforcement, bilingual education, social sciences



and humanitie departments mentioned that foreign

courses were
A
tional under humanities requirements and '3 (1.7% ) had

an obligatory math or foreign language option. The majority of

institutions ndicated that their foreign language courses served

prospective 'transfer students who wished to fulfill a requirement

before entering a .fout-year program.

19 of those colleges with a foreign language requirement permit

satisfaction of the requirement through plaCement/proficiency testing;

4 permit elementary toiOes in several languages; one accepts literatu e

in translation courses and introduction to linguistics and culture.

New Courses and Pr-ogr Offered since 1972. (Questions #12)

The 181 respondents reported a total of 246 new courses instated

between 1972 and 19

in Appendix B.

-A list of selected.course titles is included,

icullEtSp tic (Question #14)

Following is a summary of responses` indicating the nu er of two -year

departments offering innovative or non-traditional tours and /or

methodological approaches.



of Course /Approach
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Fumber of ,Compartive
depts. in= ptrdentage-.0
diatimg A-year dv-pts.
availtibility-offering,opt on.'

.

(%)
Community-oriented courses aimed at
special non-matriculated students
Career-related courses.-- --... . .....-
Introduction to, language/linguistics
:Literature in translation .. ....--... .

Off-campus courses . . .. . . ......-. ..... .

Intensive or accelerated courses...-
Language courses for native speakers
Summer programs abroad..-..-.. . .- . -
Contemporary culture taught in Engl.
Contemporary ulture (taught in FL)
Interdiscipl ary courses...

staffed within one dept. 7)
taffed by members of 2 or

more depts. 13 .2)

81
41

.34
30
24
23
22
20
19
17
16

(44.8%)
(22.7)
(18.8)
(16.6)
(13.3)
(12.7)
(12.2)
(11)
(10.5)
(9.4)
8.8)

Ethnic Studies (taught in English ).... 14 (7.7)

Comparative literature..--..--....- 13! (6.1)
Comparatdve cultures (taught in Eng 10 (5.5)

Special topics courses.witlifmajor
focus on aspects of land-'; lit. 10 (5.5)

Academic-year programs abroad 9 (5)

Team teaching -....-..--..-.. 8 (4.4)

Area Studies (taught in English 7 (3.9)
Multi-language or exploratory cou ses. 5 (2.8)

Internships ...-...-..... 5 (2.8)
Special themes courses with major focus

not on language or literature....... 5 (2.8)
ImMersion courses .................... . ... 3 (17)
Area Studies (taught Lin FL) 3 (1.7)
Translation of specialized materials 2 (1-.1)

Ethnic Studies-(taught in FL).. . 2 (1.1)
Comparative cultures (taught in FL ).0 1 ( .6)

Courses in which the use of media is a
major integrated component
,Audio -tape (incl language lab. 70 (38.7)

Slide/filmstrip. 35 (19.3)
30 (16.6)

1ulti-Media 27 (14.9)
TV... . ..-.....-.....- ... . .. .... -... . 16 ( 8.8)
Computer-assisted instruction 3 ( 1_7)

Radio .............. .-........ _
1 ( .6 )

Individualized instruction
One-to-one tutorial or 11--group. 35, (19.3)

Self-paced instruction. .,i 24 (13.3)

Audio-tutorial, independent turfy ., 21 (11.6)

Pros _rammed instruction ..-.. . 17 ( 9.4)

Minicourses 10 ( 5.5)
!lul-q-level (-7onpinr 1 ( .4)
Contract udy......... 1 .6)

23%
31
47
64
8

50
11
18
24
48
44

6
22
7

38
28
21
18
6

17

tati 16

14
14
7
6

36
24
24
12
7

4
1

22
11
10
6
6



Dray six departments (3.3%) offered less commonly tau,

the Critical Languages Program.

Comparing the two-year and four-year departments which responded

he questionnaire stu two'year colleges are clearly more traditional

heir offerings and approaches than four-year institutions. If we

examine the columns which indicate the percentage of departments offering

various non-traditional options, obvio _ 'curricular differences can be

seeno Literature in translation (64%), intensive or accelerated courses

(50 1), contemporary culture taught in FL (48 %), introduction to language/

linguistics (47%), and inter-disciplinary ourses (44%) are the five most

frequent "innovations" in-four-year foreign language departments; while

community-oriented courses for non-matriculated students -(44%) career-
,

, related courses (22%), introduction to languageilinguistids curses (19%)
,

literature in translation (16%..) and-off-campus courses (13% ) rank among

e five most frequently mentioned non-traditional offerings' in two-year

epartments.

Testing and Evaluation Practices (Question #18)

Of:thel81 responding two-year departments, only 34 (18.8 %) indicated'

regular use of a systematic placement procedure. Three (1.7 ) administered

aptitude test's, and 25 (13.8%) regularly gave common depftrtmental achievement

- ,
tests in=the_various courses taught. Attitude measures were listed by only

three institutions (1.7%).

The tests used by two-year institutions were similar to those administered

- in four-year colleges. Departmentally constructed exams were most often used
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as placement and achievement measures. Next came the MLA Cooperative

Tests. Very few institutions listed the CLEF and Pimsleur Achievement

Tests. The Pimsleur LaneATIALqideBatte was used by two of the

three mentioned departments. Attitude measures were Unspecified.



VII. MAJOR PROBITMS: TWt -ThAR INSTITUTIONS

JuRdjing from letters and continents I received from two-year institutions,

faculty_morale se low and a general discontent is apparent among foreign

language teachers n that level. The low response rate to the questionnaire

study may in itself be an indication of the malaise and lack of support felt

i

by many educators, Frequently, foreign language teachers in community

colleges feel ignored and isolated. They are neither part of the secondary
-----.4. .

scene, nor do they function under the sameconstraints as their colleagues

in four-year institutions. Even professional organizations and journals

appear to neglect_their-special concerns and problems.. Apart from. an

occasional article dealing with specific issues relating to foreign language

instruction in two- year institutions, the last intensive intiaprofessional

effortsto address problems on that particular--level were made, to my knowledge,

in 1972 at a Conference on Foreign Languages in Junior and Community Colleges

held in Illinois. 29 Arthur Cohen, nhis on-going study of the Humanities

Two-Year,College- reviewed the literature and described general character=

istics of community col).ege foreign language faculty and curricular patterns,

but to my knowledge, has not yet addressed himself to suggesting remedies for

30 .

some of the ailments found on that level.

While four-year and two-year institutions have many problems in common

(see,,Chapter III of this report), foreign language instruction in colimmity.

colleges faces some particular problems which are less frequently encountered

by four-year departments. The most obVious among these are:

4 the curricular emphasis on technical/vocational education;
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dependency on foreign language requirements and e facto curricular

approval by area four -year tnstitutions1

restricted offerings, usually limited to service-courSes

on the .freshman and sophomore levels

-- lack of-strong departmental structure;

We of part-time faculty;

little administrative flexibility;

open admissions;

a relatively transient (and often- ime ) stydstydent body.

Curricular k1)114 on "Practical" Education

In many two -year colleges foreign language study is not considered

an essential, integral part of the curriculum. Generally speaking, the'

.curricular emph is is tedmical/vocational and career-preparatory, and

few institutions claim to give equal el-A iS to the humanities or liberal

arts. According to the Cohen study, the humanities remain alive and well

in two-year instit Lions. However many foreign language educators to whom

I poke were apparently not convinced of that s tion. Admin-

rators in two-year colleges occasionally- consider foreign languages a

not essential to the major purposes of the institut o

0 041.-*-

In the frank admissib of one administrator, foreign language offerings -

are considered as dressing ."

Dependence n I =our Ye

As no two-year ford

lion

anguage degree exists (although-two institutions --

San Antonio College and Ro,,e-Hulman Institute _of Technology -- report the
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development of a two-year translator's certificate program), the great

majority of offerings is of the service variety, geared predominantly

toward fulfilling language requirements of prospective transfer students

to four-year programs. Enrollments appear to be highly dependent on the

foreign language requirement of area four-year institutions. A number

of community colleges reported near program collapse 'because four-year

schools in the vicinity had decreas9d or abolished requirements.

Restricted Offerings

Four-year institutions directly and indirectly limit offerings in

two- ear colleges by awarding (or refusing to award) transfer_credi to

those who take their courses. Often this practice discourages experi-

mentation and restricts two-year institutions to offering conventional

courses on the freshman and sophomore levels. Thus, students with an

extensive high school foreign language background often have no meaningful

opportunity to continue their study in community colleges.

Lack of Stron art mental Structure

Another problem is that foreign languages are frequently taughtunder

the auspices Of generalist ",umbrella" departments (such as Humanities,

Communications, Language Arts,-- etc.) usually chaired by a_sPecialist in

.a field other than foreign. languages, and with primary interests in another

discipline. Therefore, foreign languageS on the community college level

often have no one who represents their interests directly and aggressively

and who serves as spokespeison on policy making committees.
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nsive Use of Part-Ti Faculty

128

A related problem is that foreign languages on the community college

level are taught to a Considerable extent by part-time temporary faculty.

Occasionally, the niEnber of part-time staff outnumbers those or full-time

appointment. (Evening ograms are at times staffed excluSively by part-

time instructors and even fully employed faculty teach .often in two or
_,-- _

more unrelated fial Establishing common -objectives and evaluation

criteria, articulation between courses and levels, and program development and

continuity become thus difficult tasks, and instructors complain of a serious

lack of communication.

Even in this day of oversupply of trained teachers, one still encounters

instructors who have no formal train g in foreign languages or who lack

special preparation (and inclination) for lower-division language teaching.

Several adnrinstrators mentioned the need for specialized training for

teachers in two-year institutions and pointed to a'preference for hiring

foreign language generalists rather than individuals trained as research-

oriented specialists.

Lack of Administrative Flexibility

Due to the small number of staff available in most two -year foreign

language departmentS, the course schedule is a rigid one, offering courses

in a set sequence and at specific time intervals only (i.e. students 'can

start language study only in fall and must continue the sequence in winter,

or wait a full year before the course is offered again). While four-year

colleges are often able to offer courses in spite of very small enrollments,

community colleges appear to have less flexibility in getting around mini



enrollment quotas, occasionally as high as 17 students per course. Yet

foreign language faculty members believe that courses need to be offered

even if enrollments do not justify them on a financial basis, because after

students have made an initial investment of time and money, they

ha a right to expect continuity.

A frequent complaint referred to the tight structure of vocational

programs which leaves little or no room for electives. As in four-year

institutions, uncooperative or uninformed isors were also mentioned as

a major problematic issue.

Open Adi.ss ions

Because of the non-selective admissions policy and reduced fee

structure) of-most community collegesf, these institutions attract a larger

Lange of interestsand abilities than do four-year institutions. Many

studen in community colleges study foreign languages just "forfun" and

get easil discouraged when they find out that gaining the expected benefits

takes much time, work, and energy.

Transient, Non-Residential Student B

Another limiting factor is that two-year colleges are mostly commuter

institutions with a more transient population than one finds in their four-

year counterparts. Many students go to school only part-tim nd hold full

or part -time employment. This situation makes_it difficult to establish

departmental cohesion and an espritlilEmal among students and faculty

through extra:curricular activities.

In summary, most of the problems mentioned are not new. They are similar

to those listed already by Rivers et al.29 and reviewed by Cohen 3° Unfortunately,

most of these problems are due to the special purposes and goals of two-year

.nstitutorrs and no easy solutions appear in sight.



VIII. FACTORS,I LUENCING ENROLLME NT G WTH:

Tlb,YEAR INSTITUTIONS

Time and financial constraints permitted on-site visitation of.only

four two-year institutions. The schools selected were:

Ci college of San Francisc6 (California

F rtland ContunityColl6ge Sylvania Camp__ Oregon

San Antonio College (Texas
r

- Tarrant County Junior College - Northeast Campus Texas).

All institutions visited were medium to large, pan y-financed

commuter colleges located in or near major population centers. Three

institutions had separate departments of foreign languages. At Portland

Community ollege foreign languages were taught in the Language Arts

Division 'di includes English. The usual teaching lcAd in all four

Institutions was 15 hours per week. All schools had indicated program

growth during the four-year period investigated.

While PortlaneCommunity College and Tarrant County Junior College are'

limi =ted to regular instruction in the most commonly taught languages, City_

College of San Francisco and San Antonio College offer a wide variety of

languages. In addition to French, German, and Spanish, City College, for

instance, offer Chinese, Filipino, Russian, and "ahili.

San Antonio College had the largest program with a total fall 1976 en-

llment of 2,999 students and a full-time equivalent faculty of 22 for the

day-time program. The department provides instruction in Classical Greek,

Hebrew, Italian, Japanese, Latin, Portuguese, and Russian in addition to the

three most commonly taught languages. The phenomenal increase of 1,411
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students (89%) recorded between the autumn terms. :of 1972 and 1976 was mostly

due to growth of the Spanish program )(1,146) students) and to the implementa-

tion of a successful ESL program which grew from 52 students in 1972 to

303 in 1976. In proarammatic terms, San Antonio College had been molt active

during the period investigated. Apart from the ESL program already mentioned,

the college is among the very Yew institutions offering a two-year A.A. _degree

in translation of scientific ,and technical materials (Spanish/English). To

my knowledge, the only other institution which has such a program is Rose-

Mulman Institute of Technology in Indiana. (Candidates for the San Antonio

program need to have some fluency in Spanish before being accepted.)

Based on the small response rate to the questionnaire and the limi

sample of colleges visited, it is difficult to generalize a "recipe for

success" which might be of use to other two-year institutions located in

different areas and functioning under different constraints. As was the

ed

case with four-year colleges, few two-year schools were able to explain their

growth solely in terms of curricular changes. External factors, sudi as over-

all institutional

the student body,

growth, change of ethnic composition of the coMmunity and

and an increasing awareness of the usefulness of Spanish

(particularly in areas with large Spanish-background populations, e.g.,

Texas, California, New York, Arizona, and New Mexico) contributed to an

increase in foreign language enrollments. For instance, while San Antonio

Colle e las no formal foreign language requirement for its various programs,

there is a tacit understanding in many vocational programs that students take

at least some Spanish.



Generally speaking, responses o the questionnaire did not provide

much helpful information which could be utilized by institutions with

enrollment problems. With few exceptions, coiinents made were complaints

or statements of resignation, rather than reports of active efforts to

change the situation. However, based on the four programs visited, I

propose the fdllowing factors worthy of consideration in efforts to make

foreign language study more attractive and more accessible in two-year

instialtions:

emphasis on instructional quality;

tracking or adjustment of course content to accommodate a more

heterogeneous student body;

emphasis on practical conversational language use;,

career related courses or courses meeting specil-community

interests;

low credit individual interest electives;

flexible scheduling;

self-paced testing.

hail on Instructional alit

in four-year institutions, 11 two-yeartepa tment chairpersons

credited their innst ctional staff as the number one factor resOonsible,lor

the success in attracting morestUaents. Chairpersons often named particular

individuals for single-handedly increasing enrollments by their excellence

in teaching, concern for students' performance, and their accessibility to

students in need of help. During my classroom visits I observed imaginative.

teaching and remarkable student fluency and was impressed by the obvious efforts

devoted to teaching.



All chairpersons pointed to the availabili of persenal

-eciiita, between faculty and students as contributing factors for success.

Many two-year institutions mandate a generous number of office hours per

week (e.g., ten hours at Tarrant County Junior College) or require faculty

to spend a. set number of hours per instructional day on campus (e.g. seven

hours at Portland ThConanunity College). Judging from the frequent interrup-

tions by students during conversations

advantage of this open-door policy.

with faculty menthe students take

Trackin or Reduction of Course Content

Because of a non-selective admissions policy in many colleges and

a rather heterogeneous student body, some departments haVe ruced course

content to enable a larger number of students to succeed in lea ling a

foreign language. Some institutions offer a two-track system --oie covering

traditional course content within traditional time periods and usually

available for transfer credit to four-year institutions; the other with more

limited objectives and a slower ,ace, usually non-transferable. City College

of San Francisco, for instance, has such a system, essentially offering

three options: the traditional elementary two - course sequence which is

accepted for elementary credit at state universities, and a Slowed-down version

of the same couTSe which covers in two semesters the matrial traditionally

presented in one. In addition, the department offers an elementary "practical"

track (emphasis on the spoken language) which is not transferable for univer-
.

ty credit.

City College of S Francisco and San Antonio College also have a special

t ack for native Spanish-speaking students. This option is necessitated by
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the large number of Spanish-background students who want to improve the

knowledge of their Aother tongue or became literate in their native tongue

(or earn an easy grade...). The Foreign Language Department at the Uni-

versity of TexasEl Paso has also developed such a special track because

faculty felt that the presence of native Spanish speakers was discouraging

"Anglos" from majoring in Spanish. (Incidentally, in El Paso all students

without Hispanic background are referred to as Anglos," regardless of

their ethnic heritage.) Unfortunately, such a special track is not a

perfect solution either, as those students classified as "Hispanic" often

vary considerably in language background and fluency, making accurate place-

ment difficult. During class visits I encountered students with heavy)Spanish

accents and others, also Spanish-surnamed, who knew almost as little Spanish

as I did. One such "Hispanic" who had obvious problems with an exercise in

class later complained in conversation that "they expect me to know the

language just because my grandfather speaks it..

Emphasis on Practical Conversational Language Use

Anothdr trend which I found more pronounced in two-year than in:four-

year institutions was the shift in emphasis from g formal grammatical approach

to a more practical communicative orientation with a focus on conversational

abilities. All two-year colleges visited offered special, low-credit

conversation course on different levels which could be taken independently

or simultaneously while enrolled in traditional four-skills courses. Non-

credit or law-credit courses focusing on "survival language' for prospective

travelers to a foreign countrY were also popular. Even though credit for



these conversation tracks or courses is often non - transferable to four -year

institutions, many students opt for them simply to improve or maintain their

oral language fluency.

Career-Related our§esamICOetinSecialConnitInteruns

Career-related courses also fall into the realm f the practical con-

versational. language category. San Antonio. College, and Tarrant County

Junior College Offer instruction to law enforcement_ and medical personnel

on and off campus at the request of community agencies. I found it surprising,

however, that while many commun ty agencies see the neecfor lAnguage training

for their - service personnel, the academic programs preparing Prospective

employees of those same agencies_, seldom consider pre-service training essentia

Foreign language educators maintain that job-specific language-skills can be

easily acquired after some general background in a language, but apparently

we have not yet convinced t'oo many colleagues in other fields.

Community colleges, by their very nature and purpose need to be respo s ive

to carcnunity needs and interests. Teaching firemen, policemen, doctors, nu

and other para-medical personnel, social workers, telephone operators, re ep-
.

tionists, bus d taxi drivers, sales personnel bapk,tellers, or legal =rsonnel

some functional spea ing ability in a foreign language falls into this c tegory.

Evening courses, providing for prospective travelers or business people some

insights, the ,language and culture of a country, literature in,'tr.. station

courses, courses in ethnic cooking --all provide some service to'the co f Y
1 7 t

and important interaction between a department and the public: In words

of Dr. William Samelson of San Antonio'College, "You a us, we teac v7= anytime,

anywhe

campus

San Antonio College, for instance, is conducting -in

citizens' centers.



For those institutions offering caree rtive language training,

Samelson also points to the importance of establish n advisory board con-

sisting of prominent

important: input into

area residents. Not only do theSe cons tents give

what should be taught, they also pi.v valuable

contacts for graduating students looking for employment.

Low Credit. Individual Interest Elec

/ .

While mention has already been made of one -hour -conversation courses,

rather low credit options also are popular. Students enrolled in career.

Preparatory pTograns in community colleges seidorik havemuchzoom (or time)

initheir schedules for electives. Often the availability of a one or

two-credit course determines,wheth r or not they can continue their language

study. Usually offered under some general title such as "Spdcial Studies,"

"Practicum," etc. these courses are similar to minicourses and can be taken,

for independent study or in small groups. Each term different topics or

skills can be emphasized, permitting students to repeat the courses for credit

as often as they wish. Portland Cononunity- College, for instance, offers. one-

hour courses on the secOnd-year level in grammar review (students mork through

a grammar workbook under the direction of an instructor), in reading (either

terary selections or writingslfrom the popular press) as well as conversa

courses on various levels.

Wisely planned and coordinated, such offerings can constitute an intensive`-

program providing up to seven hours of language instruction per week. This

truction,=coupled with the availability of a proficiek examination and

tificate at the end of two years of instruction'could attract a number

students sho would like to acquire fluency in a foreign language as adjunct

skill their chosen profession.
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As has been mentioned previously, two-year departments are often forged

into a rigid schedule of course offerings because of staff constraints. In

most community colleges, students can only begin elementary language study

in autumn-and must continue with the sequence the following term, Portland

Community College has devised a scheduling pattern which permits students

to start language study during the winter quarter and still complete one

year of language study during the same academic year. The student who is

not able to commence the sequence of three four-credit courses in the fall

may enroll in a more intensive six credit class during the winter term; that

,

courses covers the re ar 101 syllabus as well as about one-half of that

for the 102 course. The student would finish the first year of language

study in the spring quarter with another six-hour course,

elf -Paced Testin

See program description of Tarrant County Junior College below.

All four institutions visited offered solid prog ams, had agressive

leaderAip and excellent:faculties and I am reluctant to single out one

department for special attention. However, the situation at Tarrant County,

Junior College, which lacks the heavy influx of Hispanic-background peoples

which benefited San Antonio College br the cosmopolitan atmosphere of San

-Francisco-surrounding City College, is probably more-, generalizeaSle than

that of the other institutions Visited and -I have selected it for a more

detailed description.



Pro rain

Northeast-(

_ Tarrant 'County Junior-College - Northeast ampas has had considerable

success in attracting students to the study of foreigm languages. The

ten-year old commuter campus has approximately 7,500 students and is one

of three branch campuses in th.e district, located in apredaminantly/

middle class suthint of Dallas/Fort Worth. Compared with sane 'Texas comm

ities, the area has a relatively low proportion-of Spanish-backgreund

residents. However, the Northeast Campus attracts many hOusewives and

retired individuals. The average age of the student 'body is 27 years.
1

The foreign language department offers French, Genmmi and Spanish

with four full-time and nine part-time instructors. Piing the four-year

period investigated, foreign language enrollments increased by 65% (231

students) while total Anstitutional growth was about 24%. As in all other

programs visited, Spanish showed the largest gains (166 students or 84$)

followed by German (14 or 76%) and French (23 or 23%). Spring 1978 enrollment

figuxes indicate a 13% departmental enrollment growth over spring 1977, while

the overall student population showed a decrease.

Tarrant County Junior College has a requirement for the A.J1. degree

.'which can be satisfied by eight hours of conventional foreign language study

or three hours of mathematics.

Looking at the catalog, the impression the outsider.gains of:,the

program is that of a rather conventional one, with the usual sequence of

element ary and ,intermediate courses, a_ -hour Practicmnoption,and some



course$JAhistory/civilizationfcuature available in each langpage also

cna the intermediate level.. Career-related instruction is available to .

law, enforcement and medical personlel and to students in a bilingual

secretarial training program. lut,\on closer inspection, several actors

become evident which single out the department as a well-planned and

exceptionally well-coordinated one.

Most important, :opinion, is a clear departmental philosophy which

all instructional personnel appears to share and to follow in practice. This

philosophy emphasizes mastery of content, rather than time` spent in learning,

and lessens the threat _of failure for many students. While the program is

as t an individialized/self-paci one in the common definition (the four-

credit.hour elementary language 'courses meet regularly for three classroo

contact hours per week and require two hours of individual-practice in the

language laboratory; for the three-credit hour intermediate sequence-laboratory

practice is optional), it has adapted elements of -individualization to accommo-
.date a variety of student abilities-and interests..

Self -paced Vesting for IIasterr

Although the course content is covered in a set progression by all

students, most testing is'.done'n a, individual basis, outside the classroom,
A

when students feel thek have mastded the material. A test bank for s paced

testing is available in the language laboratory. Students are permitted up

VD fbur re-takes'of all written tests until one week before final examinations.

The final exam can be retaken only once. Whatever grade satisfies a student

is accepted by the faculty. Contracts_are Available which specify the amour}

of work and the mastery level a student must reach for a desired grade. These



are renegotiable with individua:1 instructors at id-term, if a

either underestimated. or overestimated his capacity

ctors in multi-section courses use common departmental tests--

tice deemed important far articulation Ntween-courses and levels-

because,of the part= time staff iqh.to 'Might not, yet .be familiar with program

etives and materials.

Tarrant-Count

goals 'but actuall attempts systemati c testi ng of them in the language

ior College not only proclaims oral communicative

laboratory and in frequent individual interviews. In elementary German

courses, for instance, about 75% of the grade-is determined by oral-1461.k.

On the intermediate level, while instruction covers all language skills,

students can choose which kill(s) they wish to emphasize in.testing. fis

much of the testing is done in the language laboratory under the general

supervision of laboratory personnel, the elaborate testing program and the

re -test option do not require inordinate amounts of faculty time.

ftiCUM" Courses

Especially popular is a series of one-hour elective courses entitled

"Fracticun." After two semesters of elementary language instruction students

can enroll in these courses alone or concurrently with other intermediate

courses. Tractioum courses are offered of topics and are repeatab'le

for credit. SOme of the options are: short stories veral courses),

linguistics, conversation (dire levels), business correspondence,,personal

correspondence, or independent student projects. Students can also obtain

one hour practicum credit for tutoring fellow students in need of help,



The instructional materials for the praeticum courses are Often available-
.

n awing Activities. Fac ge
'

which specify objectIves, respired and

optional activities .and evaluation procedures.

ies and lristructiona

ructional facilities at Tarrant County Junior College appear to

be excellent. =Clasaroctms'-are well equipped with access to most types of

media a teacher might desire. Instruction makes heavy use of:media: The

well-organized collection of software (tapes, slides, student-produced video-

.tapes,,filmstrips, language master cards, and games) available could be the -

envy of any foreign language department. Much of the material is "home-made"

and coordinated with commercially available materials. French uses Thomas H.

Brown, FrencReadinWritinj (New Y0rk: MLGra4-Bill

Book Co., 1971) for elementary language instruction, heavily supplemented by

teacher-constructed materials. Spanish uses the Zarabanda film series fbr

four semesters of language study, and German has adopted the Chilton Materials:

Deutsch durch audio-visuelle Methode.

The language laboratory has been developed into an effective instructional

support system. Not only does it serve its obvious function of providing
9

practice in oral skills, but it also serves as media library and distribution

center and, as already mentioned, as,te-st administration center. The laboratory

is open daily from 8:00 a.m to 101 p.m. and is staffed by a full -time day

director and a part-timenight director, aided by student is

laboratory staff is paid by the library resource center budget. facilities

are not only used by foreign language students, but are also 'open students

-and faculty from other d partments for listening and tape duplication services.
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The foreign language department has produced brochures and a slide/

142

presentation on itprvrams and offerings whiclican_be used in area

high schools and comnunity-agencies for informational and recruiting

purposes. The department also attempts to provide extra-curricular

activities for students and the comity in the fonm, of an annual inte

national film festival,

Placement Testin

Tarrant County Junior College uses its comprehensive and diagnostic

final tests for each course in a systematic placement program for new students.

Resulting student placement is considered quite satisfactory and dependable.

In the opinion of the.chairwoman, the elementary languageprogram would yet

be larger, were it not for the many advanced 'placements made.

The instructional staff It met at Tarrant County Junior College is a

highly committed one. Refreshingly, they did not Yust belabor their prob e

but actively plan4or future curricular modifications. A year-round pre-
-_

paratory program'in French and Spanish for children between the ages of five

and twelve has been approved and funded and will be implemented in the sumner

of 1978. A long-term attitudinal study is underway which should provide

valuable insights into relationships between .student self-image and interest and

achievement in foreign language study., Thrther the foreign 'language staff at

Tarrant County Community College is aware of its Changiu population and the

trend toward an older student,body and is thinking of offerings whiCh might

appeal to more mature dents,

The nicest compliment to the program was made during my conversations with

ents. Two of the eight students I spoke.to were enrolled in area four-year

institutions but came to Tarrant County Junior College for the purposeofstudying a

foreign ipnguage.



(For more details of the program see Jane Harper, "A Behavio 1

System in Foreign Languages atA Tarrant Coun t JtInior Colle

ls 8 (Dec. 1975) ) pp. 327-34.)Lan

For ad4itioral information on tie four t - year`instituti

contact the following individuals;

Professor Jacquelyn W. Green
Foreign Language Depart.ment,
City College of San Francisco
50 Phelan Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94112 ,

Ms.Marcia- Marvin, Coordina
Language ATts,Division
Portland Communi
12000 S.W. 49th-

Portland, Oregon-

ai son

Dr. William Samelson,Chai
Foreign Language Departmen
San Antonio.College
1300 San Pedro Ave.
San Antonio, TX 78284

rt. Jane Harper, Chairperson
Department of Foreign Languages
Northeast Campus - Tarrant County Junior College
828 8Harwood Road
Hurst, TX 7606



Y 1MENDATIONS

study has attempted to find some consensus among educators an

students as to what areas present major problems in foreign language

learning in igher eduCation in the U.S. It also-sought factors which have

contributed to growth in those departments that have not suffered from the

recent national trend of declining enrollments. . Duringthtcourse of my .

research I talked to faculty members, chairpersons coordinators administrators

students on all levels f instruction, as well as toteachinstassistants.

I asked similar questions and compared responses. Usually opinions agreed

occasionally they conflicted. In some departments the reasons for program

success were obvious; in others no one could pinpoint specific program

modifications, but attributed growth mostly to favorably external conditions.

Some departments considered themselves "innovative " others took pride in

being "solidly traditional."

essentially, my inquiries found little which had not been discussed
d

already in either professional publfCations or conferences.. Many of the

problems confronting undergraduate foreign language instruction have been

recognized and possible Solutions have been proposed. What is disconcerting

that w pep-listing the problems, but do-not appear to lilsten to or

act on the recomendationS -at least, we have no means of knowing

who iinplenients what suggestions .)

This report is not an all-inclusive oVe of "successful" curricular

c .i.cos or enrollment trends. The findings are based on a small non-randomized

1441
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sample, inclUding only those departments which responded to my request

for. information. In.interpreting the findings pertaining to the four-_

year institutions, the readerOreminded that 400 (58%) of the questionnaire

responses came fro; private institutions and 439 (63 %) of the responding

departments were located in institutions with less than 5,000 students.

The numerical findings of the questionnaire study (four-year institutions)

presented in Chapter Two above be summarized quickly:

1) Enrollments have Con_ their general downward trend in all

commonly-taught langyage?xcept Spanish.

2) Since 1972, the proportion of students enrolled in higher education

ho studied a fbreign language has declined.

nth were majoring in foreign languages in 1976 than

with the exception of talian andussian

A, disconcerting number of foreign language teachers have.leit

-their peAlitions.due to program reductions.

Judging by the loss of teaching assistantships, gra

afse appear to have suffered a decline.

iatb programs

a-

6) .A.large number of institutions report eliminating or dpereasing,

foreign language requirements in the last decade.

In' the area of a.seSsment and evaluation, nieasuremeit of apti6de

and attitude is practically non-existent. Systematic measurenent

of achievement/proficiency is mentioned by only 190 departments

(27g) - -a disconcertingly low number for this supposed age of

emphasis 'on accountability, learning

educational. outcomes

her than teaching, and



The numerical findings of the questionnaire study from two-yea

colleges 'presented in Chapter Six above are notAaite as--bleak-as th

from four - year institutions, However, Spanish and Italian are the Only

-ma* languages- reporting enrollment increases.

The most commonly listed factors which, in the opinion of responding

department chairpersons, contributed to _the decline:Ln-enrollments

were:

elimination or ..eduction of foreign 'language equirementse;

change in student attitudes toward foreign language study and

ecreasing,quality of preparation in English, affecting the

ability to master a foreign language;

reduction of faculty and progr
7

cuts

lack: of: bupixirt

ings because of budget

administrators or faculties in other disciplines,

which manifests itself in indifferent advising,of students (few

departments apppp to haye established any systematic means of

communication with those responsible for general,advising.

concentrated effort neededy each department to establish

rapport and interaction with cgleagiles and to develop effective

communication c iels between foreign language departments d

those individuals scrring as academic advisors);

reduction in _quantity and quality of high school programs;
$4.

proliferation of new academ einafors and the 0 Eering of languages

not previously taught.



In

mentioned:

'on to these problems respondent .from wo-

the curricular emphasis on- technical /vocationalducation,

the dependincy for ,curricular approval of area four-year institutiOns;.

freshmen.-- the restricted offerings limited to service courses-on the

and sophomore lev.els;

the lack of strong departmental structure;

extensive use of part-time faculty;

little administrative flexibility;

-- a she rm, trans ient -student body.-

Al ,While these problems .are certainly real and undoubtedly affect enrollmentsi

they put the blame on factors which are, to a large.extent,outside the

direct control of the profession. Other problems which became evident

-during on-site visitations and discussions with many educators and other

Individuals concerned with foreign language instruction are

-- the lack of articulation and communication between secondary and

post-secondary instruction; (Little systematic effort is made toward

establishing continuity Ofinstruction.frOm one level to the next;

few common objectives or prorarnoals exist between secondary and

college foreign language preg except as they are' implied in

conventional textbooks: which "cover" the graMmarin two Years of.

high school versus two semesters on the college level.

the lack of definedcompetencie student can expect 0 gain after

specific periods of study;

A

the unrealistiC expeLtations implied (but seldom realized) by

program structures and materi that a student can "master"



a foreign language_in o to- fle,

the unrealistic content load Of Many elementary prograthoaer-

mitting only the exceptional student (inability and motivation)

a chance to succeed, and discouraging many studen

anguagc stud));

from continuing-

.the need for revising the structure and content of he foreign:

age requirement to make it indeed the broad.humanistic

experience we claim it can be rather than-the gramMatical obstacle,

resembleS too oftencourse and academic survival test which

at present;

the division and divisiveness bet

educators with a major interest

who specialize in 'literary

eon thoSt foreign language

langUagp teaching.and-those

ergroupsblames the;

nd unrealistic; the

d ies

Jatter-for being "out of'tou "

latter blames the former for ' teringAown courses, lowering:

standards, adulterating theediscipline by introducing content

in areas for which we lack specialization,

for the sake of innovation.)

the-problems in obtaining our fai

ard for innovating

share of available public and

private monies to conduct research into second language learning

and to develop and implement programs and courses known to b

ffective, but top expensive-. for the averag institution%

Areas of concern expressed by students focused on

the need for non-1 ry options in third and fourth-year

1 01



-----toursc:s for those without a Chronologic F.-tu44:r

of ,

authors perioa or genres (thiS need was expressed by foreign

language majors and non-majors alike);

the need -for more civilization and culture courses on all levd1s1

the need for more emphasis or contemporary topis and works in

liteihryttudiesl.

-- the need for courses dealink with 'the literature, civiliza ions,

cultures of, tb the target language- ,is' spoken,

but- which' are generally negleC traditional academic offerings

(e.g., curses focusing on Latin America rather than Spain

exclusively; bniFrench speaking West.Africa, Canada, or the Caribb ark

ratherAhan only on-France; on

rather than just

sin

thelacko Sition bet een highly structured.and carefully

controiAed in erps of linguistic difficulty), language study

during the first two ycars, followed by-the.sudden confrontation

h the literary masterworks of- a'culture, written in an idiom

appreCiably different in sty-Ie.Voedbnlary a register than the

materials the student haStncOuntere till then. (Almost unanimous

DDR%\Abstrih, and Switzerland,

ermany .before 1945 andthe:,Fedaral Republic

advanced students expressed the need for more

courses, especially courses providing practice in writing and translati

the need for conducting courses in the target language. (A number

.of students objected to the excessive use of English 14-foreign

age and Literature courses. Iri.the words of one student, "the



*4.

Etargetj language is used like some abstrar

When l= the teacher wants to xxpres; n personal idea he

to Jinglish,"

lone f the curricular modifications or methodologidal

ported as successful in attracting and holding student e

non-traditional options-courses, intensive instructio study abroad,

y other factor

considered' an nStan

solutionto the problemS of a department Pr bablynone of the modifications

are transferable in totos at least without xtensive modifications'. Each

extra-curricular offerings,,internships, avid' PR,

_glentioned,in Chanter Four of thisreport-4hould

depa;rtinent has own special setting and pnstraints which need:to be

aken into.account before attempting to make program changes.

a department has made a clear assessment of its purpese(s),

locatioh,'AnsiitUtional setting, student body, number and specia

el available staff, administrative 'suPPart, and genral resources should it

determine necessary and possible program modifications. Futthe-

department needs,to establish definite priorities for what

accomplish. Doe want to -achieve a high level of competence by a few?

e al'insights and provide successful, learning experiences to many?

training in specific skills? All of these aims are valid, but few

departments can accorplish_than well concurrently.

What, then, are some general characteristics-shared by.most programs
0-

visited which might have positively affecte enrollments in foreign languages?

While each program was unique n setting as well as approaches, all had some

ra it s in common which' mig
A

11 be examined by those departments evaluating



their own programs':

1) strong leadership by the cl irprson;

an-open, coop
I

6; and-active faculty;

the 'ability to.instill in students a feVling-of confidence that

foreign =language learning is a possible, reWarding, and.worthwhile -

dek;

an aWarenega that publi relations--

col ge community and the general public

in the sucCesS,Cd'adePartment.-

While individual readers will be able

those program modi ications deScribed 'in Chapters Four and Eight .of. this

report which might be investigate&vithin'.their -own departments, some

directions should be explored bY the profession in gerergl, together

agencies interested, in forei langiaag- , t
n t uct ion in the U.S. and air

Art cUlation and,Communi

Instruttiom

ation between etendary.andPost-Secondau

The majority pf

begin t

___entS Wile even uallylmapr

study in high sehool._ search con

only 456 of the French' majors had started the study of French o college.

level:
31

Jean,Carduner believes that) generally speaking, fct years of

high school foreign language study are 'superi to two 'years at a univergity,

and that the best students re usually those who have begun. their studies

-
onthe secondary level.

32
Carroll's findings of a high positive correlation

between length of study and achievement support the importance o

33early start for those wanting to spetialize in a foreign language.



Yet, communieat ion and arti.cUl atio bet teen

levels are among the most sorely' neOccted

the increasing PR and recruiting efforts of colleges toward secondary

schools are laudableand surely have sonic motivational impactan annual

in

152,

y and post- secondary

profession. .While

foreign language festival or occasional recruiting speech by a faculty member

are not sufficient. that is Most needed is active carounication by educators

from all three levelsstcondary, cone unity college, mid four-year institutions.

They must sit down together and exch4nge informatien.on program objectives,

goals, rnaterialsandlliethods and establ ish some common guidelines and evaluation

criteria for those studentS who

at an advanced level.

FA secondary teachers have

and procedures utilized in are postL secondary institutions. Yet

for effective articulation, placement instruments should be develoPed

jointly by secondary acid post-seco

tually continue foreign language study

owledge placement

ry eign language programs. Where

this is not possible, postsecondary departments should at least supply

area foreign language

used and inform the

teachers with a sample of the r12cement test

f minimal entry criteria for each level.

To reduce the time wrastea by studcnts who have tudied as foreign

language in high school, but cannot proceed to the next level ire tiv college

quenceeither because of a lack of confidence or because of unsatisfactory

erformance_on a placement tes

instate an intensive reVie

of Texas at Arli.ngtor
34

post - secondary institutions could,

imilar to that offered at the University

_ a course prepares studerits for the transition

hety,eert. seco-dar foreign ianguage study aril ruo re advanced courses on the



cu ie ge level by providing -an introduction to the materials us

sequence. and a quick intensive grammar and vocabulary review.'

Some institutions: the University of Arkansas, the Ohio State

University; And the.University.of Oklahbma) attempt to get around -the place-

_
merit dilemma, and encourage students th-a.high school background to continue

foreign language study in college, by permitting them to enroll in courses-

above'lhe'first elementary term without-placement testing; If a student

Cie

passes such a course at a specified grade (usually B or C), he or she

wilrNautomatically revive credit for the preceeding courses in the sequence,

esseliti ly awarding college credit for prior high school study.

II. Coo in and Articulation Division Oplle e Instruction

A related area of concern is developing common goals and measures of

achievement in elementary and intermediatemulti-section courses and in

course assignments shared by several faculty members . The disci upancy

f content, requirements, and exPected uChievement-in a course

by different faculty, can be af:tound

when taught

If,the course is one in arequired

mwence, this discrepancy car have tragic consequences for the student

who is not prepared for the exper-ted minimal baCkground required by the

next course. Departnent heads need to insist on joint development and

coordination tr-section courses and courses which rotate among faculty.

Each department needs to keep a, file of detailed syllabi and copies of all

testS. These syllabi can be modified as often as necessary, but all instruct

personnel involved should have input when modifications are made.

It is especially important that lower-division courses which provide

th basic foundations of a language ablish realistic objectives and
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et a cont-ent load which scan be covered by all instructors--

by ority of students enrolled n the course.

III. c-arCun_ki§5!fwL%ForeinLarill-s
The traditional foreign language UAjOr with an.exclusive concentr Lion

iri literature longer meets.the needs'and interests of many stu

Other ma) or options oreoncentratons should be made- availahle...exphasiz

areas such as culture/civilizatio , la g age,translation, or area studies

Suchconcontrations'coOld be oeparticular,usefulneSs to students intending

language and ated disciplin

e an

llenge for theprofession is to develop viahlenan inte-

'tf

Bible options which will attract generalist students and

in other disciplines. They too need to.continue their

ago study to a point where they, will ao lty gain some mastery of
L.)

-

the foreign language and be well versed in the 'culture-it reflec

Regardless

unrealistic to eect (tha

who now leave us after

huw much we ,innovate or diversify, however, we would..

)
e will be able to hold a large 'amber of those

two, Or `three ersof study. The nature

- 1nd`cG traints of second language Learning will doubtless always appeal

to a relatively small group. But surely, a substantial number of prospective

political, social, orriatural scientists; businessmen, physicians, lawyers,

artist5, tc., would opt to continue foreign_ anguage.study after a hasic..

ibn if weoffere ;hich they felt would fill a particular

fluency

would lead toward some concrete results in-terms of language

fmilarity with a particular culture.

IL b



am not proposing that every .nst ai ion develop an extras ive

career-related battery of courses in
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attract the few students

ght be interested in such options. The need for individuals with

career specific language training is rather; small. Apart from a few

spetialized programs universities should focus on giving students a

general foundation in language, civilization and culture. Any student who

has acquired,:such basic fluency and knowledge can easil

specific vocabulary or language skill(s) on the job

training .programs conducted by, business or government fib major

4

need is for profess nals in all fields with a general fluency_in at 1

one foreign language. Specialized career-oriented foreign lanffiage

for students without such a general-basic lour datIon

stop=gap measures,. While valid ,(and often nebesSary ) a .a coMAbnity s$11Vi 6,

, .

(e.g. Spanish for fireMen police, and hoalthofficials) .theyalu

of such -specific phraseology courses

curricul

To develop advanced non-traditional opt ions, for the

fo_ ,the general

foreign language student and develop the study of foreign languages as

-viable Adjunct field for students of other disciplines, the following

as should be explored:

1) Regional or national-confetencoS

development

fourth-year

progra

dealidg with he

on-traditiona Lions on the advanced (third an

dergraduAe levels,

blishMent of a "bank" or "banks" for syllabi, cou 'e/

descriptions and bibliographies for speciain al,



options courses which

information to departments and individua faculty into e

implementing similar c irs-. Course development i a time and

energy consuming task; she proposed.courscrhank(s) could prevent

duplication of efforts and mistakes. TIvi.-course bank(s) should

be sponsored, by a national professio l organization, such as

ACTFL or the MIA, to inform of elopmeneS in all languag

To, make the information collected easily available, and provide

recognition to those professionals ho cooperate and share- their

work ideas, and experiences, these course descriptions

in the form of a-publication, conpiled annuallYfor

interested odUcators.

fir

pEe12pment of Proficiency Certification 1?roceckrp

We need to develop nationally recognized tests f'

of proficiency. Each language should estab4sh an aciive60**Sioni-,
Jk

'language competencies and testing. The major function of such

would be-to establish realistic minimal competencies in language shills and

cultural knowledge: for intermediate and adV,anccd undergraduate levels and to

develop Valid testing nstrunents and proced measure these competencieS.

Aile testing could remain optional for individual students, those passing

the test would receivea certificate of proficiency. The'oertificates would

of necessity have to achieve national and international. recognition and

rve prospective employe college administrators, etc.- as indicators

of an applicant's. level of- proficienc) F in a foreign language. (Col-leg' -

transcripts are practically meaningless as indicators of proficiency.) Tests



could-be patterned after those already existingabroad and used for,

.scale certijcgtion of 4 ngn Iv competence in ESL, Frerich, and.Genmv

the various level examinations administerLd'by Cambridge University, the
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Alliance Fran5aise, c r the Goethe Institute) . ilie recognize a pronounced

'career -ori tat on in today's college youth. Students and employers

alike l-ook favorably on programs which docuvlent mastery of certain knowledge

and us-ful WAS, rather than documenting preparation the form

of academic credits Only. Particularly two-year institu _ n$ 'CU Id benefit

by offering. study 1 e-ad n to a certificate of intermediate

language proficiency. Ihus, community college trained law enforcement,

para-medical, secret

document fluency in

F,

racal or technical personnel which can also

guage (particularly Spanish) would Surely

have an edge over other applicants in the employment market. Four intensive

terms, similar to those avai lable at Portland Community Cellege,could well

prepare an interested student._ for Such certification.

VI. Development of Internshi s or COMMUnit- InVOlVOMOnt

adv

Internships are, predbminantly aimed at foreign language majors

d language 'students who study a language as supportive skill to

Other profession. As such, they cannot be designed aAnass-Trograms anct

usually do not contribute heavily to.,enrollments However the concept_

is a popular one, mentioned l y several institutions, and should be explore

by the profession. Especially in large metropolitan areas it should not

:IjEficult to estabii'sh contact =s; with embassies, consulates, social

agencies, --vol.- bureaus, hotels -ist servicds whch would^
a

oth r i



contacts

to prov'
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proficiency in real-life s ttinpq.

ores should also be made ol an inte

h foreign busin. incliqtry, social and cultural institutions

nternships where students (-an gain experience in their major

d- of interest while inunersed in another language And culture.

Community:involvement -activities, similar to those offered by the

Universit them California, can also benefit the foreign language

program. Even in non-metropolitan areas without large ethnic minerities,

college foreign language students could teach minicourses
. on the heritage

of a particular people or on selected aspects of d culture or civilization

to secondary StUden §udhminicourses could be a component of imdergraduate

culture and civilization courses and provide a. challenging and werthWhile

experience for both college and high school students. 'Teaching short term

FEES courses alSo does not need an urban setting or large ,bilingual population.

With :Some thought, surely more possibilities will present theMselves for

community involvement and activities which make use of a student's linguistic

or cultural knowledge,; set the stage for close interaction between a foreign

language department an. d the, community, and provide challenging and valuable

learning experiences for out students.

VII Tt r;cn Lanow:
Probably the one topic which came up !hest frequently in my disc si

with university administrators was the foreign language'requirement.

propose the establishment

to collect and

f a commission to investigate degree requirements

t evi crrce for or against' the validity
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of a foreign language requirement on the postsecondary level, to make

an authoritative statement abut requirementg, and to propose practical

guidelines to those institutions which are reevaluating their programs.

Such a COITIMiSS ion should have representatives from all commonly 'taught

languages as well a cialists from other fields concerned with general

education. Let me state for the record that I am not an unqualified

proponent of requirementsforeign language or. other. Th motivation for

advocating a foreign language requirement must not come from the .need to

preserve, teaching positions, but from a conviction that a society, for

its own survival and propagation, nds to share a has of common insights,

_skills, and values To justify foreign languages as a gem requirement,

we need to determine just what oUr_diStipline can aft

*uniquely to developing such a common base of insights,

_ich.contributes

and we need to reevaluate our offerings ih terms of

4. values;

ese findingS.
35

I trust that the MA Task Forces and the Presidential Commission on Foreign

Languages and Area Studies will address themselves to the basic issues

f the role of foreign languages in general education.

VI I, Staffrelo--ment

cries of practical regional pps dealing with specific areas

in need of development should be sponsored by individual institutions or

national organizations. With the help of extra-mural funding, such workshops

could-enlist the assistance of a panel of recognized experts -and practitioners

n various areas add could p lly absorb the cost Of participatior by

interested colleges or universities. Areas which'should rec- ''e priority'are:

__Trogram development,T.A. training,'COord4nntion and superVision of



1. level foreign -language instruciithir

ensive gn )angtragc inst-i or mmnersion programs;

advising and
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counseling;

interdisciplinary programs;

articulation between secondary and post-secondary. inst ction

to establish -common goals and evaluation measures;

workshops. addressing special program needs on the two-year college

level.

IX. 'S -Abroa

The aa Anal Endowment for the Humanities and other agencies concerned

with the'lack of second- language ability by Americans could encourage the

study of_ foreign languages by providing-or contributing to -:;,

study abroad fire accept as a fact,that study,abroad is the qUi.C_

most effective, .eans of acquiring proficiency in another language--especially,

n the foundatiOns for such -study are laid before the Students' sojourn

abrold. nationally, little if anything i`s done to. encourage and

faci ate,such study. Qualified undergraduate students in all fields

could receive support in the founs of scholarships stipends, low

r interest free loans, or in large-scale exchang arrangements. .Such support

should alsbe available on a much larger scale t n no for graduate

tudents and teaching staff.

As bilingual 5711 and biculturalisn, essentially ei flt two countries,

U.S. and foreign agencies conceined with intercul irral communication and

understanding should cooperate _

large scale iturfy abroad.

lingo programs'supporting and facilitating

1
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X. Consortium Approaches

The NEll and other funding agencies should support establishfnent of

regional consortia for the lopment of special programs such as intensive

mage instruction, interdisciplinary programs, area studies, and career-

ated instruction. Most mid-sized and smaller institutions have neither

the staff nor the nrollment .to make special instructional

options feasible. If colleges could be encouraged to pool their resources

and -stu ents, quality p ograms could be deVeloped,which could rotate from

institution to institution thereby avoiding expensive and frequently

unqualified) duplication of efforts and serving a larger constituency.

XI. Consultancies

A panel of consultants should be made available to interested departments

for providing some expertise and guidance in planning, developing,

iMplementing program revisions. .4n order .not to discourage smaller, less

endowed institutions, the only rcquirenent for obtaining consultant services

should be an extensive internal rrogram evaluation by a department-and the

expressed wish to move in specific dii4tions. Agencies which, currently

sponsor such consultant services should work closely with each other and

should most assuredly seek counsel from related professional rganizations

such as ACTFL, the MLA, and the national organizations serving the different

phigies.

XI I. Establishment of a For2i,_Lai-latle Research Fund-

A special fund Sheuld be established which would support research

in second language learning and in factors affecting second language

11



earn ng. 'I'hig fund should be adiniri stored under a nat o .al organi4.tion71-

concerned with fUi-eign language study and should be controlled by a

Panel (If

CONCLUSION

cognized scholars and researche, 'in the field.

Recognizing problem areas is relatively easy. Searching forpossbile

solutions can present an overwhelming task, especially when one attempts

to consider the cons'
41 ,.

higher education._

aints of our discipline and the constrai of U.S.

The danger is to be carried away:by utopian dreaming and recommenda .ns

which are nbither practical,nor fea fble in an American setting. lindoubtedly;

some will Consider my own as falling into this category.. Powever,'I-consider,

'nene'of the suggested directions unrealistic or impossible in_financial

Solutions to, our pro hl as not come exclusively from some external/'

_gencrsome: knight in shining armor who:will rescue a discip_ine

in distress. Neither can our problems be solved solely by an infuSi

ids (though such an injectionceitainly would help). Essentially,

solutions lie in the combined efforts of each individual departMent eaa.'
local, state, regional, and national organiiation concerned with foreign'',

language instructionall depending on the efforts of their individual

mbers.-

Unfo ately, there is not one organization4which represents, guides,

informs, and _lobbies for all languages and all levels pf instruaion and

which is, recognized by all Toreim'language educators, by govefnment agenci

or the general public as spokesman for our cause..rnd our concerns. To
.



.:suppo.

,

one_ org

Ratoer, let'
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;cal strdngtl and innified
o

,

ofeign 1 nguag-Vtducation 'in

g the creation, of a new organization.

de' by David-P. Benseler at a 1977,-ADFL

Seminal= that all e.isting organizations affiliate under one strong

umbrella organiza "on Thichwill represent the general\needs and interests

of 01,foreig. language educators

At present there appears to be increasing awareness of the need for

foreign language study and the value f bilingualism in Affierica, asr well

as an interest in improving foreign language in

ore aocessible,than we dc? at pre -o a larger-segment of population.

The establishment of a Presidential Commission on Foreign Languages and

Area studies is a first effort by our national government to honor the

comtriiiment made in the Helsinki -Agreement slgia in 2915, !to encourage

the study of foreign lanNagess and civilia earls'

o expanding coMmunication among peoples. the -fu

development and improvement of foreign language

press
37

and the "Report on Teaching: JArgary 1 8 mention the

e popular

.16 .

plight of our profession and-tali
.

attention to selectedinnovative.program

The predictions of a slevr-down in the decline of foreignlanguage study.

since 1974 (based on preliminary data gathered by the Modern Language

iatioliY, discussions-of reinstituting or increasing the foreign language

requirement by a number of institutions nationwide, 'the "back to basics"

movement d c ng the declining language competence of college freshmen,

the increasing number of.grant applcations dealing with foreign language

study submitted to and funded by public and private foundationsa;a11
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uppc .tine Of -euf cause afiegavei, r a oh Eor gyarded optimism that-fbre

age study illl regakis,an ' imporfan and respected place in .Americart

education. 'Let us use' thit,positive climate to assess ourselves,. our
.

,purposes, and our programs -and move in directions which will not repeat

the mistakes of the past.
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`STATE LINIVER ILT 'COLLEGE AT BUFFALO
T

nurr.in, rah voo sv a2

orege Loop Normans Tslephorte;(716),6ti24l26, E414

Oear Foreign Laeguage Department Head:

'Concerned with declining student enrollments in foreign languages, the Division of Edu.

ton. Nur Its of the National Endewment k the Humanities has funded study of

tuccessful unqergtactuate foreign language programs, I need your help in order to identify

faittort which Ny Contribute to success in attracting students to the study of foreign

ianguages. '

tiiie I fedi:4e that program growth hilt one indicator of success, because of timg con=

stra"'0,s succlitth.s 'Am defined provisiciNally in terms of enrollment only. FlopefullYi the

retu"tvof tis?.,jvliwillpermit some generalizations of models, Atterns, and approaches to

for in Inrp on the college level which can isa reproloced or adopted tay

ci '""e'.iqtil,:: ohs lc -improve #iruction and make foreignIenguage learning more attractive

4 Akr nernuer of studeots,'.

I %lull he've ateful to you if yottiould complete the at$hed questionnaire and

rn Cosed preliairl envelope by March 30, 10)1qtettpirAle responding depart-

,: ko$ a sample of twenty promising programs will he selected os in depth study, Please porn -

k questionnaire even if your departmental onrollmeni foie* declined over the

ive yeas: Your tesponseS to the questions will give impoirlkinsights into overall

(NW pcact:ces:.

Yost have in advance my sincere thanki, aprilhose of N.E.H for participating in this

study and for taking time away from your hos) Schedule to complete the questionnaire,

!merely,

SURVEY OFISUCCESSFULUNDERGRANATE FOREIGN LANGUAGE PROGRAMS

IN U; S. INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATI

FEBRUARY 1977 it

National 'Enslowniet for the Huntanities,Grant No. ER17125.77.67

.

Please answet the-following items:

Responding Department' ' -_._

Institution:

a 0
Address' _ i 'i 4

.Name of Chairperson:

Confect person for furter inquiries (if other flan Chairperson).

l1. What is th highest degie yourtpartm entleffers7k

iLi 0,A.113.5\ MLA, LI ph.p, or equivalent jher (please specify)
y

d

11)

00

Nampo-- f students enrolled, in ALL undergradiale courses taught in your departmela nt.,
v..

al Fall 1972 hi Fall 1r4 Fall 1976.

Rend'

German

it6lion

Latin

Russian

Spanish

Other (specify),

Other (specify).

Other iitidelfy)

TOritteprtroental

eVIVient.. -,r
3:!htnhar of graduating majors IS and 0,s,1 in yolk deoaCtnient (count duol ruts h4/014'

`a) 1971/72 ul 1173174 075/70 ;# 4? I

Renate A: Schulz

Project Director

French e .

German:

tatilt

Russian

ankh .

tr

4. tot

a) Fall 1D72_

P.
dqate'enrollment at your institation:

blajl 74_ c) .19p L



Fe

6: Num*. T.A.5 in Your departme

ai f all 1972 b) fall 1974.1
. .

7, Average course load per sreesteriger,er f
:6

her of ,facuity positions in-yrouideparirrignt (convert varmint ranching
- 7 g .

1972 PI fall 344_ c) F811.1979
.;

Number of Courses.

taught per krrI'llerieNerter

frirCIP appropriate unit.)

n
144 your institution have a lanrime uirement?

Entrance requirement I Undergradulte degree

requirement

No

srftnr;_iy nz Yes ispecjfy number of //, C Yes I r of-

years of high school study:) sem,/otr, hrs.}

t) fall 1976
.., .

h full,ti e instructor:.
. ,

0 .r Ocredit hp

tsgught 'Per semester ou

(Ogle appropriate Lin i .1
.-

year? .Aent. qtr. hit

(Circle lollop

9. Whet students are affected by language raquiremerits?

71 all students '"

degr mints

Percentage of institgonal enrollnif

B.A. degree students

Percentage of institutional enrollment in

other (please s*ify depart , colleges, or divisions)

8,t,'Prograrni

wit

9,A, progrir:

to unit)

11. Ha

: Yes. feted( wile11101
A "

Before 1972

Since 1972 ,

P'easeakiThirichri I reqo

Prgiicie cY requirement'

led's t i'19513)
4- .7,

r

;T

. .

Y.
44.Pp"

9

I

they have affected enrollments:

0 No
J

Yes (Specify hp it may be

satisfied,.

if Au

12. Please list all NEW c urses or programs instituted in your depar9eisiace fall 1972 which ere still offered

REGULARLY. (Aft ch additional sheet, if necessary;)

Course Level Course Title No. or.sem./qtr, EnroliMent

(Put I for ;pentane-it t credit hours when last

2 for interNiete,
a

offered

and 3 for upper levt

courses:)

have a foreign language requiren1ent, whatpptiOnt do StUden havein f6Ifilling 117

6, ignitor ail that apply.)
r4

liacemint'Proficiency etarnittati

/1 P
r :flelcineetari and intermediate language coins onelo4 language,

ChhyPetAlianguay courskin moreAan Pfle foreign language (e.g., sepesters of elementary

German and 21resters of elerheiaryfrericht.'

itc al
' '

opt);;; r les to 'empha,size certain illt (e.g.. parallel multiple tracking in read'! '/g, enersation,

Applicable toward

requirement

Yea

o

0
c 0

n 0
0 0

0 0

4
P

,13, Pica list the5 courses beyond the

krolirrint.

leYilitaught in your *ailment high draw the largest student

Curse Ltr. _rn.lotr. bra; ARkt.0

enroll

No

, iffiSlatiOnair
4

' COurvs atm langlage,

Cite:ture in translation ,

"r CoThination

t
./e taJgM predominantly in English .

0

0

1

'Applicable toward

,rearement

VA. No

=
--- r

c
o

4



4: PlearA check all undergraduate options, coign or Nth

indicate the !mils): at which option is available,

Course optiOntiiapprOaCh

Literature in translation

: Comparative literature ,

Introduction to languagedinguistiCt courses

Multi language or migratory courses

IntenSive or accelerated spurs

ConieMporary Culture: taught in FL 0
taught in English 0

prnpararive cultosi taught in FL

taught in English 2
; Ethnic Studies: taught in FL 0,

taught in English

Area Studies:

,

taught in PL 2
,

taught in English 0
IMmersion courses 'taught in U,SI

Programs broaci: suarser programs C

logical approaches your deportment offers and

academie year programs E

speol surnmargrograrnS (please describe)

Level (specify I for

elementary, 2 for

intermediate, and 3

for upper level

courses.)

==x-

= Ifern5hips for foreign language Studentr(e,g, work in Social agencies, travel

bureauls L ES teaching, undergrad, apprenticelaChingitulOring,itp) .1,

_ Oi carngus courses (Do not include study abroad or internibips.)

:., Careerrelated coursh (e.g., Scientific German, French for business majors,

5isanish fur medial personnel, etc.) (Do not include required courses for

, FL hugo) .)

C Comm sty oriented courses aimed at special nornatrIculating students (e.g.,

fore 19 : aM]age for travelers, adult education courses, ft, lip langu for

ci-ildr eic.)

Piece check, if such courses are offered through Division of Continuing '

.Educolon ram-than through your Utpartga 1 .r a ,

77:: Inv* courses fur nativd speakers le.g) ish for Spaniih.Arnericans)

Special topics courses where major focus i on aspects of langliap or literature

leg, genre courses: Pun;metropolitan lit: ature, such as FrencpAfrican,

Cariscocani,t tc.: dialect courses; film courses; etc.)

Sheci,4 themes courses where Major,focus is NOT on language or literature

le n., ',iiimen in the Hispanic 'acrid: French Cooking, etc.)

Traris:atifn of Specialized materials

Simultartelus and/or consecutive interpretation

----

_`

I I Interdiziolinary Courses .

I I Intradepartmental (staffed entirely within your owndepartrnent) .

i I inter.deparirnental (staffed by members of 2 ormore departments)
.-,.

i .I Critical language programs (less commorgy taught languages)...

Specify languages:

11 Courses in which use of mediVIKAJOR; INTEGRATED component,

(No not inclside less commonly taught lappagisif available at independeitt

study,) Please cheek major methu1M used,. a

n Tv.

U, Film

1 'Slide/filmstrip

Radio.

17 Audio tape (including languakjaboratbrY)

computenessisrd instruct

0 Multimedia kg.: Slidatapkt,

Diner Ouse specit

In Individualized in

available as in

E] st(f.paced

Selfinstrueti tonal, independent study)

One one tot sm.all group instruction

Miniourses geared to special Student interest

plograremed instruction

1,1 Teanteaching (within department)

U Other (please eapIain)'

of include less commonly toughtlanguages

15. Does your institution or department REGULARLY administer fareigri language

placement, aptitude, achievement, or otlitudo lusts either before enrollment or

us tort of g course?

Placement Aptitude Achimment

I J No No . No

I I Yes U Yes Yes

(Plepse specify. 41:,

test)

.0

Departmental

Standardized

(Please specify lest.)

12 Departmental

Standalized

Iplease specify

Attitude

L3 No

0 Yes'
(Please fy test)

;



Can tou attribute enrollment incre.
Coftsider:sUch factors os.

change4'Inurober of ituden pn t ct hours par cour

b) change inrequired iahoratorirsiasskrs

c) ch rn n ref r dit hotirs gvatlabl leer ObUrsi
dition of faculty gi

&rano;
oclincharacteristics of Ifudent b y

ge in degree requirements
nge in number of students fulfilling requirements through

i), Change, in general college program. etc.
PleaSe elaborate. Continue on back of questionnaire or attach additio9al sheet if tie

;

Please return to:
Rena:o d# hulz
Pro:act Director

kforeign Language Department'
Sla.,0 University Coilop "
Buffalo, N.Y. 14722



ST_ 11 UNI1VE
1300 ELMWOOD AVENUE-

Foreign LaRgunge Departde Telepsho

Dear Foreign Language DartnentyRead :

Early in March you received a questionnaire connected Kith a study
(sponqpred py IfEH) of successful undergraduate foreign language programs.
If you have n yet found the time to _Supply the requestedinformation,
please complete the form and return it' to me as soon as possible.

Your aneswers are crucial to the validity of- the study, especial
because, bdsed on MLA enrollment statistics for 1972-1.1374, yoursdep
has increased its nnrollment'and would therefore meet the critOrion

-programrogram as defined by the study. All responding programs phi'
,have been able ta'."buck.7 the trend" of'decliniing enrollments will be listed
it the fin a3 -report, thereby giving them some well deserved national'
attention%

The, COMetof thiLi studyend resulting-recommendatIgnp to the
National owment for the Humanities .imhow.it can _sexist aot fur
foreign language study depend o .your. cooperation-. Please help! I.

oribiosing anather copy of the q' etiannaire in cane the firat.one
laced.



BUFFALO, NEW 4222

ep
r

6
or

li0/1 7 ) 816 2 44126
641)4

Dear Fore,i nrFua ptment
Early in March you 4ved a quest corm ted with -a study
so-red lay NEW! of sue sfui Amdergraduate foreign lang-uage programs.

vou have not yet- found the time to supply the reque sted infornationp
comrlete the form and return` it to pe as soon as possible.

4
The outcome of this study -and resulting reco ru iendations to the

Natiahal EndoWrne.nt for the Hur,iani.:,ies in how it can 'assist and urther
foreign language stud spend' on your cenperAtion Please help !, T 4.17i
enclosing another cop tf'e questionnaire-in Case the first Otle got

..isninced.

COrdiall;.

A. -Seliulz
Director



11

STATE UNIT i0 0 TY, COLLE E AT LIIEFALO
.1300 .ELNIW40l AVENU f UFFALO. r:JEW YORK 14222

ment

The p7 sip. Education ants of the

I ies has ftnded a prop

he post-e of dory level. Die to the linen tkiel time available for the stu

ional. Endo-wirier-4 ftn.. he

ey .so-cceseN1= foreig:n language pr gratis

- August 15 1977), the project defines eucess prim t ern1

ollments. The study w-J-Ll examine factors which may contribute

easing enrollmen t and will-attempt to find models patterns and

appr!oael 3 tok fore 1a gunge dn.st ction which ;add. be generalized,

reproduced, or adapted by other departrnents. If your program or particular

inge have been au©ces a the terms defined please contacts

Renate A. Schul

Foreign Language Depart :tan

:State University College of. Net, York -

1300 Elmwood Ave.

&Lffalo, New York1,4222

Phone: 716/862 -11126 5414

o



MEC :LIST OF COURLS Dar-ELOPED B BETWEEN

The 874 four and -year, depa_t _ whichre poped to the
o

tudy reported.over 2,000 new courses developed and

offeredbetween 1972 and 1976 The large majority of these courses fell

into the traditiOnal domain of foreign language.and literatu tudy.

For p-tance, many institutions reported elementary and intern

-question

Est t'on an language l;not previously taught; lementary and intermediate

conversation tTatics and--lwrses proliferated7as did culture civilization

courses and courses dealing with literary masterpieces, genre's, author

periods, or eneral literary surveys for advanced students

language major s.

What follows s a selected listSof course titles grouped'under

gra

general headings Thdicating major areas of course developMent (excluding

traditional skill'and literature courses). The-symbol(.. ihdicates
iC

that - similar courses have been ,developed in other langijages than specified

in the title

aAPJEsiIjiAzwilsto

Soviet Man and his World
USSR: County and People
German Culture through Li

C.

attire

178



dinavian:Heritael.
anlinaVian.Immigrant culture
reduction to _Franca Life and Civiliz

.emiotics (...f

The Individual irk Athens and Rome
The Private Life of Ancierit: mans
Mythelogy and History
Archeology (.
Introduction to French Thought (
The Art of Ancient' Israel (. )

The French Press ( )

Italian Opera

The Italian/Am "can Experience,
The French Heri age in America (...
Topical Readings in French Culture
Panorama o German Culture (...)
Spanish C" ilization as Reflected in the Arts.
German Ci lization as Reflected in !disk

_Life Style Latin America .)

Foreign Influences on American Culture
Readings in German Culture and Thought (.

Missions in Mexico
The Chicano erience
The Bullfight

Hispanic Minorities in the.U.S.
Chicano Expressive Culture
The Culture of Latino Groups in the t.S.
_Intacultural Studies: Latin America
Refonn and Revolution ih Latin America
Travelling thrOugh France
Christmas in Paris

Francophone Civilizations outside Fr
Voices of the French-Speaking World
Contemporary FrenCh Living
France:. May 1968
The Making of Contemporary Dance
L'histoire de Paris
Les Monuments de Paris
Paris Culiuraj Center of ance
Aller et Retour
Black Expres0.on in French
French Images Of ica
The French-Speaking = j

From Cubism to Surrealism /

Le chftteau comme centre de Ya cultu o et de la littjrature
Insiders and Outsiders - Literature and Culture of the Weimar Years
Gennany.and World War II
Decadent Germany
Political Profiles of the Two Germanies,,



Germany: East and West
-.The Other Germany

Impact pr Ge nail ', lnini gra

ThosciStrafige Go rims Wdys
The:German Crises'

German Contributions to Western Civilization
Berlin in the 20th Century
Berlin 1918-1933

Vienna
The Viennese Volkstheater
The Austrian Experience'

Issues and ProblemS in German Society
Japanese Tea Ceremony
Religion andfCulture of Ancient India

pecial Themes Course

Insanity_ in Literature
The Writer and Society
Thalftiter as a Critic of Society
Freedom in Russi4n Literature
Justice in Russian Literature
Revolution in Soviet Literature
Literature and Politics
Satire in Russian Theater
Soviet Dissidents
Germany:. The Search for Honor and Glory.
SoCial Themes in Latin. American Literature
Intellectual Background of 20th Century French Literature
Wsticism in Indian Literature

1
-Christian Perspectives inTrenCh Literature
Common Themes in English and. Asian Literature
Fate and Free Will in Heroic Literature
The Hero in Literature
Introspection and. Revolt

Utopia in Literature
Perspectives of Man in Italian Literature
Taoism, Creativity and Literature
The Age.of CriSis in Modern Hebrew Literature
Holocaust and .Resistance (Hebrew'

America in 'Ffench Literature
t Negritude.
The Woman in Scandinavian Literature
Women. in Asia
Women in Antiquity
Feminine Authors in Hispanic Literature
Third World Women

inch Feminine Fiction
stential Women
n in German Culture ( )

Images of Women in German Literature
,Visions de la. Feriae
.Women: Center of Cultural, Social, and Political Endeavors in the

Middle Ages



Love, War, and the Other World: The_ Literattlre of Me_
ci -1 Froth St\ ill

Literature and the Drug erience

. Career Relate -vial

Italian threw
Russian for Singers
Russiaa for Sciente eats
`Scientific French .)

Russian Scientific Thought
Russian for Na ding and Resenrch (.
-Technical Trailshition (...)
Business Russian (...)
Commerical Polish P
Italianiconversatipn for Medicine and Business
German Vocal Music --

erman-Phonetics for Music and Broadcasting Majors
echnical German. (...) r

Spanish for Medical Personnel
French fof the World of Wbrk
Jtalian-forTourists
French for Travelers (.
Spanish for. Community Workers
Public Service Spanish
Spanish for Law Enforcement-Perso el'

Spanish for the Service Profession_
Spanish for Human ServiCes
Spanish` for Health Personnel
Career Spanish
Spanish for Hotel Managemqnt Personnel
Bilingual Secretarial Training
Spanish for-Airline Personnel
Spanish for Teachers
Spanish for Preprofessionals
Spanish f'r Mining Personnel-
Spanish :or Urban. Workers

Conv =rsation courses were offered un r many different titles in
land ages`;

Or 1 Russian (.:.
E cryday Spanish

rio Spanish (...
ensive Oral Practice (.

Practicum in Cern



Functional ,Spish
Prenal Spanish
Survival French.

Essential Apanese
Liberated Ekpression

-Vdcabulary Building

The Roots of tcientific and Legal Te
Foreign Elements in Hebrew__
:Latin and Greek Elements in-Ehglish
-Latin Etymology

.7
Vocabulary 3uilding through.Foreign Lan

Reading Knowledge inSpaaiph
Reading in,' sign Periadicals
Readings in the French Press (..

ecial .

Spanish for Na.-.4ve.an$NealNatiVe Speak
Computer Application in Language and Literature
Migrant Internship

General Introduction an e/Culture

Insights into CoMmunication
The Individual; Culture, and the I1Vorld
Ethnic Roots and Intercultural ThLmes
The Search for Valueg in FIlimanis.tic Dikiplines

Cross Cultural Expression
Images of Man'

Languages'of Nan
Concepts of Lan- ge

Comm- .cation and Culture
Intercultural Experiences
Studies in Foreign. Cultures
The Nature of Language
Language and Nb

Literature' Translation

A large number of institutions'reported such ceurses dealing with'
the'literatures of all langkyges taught. Courses offer masterpieces

I

pthors, genres, perimn and surveys in translation 35 well as
thematic courses Similar to those'listedunder "Special'Themes Courses."



183-

f TrariS1' at ion

;Problems' of Literate Translation (..
Pratticum in Translation (...)
Technical Translating (...)
Techniques in Simultaneous Inttrpretation
Techniques-in Consecutive Interpretation

Fila Courses

Film courses wel'e offered in Frentb, German; Indian, Italian, apanese,

and Spanish, usually under titles sue as The 'French Cinema
Spanish Film (...).

-Thematic Film Coursesi

Film Sand German Mentality
The Japanese Film as Literature
Film as a Reflection of French Culture

Liriguistcs

A ni.Ober of courses in Phonetics, Contrastive Analysis,- and Applied
Linguistids were reported by .all languages. Two Spanish
lepartients offered courses in Sociolinguistics.

111-2aJlfJ4M2A2Z

Several departmer-ds in all languages reported development of such cou

Folk logy

_Classical mythology coutses,proliferated and reported considerable.

success,in attracting enrollments.
Courses dealing with folkl6Walso appear to begaining populari=ty.
Some examples:

t.

Folktales in Africa
Oral Narrative in Africa
Chinese 'Folk Religipn. '

-German Child;Qns' Literature
Introduction to WoOd Folk Literature
Nordic.Sagas.
Northern Mythology
Fairy Tales (,.)
The Oral Arts

A

Several courses in play proUuc ion were reported by Spa wish, French,

and German departments.



aditional Te

Intensive German (...
Accelerated Spanish (
Deco !crated French (.
French through the Total Physical Resp6nse .Met od
Individualized Spanish (...
Self-Paced French (:..)
French by Television


